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The heroes of On My Mind 2020 are the students from sixteen high schools who put their
expressions, thoughts and artworks to paper, along with the teachers who helped coordinate this expansive undertaking. Education in 2020 is a complex task and we are pleased
that students and educators recognized the impact of this project, now in its 15th year.
Perhaps there is no greater testimony to the importance of On My Mind than the notability of those who have volunteered their time to write the introductions in past issues,
among them: The Poet Laureate of the United States, the founder and CEO of Black
Enterprise magazine, a columnist and editor for The New York Times, a writer with five
New York Times Bestsellers, a winner of the National Book Award, an Emmy Award
winning TV writer, and a national educational consultant, writer and broadcast host.
Welcome to the wonderful adventure of On My Mind 2020.
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PREFACE
Ernest Hemingway once said, “There’s nothing to writing. All you do is sit down at a
typewriter and bleed.”
A typewriter, a pen or pencil, a keyboard: these are the sharp objects, depending on
what we’re writing, that start the flow. Scrap, lined, or blank paper. A monitor or laptop
screen. These are the vessels where blood collects.
As writers, sometimes we drip and sometimes we hemorrhage. Once there’s an opening,
it all pours out.
Obviously, we can have different blood types and a writer’s blood is no different.
Our writings show that we bleed experience: the things we’ve done, good or bad, and
the things we haven’t done but wished we had. Past happenings and current situations.
Events that have shaped us. Writing to convey action.
We bleed dreams: the ethereal, foggy wanderings of the mind, either while asleep or
awake. These ghostly imaginings of what we hope to do, whether rendered concretely or
abstractly, drive us towards some semblance of a future.
We bleed thoughts: the rung out, squeezed and juiced, grey matter that traverses our body,
via veins and arteries, frequently filtered and purified or tainted by the heart.
We bleed feelings: the emotional plasma of pain and ecstasy, fear and hope, sadness and
joy, colored and shaded by our genetic markers, DNA, and individuality.
This blood gathers in various patterns, certain designs which strengthen our writing and
art and give it a purpose, a mission. Poetry, essays, stories, and graphic art – all frameworks that harness the power of what we have to say, propelling our words further.
Hemingway wasn’t completely correct. Writing takes everything. Every atom, molecule,
and cell rallying to communicate something we hope will help ourselves and benefit others. Such a brave act, one that should be celebrated, as it is here in On My Mind 2020.
I am most impressed by what I have read in its pages and hope the young authors and
artists whose work appears in the current issue, continue to bleed, in the most beautiful of
ways.
Brian Marggraf
Author/Educator
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BEACON HIGH SCHOOL
Chaos

Katie Park - Grade 10
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL
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SAVE YOURSELF
Devyn Angelo - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

They say happiness will find you,
But I think sadness finds you too,
It sneaks up on you in darkness,
Just when you think you’ve made it through.
It opens holes in what was solid ground,
The kind you never know are there,
Until you go take another step,
And you find yourself standing over air.
The world around you passes by,
In blurs of color and sound,
Nothing around you makes sense,
As you continue to plummet down.
You can’t remember how it started,
And you don’t know when it will end,
But you know that you’d give anything,
To stand on your feet again.
Sadness is that feeling,
When the falling doesn’t stop,
And it saps your life of meaning,
And all the good things you’ve got.
So, when you finally hit rock bottom,
And you look back up at the sky,
What you once had seems so far away,
The only thing left to do is cry.
People all yell out, “Save yourself.”
Calling things about “happiness” and “hope.”
But they’re too busy with their lives to realize
It’d be a lot quicker if they let down a rope.
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MAGIC (an excerpt from chapter 1 of the graphic novel)
Erika DeHaas - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

LOCATION: OAKWOOD CASTLE TOWN. It is a very large medieval-like city with
stone towers, white wooden houses with straw thatched roofs, and several pop-up shops
with merchants.
ALDOUS, a tall, tan, black-haired man picks up a sword at a weapons table.
He looks down at the blade and examines it.
MERCHANT
You have an excellent eye, young man! This sword was crafted by one of the best blacksmiths in all of Alexandria! And it’s a bargain, too! ‘Cause I’m only selling this beauty
for one thousand coins!
ALDOUS looks at the sword and scoffs. He puts it back on the table.
ALDOUS
Spare me your story. If I used this piece of junk in combat, it would immediately break.
The metal surrounding the blade is brittle, but the handle is so heavy. Just holding it is a
nightmare… It looks nice, but I’m afraid that’s all it has going for it. I don’t know who
made this sword, but whoever did is an amateur at best.
Other people look over at the Merchant’s table. The Merchant glares at Aldous while
twitching his eye. He points away from his stand.
MERCHANT
Get out of my shop!
___________
LOCATION: A long narrow street within the castle town. The streets are lined with oil
street lamps. They all simultaneously turn on and Aldous looks up at them.
ALDOUS
Hm… I should head back to the castle for dinner…
TOWNIE ONE
I’m telling you what I saw!
ALDOUS looks over at three townies on the side of the street. TOWNIE ONE is being
laughed at by TOWNIE TWO and TOWNIE THREE.
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TOWNIE ONE
It’s true! I saw the dragon out in Southwind Forest! It healed my ankle!
TOWNIE TWO
Hah! Yeah right, get a load of this clown!
TOWNIE THREE puts his arm around TOWNIE ONE’S shoulder.
TOWNIE THREE
Heh, so what did it look like?
TOWNIE ONE
Well, it was really small, and it was pink and white! It also had a heart around its eye andTOWNIE ONE is cut off by TOWNIE TWO and TOWNIE THREE laughing.
TOWNIE ONE grows embarrassed and walks away from them.
TOWNIE ONE
I know what I saw!
ALDOUS watches TOWNIE ONE walk away.
___________
LOCATION: OAKWOOD CASTLE EXTERIOR. It is a large stone castle surrounded by
stone walls on each side. Eight guard towers are set up around the castle.
PEYTON (O.S.)
Chow time!
___________
LOCATION: OAKWOOD CASTLE KNIGHT HALL: INTERIOR. It is a large room
with high ceilings and arched windows. There are several tables filled with soldiers,
guards, and knights. All of them are laughing and eating. In the corner of the room sits
PEYTON, a light-skinned, red-haired Human with freckles and glasses, ULRIC, a lightskinned, brown-haired Human with a stubble, TERROWIN a dark-skinned, black-haired
Human wearing a cloak, and ALDOUS.
PEYTON
Alright! I’m starved!
ULRIC
Likewise… I’ve been training the soldiers all day. That’s a tough job to do alone…
ALDOUS
Tell me about it… Thanks again for covering my PM lessons. I finally got some
much-needed shopping done.
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ULRIC
Hah! No problem… but just remember, you’re covering my AM lessons tomorrow!
ALDOUS
Yeah yeah…
GUARD (O.S.)
Captain Aldous, Commander Ulric, I need to speak with you.
ENTER a guard. He stands in front of Aldous and Ulric. He looks down at the two of
them.
GUARD
I request to take time off.
ALDOUS
State your name and class.
GUARD
My name is Henry, and I am a class three Knight, sir.
ULRIC
Why do you need time off?
GUARD
I wish to go to South Wind Forest for a… hunting trip, sir.
ULRIC
Denied. Now get out of my sight.
GUARD
Captain -ALDOUS
Denied.
The guard nods and exits.
ULRIC
Ugh… another believer. How can so many people think that stupid rumor is true?
PEYTON
Hey! It could be real!
ULRIC
Oh, dear Goddess… Here we go again…
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PEYTON
Listen, all I’m saying is that this creature could exist! The natural world is so vast…
There’s still so much we don’t know about!
ULRIC
Aren’t you a zoologist?
PEYTON
Eh, I dabble!
ULRIC
Then you of all people should know what’s real and what’s fake. And some magical
guardian that heals people isn’t real. It’s fake.
PEYTON
Says who? A long time ago we used to live with wizards, right? So, who’s to say all magic is gone?
ULRIC
First of all, that’s just a legend. Second of all, if magic really existed in this world, then
don’t you think we would have found it by now?
ALDOUS
Maybe we already have.
ULRIC
You stay out of this.
PEYTON
Heh! Just you wait Ulric… Someday someone will capture that beast, and you’ll be eating your words!
ULRIC
Please… I’m sure in a month from now, this whole rumor will end and everyone will
move on to the next one.
The scene ends on an out-shot of the OAKWOOD CASTLE’S EXTERIOR

THEN VS. NOW
Jenna Griesing - Grade 9
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

Then I would’ve called you and explained to you my hurt,
Now I don’t even have your number saved in my phone.
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Then I could’ve texted you knowing I would get one back,
Now it’s a rare occurrence we’ll even text at all.
Then I should’ve tried harder to be there, less absent,
Now absent is all we know.
Then I would’ve smiled so big when hearing your name that it would almost hurt,
Now it’s too hard to even say your name, let alone hear it and not feel faded.
Then I could’ve spoken to you without any hesitation,
Now I try my hardest to avoid even having to say hello.
Then I should’ve given you what you deserved, better,
Now I’m watching her be everything I couldn’t be and more.

THAT BUS RIDE
Aine Gunn - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

That purveying dampness,
Rain on blankets and pillows
And not-so-soft things,
Polyester cut my cheek and
I sat very still.
Do you cry?
I saw it almost in that lung-laugh
And now every shot
Not so sorry anymore.
You got your wish,
A tangle of ivy up here,
It smells like artifacts
I have only ammonia for battle.
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BURNING OUT
Kayla Lare - Grade 10
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

Another match had been struck
It erupted into light
Too bright?
You could blow out the spark
Go on. Do it.
No?
Put the flame to the end of the cigarette
The one hanging between your lips
Breathe in the smoke
Maybe the warmth will spread inside you
You’ve been cold lately
Quick!
The match is low
Make a decision
Light the wick of a candle why don’t you?
Watch the wax turn to liquid
Smell the vanilla scent in the air
Put the flame to paper
Spread the heat
Grow it
Why do you hesitate?
The flame is low
You could still roast a marshmallow
Make it golden
Hmm
The match burned out
Another one wasted...

BUTTERFLIES
Anita Martin - Grade 11
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

Every time I look into your eyes
All I get are butterflies

Every time
I think of you
I feel something new
All I want is to be with you
See something new
Try something new
All with you
Every time I hear from you
I cry for you
I long for you
I want to feel your arms around me
I want you to love me
You see my flaws
You see my scars
Yet you still listen
You see my pain
You see I’m broken
Yet you brave the rain that comes with me to heal me
Through everything
You still hear me
Every time I look into your eyes I get butterflies
Every time I see you I long to be with you
I cannot lie and say I don’t get butterflies when I talk to you
I feel something new when I’m around you
These butterflies are because
I love you
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UNTITLED
David Paschal - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

At the end of September, the lush green leaves would begin to fade into vibrant reds, oranges, yellows, and brown. The change in seasons was always obvious. As summer ended and
autumn began, the breeze always felt much cooler. The cold would pierce my skin, causing
the hair on the back of my neck to rise. The apples on the trees would ripen, but rot quickly.
Due to their small size the birds and deer would eat the surplus of ripe fruit before I could
snag some for myself. I never cared, because I do not personally enjoy the sweet red apples
of my tree, yet I always enjoyed the way they smelled. As the rotten apples began to ferment I would inhale deeply. The cold air would make me wheeze and cough, but followed
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after was the sweet aroma of the sugars of the rotting fruit. The sweet smell, quite similar
to cider, would put me in the mood to snuggle up in a thick, warm blanket and drink a cup
of it alongside my grandparents. Their cabin would always have a fire burning. The warmth
was inviting, as if enticing me to grasp hold of the flames. I fell for the fire’s trick one too
many times. I was always a curious kid. I constantly thought that it wouldn’t hurt the next
time. Sadly, I was proven wrong; the blisters were a reminder of my lesson. They were
constantly hurting my hands. Before I went to sleep, my mother would gently rub cream
on my hands and fingers to sooth the pain. She would tuck me under the sheets tightly, so
the monsters couldn’t get to me in my most vulnerable position. I always asked her to stay
for a bit to chat. As we conversed about my dreams of being a Jedi Knight, the sounds of
the lightsabers and laser guns would fill my head. I always was a dreamer, and that cabin
provoked me to day-dream constantly. It was lonely there. Since there were very few kids I
spent most of my time alone. The creaks of the floorboards became all too familiar. Thus, I
had mastered the ways to get around quietly. This became particularly useful once I started
to hear my gram’s freshly baked oatmeal raisin cookies call for me late at night. Like a
ninja I could always snag a cookie and a juice pouch without anyone waking up to hear me.
I was caught eventually, because my gram had begun to write down how many were left
on her notepad. The sticky crumbs in my bed definitely did not help my case either. Once
the matriarchs found out about my schemes, my grandpa would stare at me, and motion me
to come towards him. His deep glaring eyes and serious wrinkles would always form into
a smile. He would rub my hair and say that he was proud of me. Probably because he too
would hear the call of the cookie.

A SIMULATION
Julissa Reyes - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

We are from the depths of absence
We live, we breathe, then disappear
And though we know this road is short
We’ve convinced ourselves we’re needed here
We believe that we’re an oddity
With kindness and creation
But what about the little girl
Who strived through complications
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She was just another one
Who did not deserve to die
She fought her demons everyday
And yet we didn’t bat an eye
We didn’t try to help her
And we didn’t join the fight
We feared that all her darkness
Would dim our shining light
We are from aggression
We lie, we steal, and fight
But when aggression turns to maliciousness
There are dead bodies through the night
We see each other as disposable
But see ourselves like we belong
And when our angels come to rid our sins
We convince them that they’re wrong
So, then our angels are our demons
And they eat us up alive
They have filled our souls with pain and hate
We’ve not lived but we’ve survived
We are from the ignorance
From the young and uninformed
We see color we see race and  
Indifference is the norm
We are from insanity
We are rightfully deranged
We see our flaws and see the bad
And yet we turn our backs to change
We are from the ignored no’s and
Children robbed of their innocence
The beatings, rapes that are family secrets
We derive from tragic incidents
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We are from a simulation
Our existence isn’t real
But I guess that that’s the reason why
It’s so hard for me to feel
We are from a simulation
To see how long the good would last
But like any horrid game
There’re some levels we won’t pass

DID YOU HEAR ME WHEN I SAID I LOVE YOU?
Alexis Rosa - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

The whisper of a heart breaking sounds a lot like the cries of an old house settling, shifting, shaking
These empty halls with creaky floorboards are house memories of a broken family and
the tears of a breaking child but I am but a visitor here. What once was a positivity is now
a questioning, deafening silence that fills this void all too half-heartedly
So when I invite you into my heart, my home, I’ll ask you to take care to watch your step
and mind the mess--I haven’t been up to cleaning in quite some time--and to make sure
not to stare too long at the family portrait because I don’t know if I’ll be able to keep my
composure if I have to talk about my past
You won’t really care though. You’ll keep your shoes on when you enter, and make
insensitive comments about the conditions of my home and my person, you’ll touch the
portraits and tug at my heartstrings, cutting them and twisting them and tying them until
they’re knotted and unmanageable, you’ll kick over scrap books and chairs that no one
sits in, you kick open doors leaving me open, bare, vulnerable and you’ll laugh
And then you’ll leave without closing the door behind you. And I’ll say thank you for
visiting my home as the tears well up, threatening to break through my dam. Thank you.
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TAKING IT LIGHTLY
Rachel Van Buren - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

How horrible it is to get what you want
Or to be so close
That you give everything away
Crying through an endless journey
Towards something, a place, an idea
A love that you could never give me
My time, my heart, my words, my body
Slowly; piece by piece, I gave you everything
I had
And when I could give no more
I was left with nothing from you
Nothing from me
Useless as I always was, you still
found a way to use me
And whatever you wanted, it didn’t
really matter
And I suppose I didn’t either
In those moments that I was convinced
Of everything otherwise
You picked me up so gently
And held me by my ribcage
Then you crushed my chest
With six words
And since then
I haven’t been able to breathe
I can’t breathe
I can’t breathe
I can’t breathe
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CARRIAGE
Roswell Pasqua Wendel - Grade 12
BEACON HIGH SCHOOL

I was on the NYC metro to-day
Goin on home from the nine to five
Saw a man with a dog’s head
Not even a cool dog
Like a pit-bull or German Shepard
Musta been some Pug mix
He didn’t seem too bothered by his dog’s head
Looked around same as anything
Blinked, too
Eventually, he
(Don’t know why I’m assuming it’s a guy)
Got out his newspaper
Started reading
Bout the newest information
This seemed to bother him
Started growling, all that
People gave him a look
So he barked
But they thought it was good
Just some angry-type guy
Not a half-breed
And me, hey
When in Rome,
Do as the Roman’s do, right?
So why should it bother me much
That he has a dog’s head
This is America,
after all
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EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
SLOWLY GONE
by Zoinab Zaman - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Why must everything be about wealth?
When we’re slowly deteriorating our mental health
Slowly and slowly
Falling into the grey emptiness
Slowly and slowly
You know how that feels right?
Not caring about ourselves mentally or emotionally
It’s all physical
It’s how we look, not what we think
But with a sudden blink
Everything can be gone
Gone
It’s all gone

DEATH

by Paula S. Amissah - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

I feel the chill
Down my neck,
It’s so icy
And cold
I hate the feeling
I hear an echo
In the wind
It’s here to take
Me away
I want to go
But I can’t
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I’m needed here
I have to stay
It is back
To take me away
I’m slipping
And I can feel it
I won’t accept it
No, not now
Maybe later
But for now
I have a life
And people that need me

HOW HE FLEW TO THE SKIES
by Rogelio Ramirez - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

He was like any other boy, he played sports, video games and went to school
Every morning he woke up watching the beautiful sunrise from his room
His dream was to be a pilot and to fly in the skies
Dream big my boy, dream big
One day, he woke up with a terrible headache
His mom took him to the hospital and the doctor gave him the news
The whole world fell apart: He had a tumor and his time was limited
Dream big my boy, dream big
The last thing he wanted to do was be in a plane
And see the beautiful sun and clouds around him.
His dream came true and was able to enjoy every single moment
Dream big my boy, dream big
He always wanted to be free
Being able to help others
And make his mom proud
Dream big my boy, dream big
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One morning, he stared at his window looking at the skies.
Later that night, he fell asleep
His soul flew like a bird into the skies
From the beautiful sunrise, to his father who was waiting
Dream big my boy, dream big

MOTHER
by Iris Indino - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

My mother kept a garden
A garden of the heart
She planted all the good things
That gave my life its start
She turned me into the sunshine
And encouraged me to dream
Fostering and nurturing
The seeds of self esteem
Her constant good example
Always taught me right from wrong
Markers for my pathway
That will last a lifetime long
I am my mother’s garden
I am her sunshine
And I hope today she feels the love
Reflected back from me

OUR WORLD
by Ijeoma Umelo - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Our world is misunderstood
We won’t be bad, we’ll be good
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The oceans look very nice and blue
The grass looks greener and new
The sun was big and bright
The moon shines through the night
The universe is growing
The big stars are glowing
Our world will continue to grow
It grows faster than you know!
Our world won’t stop
Until it reaches the top
Our love is the source of its power
Our love blossoms like a dainty flower
Our world will stay alive
Like a warrior that trains to survive
Our world has the purest heart
It’s beautiful like a work of art
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GROW ROSE…GROW
by Malaikah Calhoun - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Grow up… Something that’s forced upon us today...something that I said to myself
on many many yesterdays…
What I mean by that is being young wanting to be grown
“Can’t wait to be a teenager!”
Now it’s “I wish I was five again!”
As a kid, I always thought I’ll grow up to be a perfect teen
But society makes me feel like a circle in a square… A circle in a square and I can’t
fulfil its corners
Because I’m not shaped to fit in, because when I was younger I didn’t see or understand the weight that was going to be put upon me
My mindset was always different as a kid… I always looked at the world for what it
could’ve been instead of what it actually was.
Always asked questions instead of saying “Okay” and was always eager to chase the
meaning behind “No” and replace it with “Why”
Why are things the way they are?
My parents exposed me to a lot growing up
Many foods
Cultures
Music

Where I come from
And what I happened before I stepped into this world
So some say I’m lucky
Living with both parents
A little family of four
In a three-floor house
In a little neighborhood Yeah, some might say I’m lucky
I wouldn’t say lucky… I’d say normal
Even the prettiest things have flaws
Almost like a rose
Beautiful but with thorns that can prick you
But you learn from those small scratches
Roses are beautiful
Pretty at the top but strong in its roots and dangerous in the middle
Grow strong now so you can bloom and protect later.

SOCIOPATH
by Jacob Mendoza - Grade 10

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

No emotions
A false front needed to be held
Unable to feel
Unable to understand true emotions
Not a sociopath, but instead a person unable to care
But both caring at the same time
Multiple fronts that hold place in one mind
Unable to stay inside
Confessing until out of words
A mind unstable,
Unable to hold
The spirits untold
Not in legends
Not stories
Are there monsters
As awful,
As crazy
Nor as disastrous
As those faced by him
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A mind that doubts every task
A mind held back by insecurities
That rain endlessly
Filling the void of his mind,
Quickly turning it into a sea of emotions
None holding any positivity
But never will he say a word
Feeling that others have dealt with worse
Instead of facing the truth
That his mind lay in an awful state
Never to be fixed
Never to be addressed
Yet he continues to pressure himself with insecurities
Never to see light
Inside the darkness of his mind
Ever more

DESPAIR OF THE MONKEY
by Justin Polonia - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Let me tell you the difference between
You and Me
It’s like the story of the monkey trying
To capture the moon. However close he thinks he
Is to the moon, it’s still just the reflection
Of the moon in the middle of the lake.
No matter how he struggles to capture that
“Moon”, he inevitably sinks to the bottom of that lake
To no avail. “You will never reach
Me”
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10,000 MILES AWAY FROM YOU
by Lizbeth Suarez - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Late-night January
Lying down on the roof
Listening to a John Mayer song
Examining at the glistening stars
Pondering if I’ll get the chance to meet you
Counting the stars one by one
But can’t seem to count them all
Where you’re at
You’re the only thing I think about
Before going to sleep
It hurts me that you’re on the other side of the world
But receiving a text from you at 2AM is astonishing
Wishing I was with the text message being delivered
I tried to be happy, but my heart aches
But I always pray if God-allowed we’d end up together
Missing you fiercely is hard,
but you’re worth every second
When you’re in my mind
I want to be with you as
If you were my home
I don’t care if you’re thousands of miles away from me
I’d do anything to be close to you forever and ever
Just to hear that accent and smile
I’m 10,000 miles away from you
But that won’t stop me from not giving up
because you mean the world to me
So I’ll be here on my roof
Counting at the stars until I reach to you
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DREAMS
by Zenaida Banfield - Grade 10

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Life is a struggle everyday
we have to get through it like it’s a dream away
Things come through our path like a flash
Life is a journey on and on that never stops
School is a thing that we just don’t flop
I’ve always believed in my goals in life
And each obstacle I pass is filled with strife.
Once I overcome my dream I’ll never have to suffer
Everyday people see that I have become tougher
College is one step to being closer to an adult
It’s like I’m running with a huge cult.
I go on & on in school about being strong,
But I haven’t really found a place that I belong
Each day it goes by a little too fast
Sometimes I think to myself why can’t I live in the past?
I always think to myself
what is a way out?
Though many times I still come across doubt
Dreams are a way of escaping the truth
Just like when I get past my great youth
I want to be something in my young teen years, but it’s going to get me through all
the tears.
I mainly play sports to get rid of the pain
because, sometimes all the stress just makes me go insane
If you live in a crazy environment it really affects you
just like when you fight and start to argue.
I really just want to live the American dream
everyone else is doing the same.
One day I want to pursue the medical field
It really makes me feel like I’m can just be free
And to become a better person and just be me
Life can be a little ball in your hand
And once you waste it there’s no other plan

There are some people that are going through pain
I want to help people who are struggling & are in need of a right lane.
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OBSTACLES
by Kristhel Zschocher - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

There’re a lot of obstacles standing in my way,
but I won’t let it ruin my day,
so I’ll always be ready to play
and blow everyone away
I’ll write twice as long
I’ll read twice as much
I’ll ask many questions
Until I reach my goal
I’ll always try my best every day
Harder and harder for a better pay
And if my best ain’t good enough
I can always say, “Today I gave it my best shot”
If today doesn’t go as planned
I can always ask for a hand
There’s will always be the next day
To try as best as I can

MS. CABRERA
by Julieva Cabrera - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

As the sun I see you grow from above.
During summer you’re free from me you enjoy the outdoors and swim your flippers
away.
Comes fall and your leaves of mistakes are beginning to fall off filling that brain of new
ideas and many questions.
Winter hits you like a storm,
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moments where I am your jacket helping you feel protected from your wandering
thoughts turning your broken leaves into new and fresh ones.
Spring allows me to show you the climate change and the way you can play nice without
getting hurt.
Once again come summer and my last words to you will be “remember everything I’ve
taught you”
And you’ll say “Have a great summer Ms.Cabrera”.

MY DREAM
by Nyla Graham - Grade 10

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

We all have our dreams
Some big, some small
My dream is simple
I want to wake up every morning and not dread the day to come
I want to wake up elevated about my tasks that I have to complete
I want to wake up not concerned about necessities
And have them already taken care of
I want to walk in shining as bright as the sun, ready to work hard and joyful
I want to leave tired, yet satisfied
I want to go home proud of myself, feeling accomplished with all my efforts
And lastly I want to close my eyes, ready to do it all again
But the one thing that is holding me back
The one thing that prevents me from living this dreamy life
Is that I’m saying “I want” instead of “I will”.

JEOPARDY
by Luis Rodriguez - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Prepared for months
deliberated for hours on end
practice, reflect, practice, reflect
persuaded by progress
blinded with enthusiasm
devoured by the nerves,

finally it was over,
confused by the excitement.
Suddenly.
Days felt longer
nights felt quicker.
it’s here
my eyes got hyper
my legs shaking
my heart rate multiplied.
It led me to nothing.
What is, the journey?

THERE’S A BETTER TOMORROW
by Jennisa Ulanga - Grade 11

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Soon there’ll be a better place
for children to sleep
for people to eat
for the world to be at peace
one day I wish for war to cease
Where children can finally stop gnashing teeth
There’s a better tomorrow
Where it’s bitter sweet like peaches and cream
Where’s there’s no screams
Where people can have the American dream!

ONCE IN A LIFETIME
by Jessilyn Morales - Grade 12

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

Green and blue hues surround me.
I am captured by your voice
As you whisper my name
Sorrowfully, lovingly, painfully.
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Visions of me and you dance across my mind
The bustling mornings and afternoons
When life was like a movie
But I longed for those cold ember nights
Where it would be just us and the moon.
I stare at you and try to memorize your face.
The color of your eyes, the lines on your cheeks
and the curve of your lips.
You were the dream I never wanted to go away.
I stare into the fire pit as the flames dance a
routine we once did..
I dream of piano melodies and sweet peaches;
Bike rides and reading
But the clearest thing I see is you.
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FEAR OF THE RIDE
by Abdullah Mohammed Oadud Khan - Grade 9
EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

It’s our summer break, time to chill, relax, stay up all night to play games and plan fun
trips. I wanted to go somewhere fun and exciting this summer, not the common disgusting
pool filled with at least 25 gallons of pee. Nor the beach that has plastic all over the place,
but the exciting Six Flags Theme Park. I don’t know why I begged my mom to go there.
I don’t even like rides. Well… I am scared of the rides. Not the little horse rides or the
spinning swings but the big coaster rides. They scare me. I am not sure why I had a feeling
that was making me want to go to the park. I think I was just bored at home doing nothing
at all except playing games all day… Maybe that’s the reason. Anyways, my two brothers
do not share my fear of roller coasters. I think they aren’t even scared of bugs at this point,
but they also agreed to go to the park. My older brother was talking about the ride “Joker”
and how great it is. Looking at pictures and videos of this ride, my jaw dropped. I knew I
messed up… this ride was a death trap! However, it was too late to turn back.
When we arrived at the park, there was a very long line. At least 20 minutes to reach the
ticket booth. I was not feeling too confident about what lie ahead and as a result, my stomach was growling a lot and I wasn’t feeling too well. I hate when that happens! Like the
first day of school. When we finally entered, I went to the bathroom and when I came back,
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I could not find my family. I am not sure why, but after 2-3 minutes, they came back with
snacks. How could they be so brave to eat before riding this insane coaster? Are they mad?

The first ride we went on was a flying swing. It was actually calming. When we went up
into the air, I could feel the cold breeze and the heat from the sun on my face and arms.
It felt like my brain waves slowed down. This was very unexpected but pleasing in many
ways.
Afterwards, my little brother raised his hand and pointed a finger exclaiming “Look! It’s
the Joker!”
“I hate you!” I whispered in my head. We started walking towards the ride and the line was
longer than I expected. This is perfect, it gave me time to mentally prepare for what was to
come. 10 minutes passed and we were at the very front of the line. My heart began to race.
Adrenaline coursed through my body.
The coaster arrived. My stomach was in knots. How does this happen? Welp, this is it…
I am being forced to ride this death trap… This is going to be bad. I stepped into the car
and took a seat on the cold, metal backplate. I felt a shiver down my spine. The countdown
started. As one second went by, my body felt as if it were falling apart. The coaster began
to move and pick up speed.
My eyes were locked shut. I tried to open them to peek and see the drop. My eyes open
wide, I said to myself “I can do this.. I have to finish this…” As we dropped, my face was
hit by a tornado. It was actually pleasant to feel the G forces. As I rode, I laughed and
laughed. It was actually pretty fun! The coaster roared and made sounds Skrrrt!, pleep!
I actually wanted to ride again! It wasn’t that bad after all. I was thinking to myself “I did
it! I finished it! I nailed it! I finished it! I escaped it! I did it!” My fear ran away from me.
I defeated my fear.

INVASION OF PRIVACY
by Mayrelis Gonzalez Sosa - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

My name is Mayrelis Gonzalez. I grew up in the south Bronx with my mom having a normal childhood like any other kid. I HAD MY OWN ROOM...keep that in mind. That is
until I turned 12. My dad used to live in Italy because he wasn’t able to come to the U.S
until two years ago. I remember that day like it was yesterday. My heart leaped for joy as
I was waiting for him to come home from the airport. I clearly remember my mom telling
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me, “We can finally be with not only your dad but your siblings too as soon as they come.”
When my father finally came, it was like a dream come true because I never had a father
figure up until that point. As the year went by, my sister eventually came to the United
States as well. I had to share a room with her. Surprisingly, I wasn’t against it because we
got along so well. She was 20 years old at the time but she did not plan to stay. When I
heard she was moving to Philadelphia, I wasn’t happy but I finally was going to get my
room back. Months later, my parents told me that my brother was coming to live with us.
It felt a little awkward. When I was told I had to share my room, my vision became blurred
as my tears streamed down my cheeks.
I had finally gotten my room the way I wanted it after my sister left. Not to mention, it was
a very small room. The time came when I needed to arrange the room to make space for
my brother. I was already resentful. My parents were expecting to get extra help with bills
and with general housekeeping around the house since he said he was going to get a job.
Time went on and my brother got that job. My parents were ecstatic. Their happiness didn’t
last long! He quit the job my father got for him and from that point on, he searched for a
new one. He eventually found one but history repeated itself when he told my parents he
quit...again! This is where the problems started flooding in. Since my brother was jobless
they’d at least expect to get his help cleaning around the house but they were far from correct. One quiet night ,I heard screaming coming from the living room. “THE NEXT TIME
YOU DECIDE TO QUIT ANY JOB YOU’RE GOING BACK TO THE DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC!” my father said. Apparently, my mother had been complaining to my father
about the situation. Rent was high and my parents came to a messy home after work while
I was in school and my brother was home. I clearly helped around the house after school
doing chores as much as I could but it.
Having a shared bedroom was a living nightmare. The snoring, the loud talking, and the
mess drove me insane. The uncleanliness brought me to a breaking point. I finally built up
the courage to talk to my parents about how I felt and obviously they understood but, to
my surprise they couldn’t do much about it. I heard my mother say, “Que se puede hacer
mi hija tu tienes que aguantarte.” I sighed at the thought of having to go through this every
day. Since then, I have been extra helpful around the house. Although I thought all hope
had been lost I got a notification of a picture. I went into the chat and it referenced two
positive pregnancy tests! My sister was pregnant. All I could say was, “I’m going to be an
aunt!” I felt ecstatic about having a new member of the family. Life has been the same for
the past couple of months. As much as I wanted to ignore the tension I had with my brother
I couldn’t. I dreaded talking to him since I’d been spending all my time avoiding him. As
much as I dislike him, he is my brother and I do care about him. Just imagine barely knowing a 17 year-old boy and having to share a room with him for two years.
Two years have gone by and I’ve been living the same obnoxious life. For some reason, I
have never been able to have alone time or any type of privacy. I am now 14 and I’m still
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living the same life. I have now learned to accommodate my family and to put my feelings
aside. My parents have been working hard and can’t always afford the apartment. Whenever I can, I help and do my best to take stress off of my parents. I still don’t get along with
my brother and I don’t think I ever will honestly. As long as my mom is less stressed, I will
always be content. I’m back here in my room yet I am forced to share it. Although I don’t
like it, I’ll always be grateful for what my parents give me.

HE IS FREE!
by Jdarlin Marte - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

It was a beautiful day to come to the United States. I couldn’t stay focused. My mind was
wandering all over the place. “Como se va a ver mi futuro?” I asked myself. I kept thinking
about how I was going to feel when I’m in the airport clutching the suitcases as my hands
sweat profusely. “Estare bien” I said. My beautiful mom, with her smile lighting up her
face, was preparing suitcases but I noticed that her flowers were dying one by one. It was
sunny and hot and I could hear the singing birds. It was a perfect day but the Dominican
Republic would be left behind with my mom. She was “bien” she said. I didn’t believe her
because I can read her like a book. Her face was the dog whose baby was killed in front of
her. I stood by her side as she was shivering and I could hear her heart beating fast.
“Es tiempo de irnos?” I asked by David Ortiz. Of course it’s my dad with his positive energy and great personality. “Ahora si, ya son la siete y cinco” he said with his head down.
My sister was sitting in the room in which my mother was preparing the suitcases and
I didn’t even recognize her. “Estaremos bien,” I said. “No,” stated my sister with a red
face. I couldn’t feel the energy in my house anymore. My brother sat silently in the living
room. We went to the airport and took the suitcases. I could feel their literal and figurative
weights.
The dreaded moment finally arrived. We hugged my mom in a circle with tears streaming
down our faces. I said “la extranaremos.: When we parted, I couldn’t do it. I ran back towards my mother and gave her the tightest hug. “La amo hasta la luna” I said and she cried
even more. I felt as if my other half was taken from me and the skies became black. I felt
that our hearts were connected and that my heart would stop beating and pumping blood
through my body. As I boarded the plane, my whole world collapsed. If my mom wasn’t
with me, I felt that the plane would fall from the sky into the deep ocean where there is no
light and you are blinded by the cloudy and dark water.
We finally arrived in the United States. There was no internet to reach out to my mom.
Every time I thought of her, I felt very lonely. I already missed her so much! I eventually
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arrived at my aunt’s house and she gave me a tight hug. I could tell that she missed me and
cared about me a lot. I eventually called my mother and we cried together on the phone.
After about a week, I started school. My new life was beginning.
After 3 years of depression and loneliness, my mom finally came to join us in the states. I
didn’t know a mother was so important and that I would miss her so much. “A mom is the
greatest thing that a person can have and I will never let anyone separate my mom from
me, not even death,” I said to myself. My family was complete now. I could laugh again,
I could enjoy life again, I was free and reborn into the new me. “Jdarlin Marte is back!”

ISOLATION
By Angelica Duran - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

I was about 6 years old and had just landed in the Dominican Republic. My dad and I were
waiting at the airport for my grandpa to pick us up. After about 20 minutes, we finally saw
him getting out of his car. I immediately ran towards him as he picked me up and began to
tickle me. “Ayy mira, que grande tu estas” (Oh look how big you are). I was so happy that
day. I thought my cheeks were going to break from smiling so much. As I look back, I see
my dad jogging to catch up to us while struggling to hold all of our bags. When he finally
caught up, he dropped the bags and hugged his father. I then got into the car.
I heard some mumbling outside while they were packing the bags in the trunk so I knew
they were happy. I fell asleep on the ride home and woke up at my grandmother’s house.
It was already morning. I could tell by the light shining through the windows. I walked
out and saw my whole family standing there. I was a very shy kid so I just stood there and
stared at them. I felt awkward and ignored. My dad noticed this and picked me up and introduced me to the rest of the family one by one. I was still feeling awkward and was quiet
and my family members thought that I was boring. Some individuals even said that I don’t
fit in with the family because they are all very loud and talkative.
At that point, my dad grew tired of the way they were talking about me. He decided that we
would leave and go out to eat. It hurt me when they said that I didn’t seem like a part of the
family. My dad took me out to his favorite restaurant and he ordered us pancakes. When
we finished eating, my uncle called my dad saying that the rest of the family was sitting by
a nearby pool and that we should join them. When the call ended, my dad paid the bill and
we headed out. On the ride home, I stared out the window and noticed how beautiful, bright
and green everything was. There were plantains, coconuts and many flowers. It looked so
wonderful. I couldn’t believe it. I felt so connected to this wonderful place yet I felt so
out of place. I knew I was different. I didn’t act like any one from here. I didn’t look like
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anyone from here and I didn’t feel like I was from there. I felt like a complete stranger in a
place that was supposed to be my home.
As my dad slowly pulled into the driveway, I unbuckled my seatbelt and waited for him to
park. Once he opened the door, I jumped out and immediately ran towards the door. My
dad got my bathing suit for me. I couldn’t wait to get to the pool and to prove to my family
that I belong. I wanted them to like me very badly. I rushed to put on my bathing suit in the
bathroom. I struggled a little but eventually got it on. Once I finished, I tripped on my way
to the pool and all of my cousins laughed at me. My uncle helped me up and then I noticed
I scraped both of my knees. My aunt then treated my wounds. I was so embarrassed.
The next thing I remember, I woke up in the back of my dad’s car. It was extremely dark
outside. I could hear my dad and my aunt in the front seats. “Are you sure she’s even
yours?” “I mean her mother was never really stable.” At that moment, I realized that I may
never fit into the family. There’s really not much else to say. Will I ever get over the fact
that I’m different than the rest of the family? Probably not. Will I try to be like them? Definitely not! Will I try my hardest to show them I’m great? Hell Yeah!

NEVER LOOK BACK
by Edwin Jaquez - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

It was a hot and bright day during the Summer break of 2014. Despite the heat, I had been
home all day with my sister. To make time go faster, Melanie and I decided to watch some
television until our parents got home. While watching an action movie, my mom called
Melanie and told her to season the ribs and put them in the oven so we could eat them for
dinner later on. Therefore, my sister continued to watch the movie since the TV was near
the kitchen and could do both simultaneously. I watched her every step as she added adobo, the green blend seasoning, the orange packet, oregano and other secret spices that my
mom always uses. I was beyond excited as ribs are one of my favorite foods.
It was finally time for the ribs to go into the oven! However, the movie had finished so I
went to my room to play some video games for a while. I remember playing Urban Crime
and was frustrated because I kept on losing. What felt like mere minutes later, Melanie
began screaming my name. After about 10 minutes of Melanie continuously calling me,
I eventually got out of my bed and went to the kitchen to see what she wanted. I immediately froze. All I saw was a fog of black smoke all over the kitchen and the living room.
I saw my sister trying to solve this major issue. I saw her make sure that the oven was off,
she fanned out the smoke and attempted to use the fire extinguisher but nothing worked. At
the same time, she was on the phone with my mother, my father and the firefighters. To this
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day, I still do not understand how she managed to speak to so many people at the same time
but she made it work. “Do Something!” Melanie yelled at me in a panic. My first instinct
was to grab my new shoes and run out of the house to save them and myself. I just left and
did not think about going back.
Minutes later, Melanie came outside with half of her face black from soot and dust
all over her clothing from the black fumes and flames. At that same instant, firefighters barged into our home and attempted to save our kitchen. My mom arrived shortly
thereafter with tears and a distressed look on her face. My dad came home in a similar state not long after my mother arrived. The firefighters told us “You are lucky you
caught it early, it could have ended with a huge explosion.” We were all relieved.
My parents did not return to work that day. We dedicated the rest of our day to clean the
kitchen which was full of smoke and dust. As much as I love ribs, they were way too burnt
to enjoy. We went out to dinner that night instead. We were all very thankful that we were
all present, healthy and well. I do not know what I would do without any of my family
members. I’m just happy everyone was ok. I love them even more than I enjoy eating ribs
or the new shoes I saved from the fire that day.

THAT DAY

by Jeremy Urbana - Grade 9

EXIMIUS COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY, BRONX, NY

As an artist, I take my drawings and art pieces seriously. When I complete a drawing, no
one is allowed to make changes to it without my permission Living alone with my dad,
separated from my mom from a young age, I finally started to realize things about myself
and other people. I realized I shouldn’t be ashamed of who I am and that I shouldn’t care
what other people think. With this new mindset and creative thoughts, I created a picture of
a character from Sailor Moon who though not directly stated, is a female who is attracted to
other women. I drew this character holding the rainbow flag, colored with marker and all.
I was proud of my work as it represented and looked like the character, but also because it was something I haven’t done before and something I thought I would never do. I was able to create this picture with the mindset that people would appreciate the picture because it was nice and different. But it didn’t turn out that way.
My relationship with my dad changed a lot. Namely, I found out his feelings about my drawings. He had always supported my work saying things like “You’re really getting better.”
But after he saw this drawing, everything changed. A few weeks after I drew the character, I
went back to my sketchbook where I drew it and realized the piece of art I created was gone.
I was devastated and knew who did it and why they did it from the beginning. I immediately looked at my dad who pretended he didn’t know what was wrong. I gave
him a death stare for a minute and then broke my wooden pencil that I was pre-
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pared to sketch with. I then stormed off towards my bedroom. I sat on my bed looking around the room with the sketchbook on my lap. As rage took over my mind, I
tore off some of my other pieces at random, crumbling and throwing them around the
room. I then laid down on my bed, pulled the blanket over myself and went to sleep.
I woke up the next day, a school day, remembering what had happened the night before. I
pulled the blanket back over my face and fell back to sleep. I was woken up a minute later
as I saw my dad’s face urging me to get up. “Get up! You have school today!” he said.
“What are you so angry about?” “Don’t act stupid!” I answered “You know what you did!”
I stayed home from school that day. I later called my mom explaining to her, frustrated,
how my father had lost all of my trust by doing this. My mom told me that it was ok and
he was just being ignorant, careless and not thinking about how I would feel. She asked
me what was wrong with the picture and though I knew why he ripped it out, I told her
“Nothing was wrong with it.” because there really wasn’t. Months later, again, sketchbook
placed on my lap, I flipped through the pages looking through my drawings. Before I pass
the ripped page, I think about what happened before. I smirk, and look at my dad across the
room knowing the house would never be the same. That day ruined the way I see things.
No more nice. No more excuses. I do what I want, and if you have a problem, I’d be happy
to tell you straight to your face, worry about yourself and how you live your life. I’ll live
mine the way I want.
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JOHN F. KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL
MY STAGES OF GRIEF
Andrea Brant - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Realization
I find myself writing your name on my arms, my books and everything I own.
It’s surprising how many letter F’s I find scribbled on something.
	 It’s a bittersweet feeling that causes me to lose my sanity.
Addiction
You are the drug my mind got addicted to.
I’m addicted to your smell, laugh, and hugs.
	 No rehab will ever exceed in helping me.
There’s a few times when I’ve dreamt about you.
I just can’t get you out of my mind
Anger
At times I scream at God for putting you in my path.
The pain of not having someone around anymore feels like a knife to the heart.
In the beginning it hurt but time has numbed me.
Anxiety
	 No one has made me cry as much as you have.
When someone’s scent comes close to yours, my stomach ties itself in knots.
I grow anxious at the thought of seeing you.
What will I say?
Will I embarrass myself?
Freedom
Sometimes I wish a genie would grant me three wishes.
I’d use the first one for endless amounts of money.
The second to relive any memory.
The third will be used to erase you from my memories.
Once you disappear I will be able to breathe.
I will be able to go on with my day and not hold back tears from remembering you.
	 Songs won’t be a reminder.
Certain scents won’t make me nervous.
Finally, I will be free.
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WHAT EVERYONE SEES
Lauren Campise - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Everyone always tells me that I am smart. If there is one thing that everyone knows
me for, it is probably that. Being known as smart is not necessarily a bad thing, but
sometimes it feels like that is the core thing that defines me. I feel like there is probably
more to me, but the one thing that everyone sees is just someone who is smart. I know
that it is not something I imagine because it is a weekly occurrence that someone calls
me smart and asks for help. I am actually fine with helping, and more often than not, am
happy to. The only problem is that I do not always have the answer, which freaks me
out. If I am supposed to be smart, I have to be able to give them the answer. It is what
everyone expects, after all.
I am so concerned with meeting everyone’s expectations all the time that I can’t even figure
out what it is that I want anymore. I always used to have a plan for my life, and, for the
longest time, I thought I found my calling. I was going to be an author. My whole life, I
have been in love with fiction and creating thrilling plots. But, by the end of freshman year,
I was no longer sure that that actually was my calling. I did so well in school that I came
out on top of almost every class I took. It made me think of how everyone always calls me
smart. I started to wonder if I should go into a different profession, one which required a
great intelligence and talent in multiple subjects. For the first time in my life, I did not have
a plan for myself, and that scared me.
At the beginning of sophomore year, I was talking to my father about college. It was
then that I told him I was not sure what I wanted to major in anymore. When I told him
I was interested mainly in math and English, my two best subjects, he told me that being
an economist would be a good fit for me. It had been a long time since I had considered
having a desk job like that. Still, it did not sound horrible and I expressed slight interest in
the career path. That was the end of having to figure out what job I wanted to pursue. Now
my father just expects me to become an economist. He basically told me that I was going
to be one. He even went so far as to pick out where I would work. Deep down I knew that
he just wanted what was best for me, but it became less appealing than it would have been
if I felt I had a choice. Still, I felt like I always do: I have to live up to everyone’s expectations. I knew that my parents always wanted one of their children to have a more traditional
career, and my two older sisters already chose more creative professions. So I set my sights
on becoming an economist despite being unsure if it is actually what I want to do with the
rest of my life, but that was not the end of it. Since everyone considers me smart, my father
wants me to go to an Ivy League. I appreciate his faith in me, but I do not think that I am
as smart as everyone says. Still, I feel like I have to apply and get accepted to at least one
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Trying to live up to all of these expectations has made me absolutely miserable. Everything
I do is in the hopes of fulfilling the plan that someone else made for me. I put such insane
pressure on myself to do well in school that I freak out about any grade lower than a 95.
And then my father tells me not to worry, but how can I stop when he expects me to get
into an Ivy League? I would not even be surprised if that is what everyone else expects too.
I do not even think anyone really notices quite how stressed I am about any of this. That
is honestly my own fault, though, because, as someone who is supposed to have all the
answers, I feel like I can’t ask anyone for help. Because of this, I have learned to disguise
my panic. I have told a few friends how I feel about the pressure and expectations, but, by
the end of my story, I find myself shrugging it off and pretending it does not bother me
that much. I don’t want to worry anyone with my problems by asking them for help or for
answers because if I don’t have the answers, am I really all that smart? And if I’m not the
smart person that everyone thinks I am, then who am I?

WORDS HURT
Rhianna Candido - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

While walking into the gymnasium, my head sank low. Beaming eyes glared at me and
the quiet whispers of the students filled the gym as I walked to the other side. I sat down
in my assigned spot, everyone distanced from me. It seemed as if everyone knew about
the incident the night before. As attendance was taken and completed, I moved over to a
friend.
“Is it really true?” said my friend.
“It’s a rumor. He told me he never said it so there is no need to worry.” I replied.
“I don’t know if I should be around you anymore because I’m really scared. I don’t know
if I feel safe by you if you’re near him. I’m sorry and I don’t intend to bring you down
but it’s true,” my friend replied with a shaky voice and began walking away.
“What? Wait, come back!” I exclaimed softly but she turned away from me.
It was an open gym period and I took the option of walking around alone. I was convinced she was right. No one wanted to be around me. Time passed, the bell rang, I
walked to the cafe. Normally, I would walk with my friends but instead I was avoided.
I continued into the cafe, bought lunch, and sat down with my friend group, everyone
remained silent. People approached me laughing or whispering and showing me pictures.
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I could no longer take it.
I escaped to the library. The loneliness was overbearing as I sat listening to the soft music
from my headphones
People say words.
Words have meaning.
The meaning can have a negative effect.
People are unaware of the detrimental pain those words cause.
Being ignored brings people down, down to a dark, dreary dungeon and creates an emotion of being locked away, cold, and alone.
Words that leave a bully’s mouth race back and forth in another’s mind…
“Is that what people actually think about me?” “I should change myself.” “Why me?”
Words can negatively establish an unhealthy state of loneliness.
Loneliness leaves people in a detached state and develops dreadful feelings of exclusion
from reality.
Words hurt.

THE PERFECT SHOW
Michael DiGraci - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

You can do it,
You can do it
I kept repeating it in my mind
In fact, I had done it almost every day for the past month
But now, I’m about to open West Side Story for a crowd of real people
Hearing the last few words of the principal’s introduction
Hearing the curtain start to open
Seeing the bright light shine onto the stage from the wings
My heartbeat speeds up and I’m short of breath
Here we go
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I let my character consume me
I am no longer myself
I walk on stage and start dancing as if it’s second nature
It’s going perfectly, everyone onstage and off is totally into it
Running from wing to wing
Doing dance moves and acrobatics
It’s a controlled chaos that blends perfectly together
Everyone is happy with how it’s turning out
The scenes zoom by
Months of hard work being poured into
Every song we sing
Every dance we do
Every line we speak
All the nerves and stress leaving our bodies with every perfect scene

Before we can even realize it, the show is over
The crowd soars into applause
We are all proud of ourselves and each other, filled with excitement and joy
Ever so grateful for this experience
And like that, it’s over
I have almost nothing to look forward to anymore
I still have all the new friends I made
But it’s different
I feel my senior friends slip away into their adult lives
Taking a majority of my happiness with them
But it’s ok
All I need to do is think of that rush
Before the perfect show
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THROUGH THE ROTATING DOORS
Giovanna Elsroth - Sophmore
KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Getting out of the car for the usual weekly visit, I pray that, soon, I will never have to return
here ever again. But as the long weeks turn into even longer months, it seems that that day
will never happen.
Through the rotating doors and up the elevator to the west pavilion floor, I notice the women in blue scrubs, running around from room to room, tugging computers on wheels. They
knock softly on the solid wooden doors to get into rooms that smell like filth. We plod
through the maze until we make it to room 38, my new least favorite number. Room 38 is
where he is, laying on that bed, unable to get up, unable to do whatever he would like to.
We knock softly making sure it’s okay to go in. He yells and gives us the right away.
We eagerly go in and our eyes watch his expression lighten up. The others chat and give
updates on their lives, but I sit, farther away from the rest, getting lost in concentration.
Six months ago was the school year coming to a close. Five months ago, I was on a beach.
Four months ago, I was living my worst nightmare. How can life change in the blink of an
eye? How can my world turn upside down in just a second?
As the weeks pass, I feel myself getting stronger mentally. Unfortunately, the strength I
have gained doesn’t stop the questions from flowing into my brain at midnight. Why him?
Why my family? Why me? Will he really be okay? Will the worst outcome actually happen? I sink deeper in my chair, scaring myself about the future.
What would I give just to have another normal Friday night sitting on the couch and watching the Yankee game together, or a normal Saturday morning eating the donuts we hide
from mom. Everyone has a perfect world, living a life in luxury, or in fame. But my perfect
world would be another late Saturday night in the car driving around town trying the best
ice cream place we can find, 80’s hits blasting loud for all to hear.
Now the usual Saturday is staying up late in room 38 at the Yale-New Haven Hospital,
wishing I was back a few months ago. For now, we just sit and wait patiently for a miracle
to happen, but I think it’s going to take more than a miracle to fix this one
Through the rotating doors and up the elevator to the smelly west pavilion floor, in room
38 lies my father; a double amputee with end stage renal failure, patiently waiting for his
health to stabilize, but most importantly waiting for his life to finally start again.
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DUCKLING
Joanna Marie Ciron - Grade 10
KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Growing up, she used to gaze into the mirror
And still did not recognize the black night eyes
that she always wished were blue skies
and the clay skin she had imagined to be more like porcelain
Awkwardly puckered lips sat on her face
Always teased about being a duck out of place
She never appeared as thin or elegant
as the swan ballerina twirling in the music box
She used to stand at the bar alongside those swans
Feeling that theirs was always set higher than hers
But this duckling doesn’t want to be a swan anymore
She loves to dance to her own song

WEEKLY NFL VACATION
Edward Galvao - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Every week I get ready for the NFL games on Thursday, Sunday, and Monday. All week
the only thing I can focus on is football. Each team’s records and best players run through
my mind. For me, watching football on the couch with my dad is as pleasurable as vacation. All through the week I research the matchups for the week and what players will be
able to score the most fantasy football points. I’m even invested in a fantasy league with a
$200 reward for the first-place team. This reward keeps my interest in the football games
even higher because I have lots of motivation to watch all the games. Kicking my feet up
on the recliner on Sundays with a mug of hot cocoa is just like laying back on the beach
chair with a Corona in my hand. The NFL red zone channel allows me to watch all the
highlights in each game that is happening. I used to just root for one team, the New York
Jets, but I realized after 8 years that they were a lost cause. Once I realized that, I started to
watch a ton of different teams play, hoping to find a new favorite team. Instead of finding
one in particular, I rather developed a new appreciation for the whole game itself. When
I watch a game I like to look at the formation of the offense and the defense and imagine
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them as two historic armies in battle formation. I decide how I think the play or the battle
will result based on these formations. The sound of the defensive lineman slamming into
the offensive lineman is like the noise two armies would make as they collide, swords and
shields clashing. The best part of all is I don’t have to battle, I can just sit back, watch, and
think.

THE CHOCOLATE COOKIE IN A PACK OF VANILLA
Cierra Gordon - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Sometimes it feels more noticeable to me that I’m different looking from a lot of my peers.
During freshman year, there was a welcome night for what would be the following year’s
incoming freshmen. A mother had asked me how was the diversity at the school and pointed to her son that looked like me, and said she was worried that remarks would be said to
him because of something like the growing Afro on his head. I didn’t know how to respond.
Do I tell her that when I’m in a classroom I notice how there’s maybe two other kids that
look like me? Do I tell her about the derogatory words that come out of more than half of
the students’ mouths? What should I tell her? I mean I love the people at my school, the
teachers and my friends are like a second family, but one that doesn’t quite resemble me.
Maybe distant, twice removed cousins?
Imagine a pack of vanilla cookies from the grocery store. It’s your favorite, and so as soon
as you get home you open the pack, and nestled right in the middle of all the vanilla cookies is a chocolate one. You take all the vanilla and separate it from the chocolate, and now
the chocolate cookie is all alone. That is how I feel sometimes; I feel misplaced and alone.
Where are all the other chocolate cookies? Where is the flavor?
There may not be many that look like me, but I still love being the chocolate cookie. All
around are people full of love. My story is for every single person that may look different
from those around them. Being different isn’t a bad thing whatsoever, it just means being
extra special.
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INTO THE DEEP END
Daniella Grono - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

My alarm goes off and I roll over to see that it’s time to go to practice.
I scramble out of bed and throw on my swimsuit, sweatpants and a hoodie.
I open my blinds and sigh when I see that it’s raining.
Walking down the stairs at the pool, I feel the cold rain splash into my crocs.
My friends are lying on the cold, wet pool deck, practically asleep.
The freezing rain hits my back and I cringe.
My coach yells for us to start our warm-up and begins playing loud music over the speakers.
My teammates and I stand by the pool shivering with the rain pouring down on us.
I hesitate for a moment, then plunge myself into the pool.
I hit the freezing water.
It feels like time has stopped for a second.
Everything goes quiet.
The blasting music goes away.
It’s peaceful.
The piercing cold immediately shocks my whole body.
I’m trapped in winter, but somehow, it’s refreshing.
Instantly, I am wide awake.
I kick to the surface and start to swim.
A burst of energy hits me, and I accelerate.
My heart rate picks up with each stroke.
My limbs start to burn, but I just ignore the feeling, pushing myself even harder.
Practice has started.
It’s time to fight.
Fight myself.
Fight the clock.
Push my limits.
Even though morning practice is the most challenging part of my day, I wouldn’t
want to spend my summer mornings any other way.
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WHY WE DO IT
William Howley - Grade 11

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

There’s the cliché response that we do it because we want to help people, which is accurate.
But the real reason we do it is for each other, for the brotherhood. The bond that we form
amongst each other is next to none, it will last a life time and connects us to millions of men
and women around the world.
The bond is the reason we all do what we do. In ten years I will not remember the hundreds
of smoke detector calls from bad cooks and the minor fender benders in town. Sure, we
will remember the big house fires and the fifteen car pile ups during snow storms, but the
times I will most remember are the ones I have spent with my brothers. The memories I
will cherish are sitting around the firehouse sharing laughs and having fake debates about
nothing important, watching TV and playing poker on random Sunday nights, and going to
the diner after responding to an automatic fire alarm at 3 AM.
These are the memories I care about, the ones that involve my brothers. We are dedicated
to the people of our community, but the true gratification comes when we are there for each
other, our brotherhood.

WHAT AM I?
Samantha Johnson - Grade 10
KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Am I Spanish?
Am I Black?
Am I Dominican?
Am I mixed?
I love platanos but I also love grits
I like to listen to Romeo Santos but I also like to listen to R & B
I am a part of two different unique cultures
When people see me
They see my beautiful brown wavy hair
In the morning I can make my hair as straight as a Barbie doll
The next day I can style it into a perfect Afro
When I am out walking with my dad
People automatically assume I am African American
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When I am out with my mom
And we are having a conversation in Spanish I am looked upon as a Dominican
My legs are as long as a giraffe
And athletic like a great African warrior
But they are also used to dance bachata while listening to music
At first sight people would assume that I’m one or the other
But I’m not
When you get to know me
I show that I’m both
And belonging to both are the best parts of my world

NOTICE
Jillian Jones - Grade 11

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

I notice things.
I notice the lady on the bus that likes to sit in the front.
I notice where people get on and off the bus.
I notice when someone changes their hair or when they are wearing a new pair of earrings.
Something that I notice every day is how different I am from everyone.
I notice that my peers have straight hair.
I notice that my peers aren’t really loud.
I notice that my peers are skinny.
I notice that my peers have a love life.
I notice that my peers know what they are doing with their life.
But I don’t just notice other people.
I notice that I have thick and curly hair.
I notice that I am always the loudest in the room.
I notice that I am almost always that fattest girl in the room.
I notice that I don’t have a love life.
I notice that I am confused and unsure of where my life will go.
I know when it bothers me to notice, too.
I notice when I am upset at the thought that I look so different.
I notice when I say something awkward.

I notice when people don’t care about what I have to say.
I notice that it makes me really sad to think that I may never look the way I want to.
I notice that I shouldn’t think this way.
I notice that I should love who I am.
I notice that the things that I don’t like about myself don’t make me a bad person.
I notice that I am blessed to have an amazing family and a great life.
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But no matter what, I will always notice that I am not like everyone else.
I will always notice that my peers do not have as much trouble with their weight.
I will always notice how my voice echoes in a room.
I will always notice that I look different, act different, and feel different, compared to others.
But I hope one day I will notice that comparing apples to oranges gets me nowhere,
I will notice that comparing different people isn’t going to get me anywhere
And that in order to be confident in myself, I need to notice that I am different, and that is okay.

4 YEARS
Madison Keenoy - Grade 12

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Year One
I look up to seniors, and watch them leave. In my mind I am thinking that will never
be me
Year Two
My bond strengthens with those I have met, still thinking I have time, I’m not leaving
yet
Year Three
It hits me that there’s only one more year, but thinking about leaving just brings me to
tears
Year Four
I have become who I looked up to from afar, I look around at the people who have
shaped me into who I am
I can’t vocalize all the love I have for the cast, I hug them tightly and make each
moment with them last
Through all of the late nights and times I threatened to quit, I take my last bow and
realize that this is it
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T IME
I N
M Y
E YES
Sophia Lebron - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

I feel like I am running out of time
I know it sounds ridiculous
“You’re only 15, you have your whole life ahead of you”
“You’ve barely lived,” - they say.
But that’s not true
Time is ticking.
“Next thing you know you’ll be in college”
“Two more years!”
Two more years and I haven’t figured out anything.
I just want to stop the clock
Time is ticking, each day flashes by
It flies by like the blink of an eye
Another day in which I have done nothing truly meaningful
The constant thought of that I could die tomorrow is always there.
One may think that he or she has complete control of the world
But the truth is—we have no control
The world keeps spinning
With us as the puppeteers
We all strive to find a purpose
But how can one truly live when on a constant routine.
How can one plan when every day is going by so quickly.
This is what’s on my mind as I walk through the halls everyday
Time is ticking.
I feel like I am running out of time, each day running past me like a freshman running late
But what can I do?
Time is ticking and I feel like I am running out of time
The clock I cannot stop.
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MY BOX
Alexandra Levine - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

I imagine that I live in this little beautiful box. The box is my world with all of its ups and
downs in this world is this corner: my comfort zone. It’s warm like a summer’s day at the
beach, and cushiony like a blanket fresh out of the dryer, but the problem is nothing ever
grows in the comfort zone, and it has a dark side. It’s this negativity, doubt, and self-consciousness that grows inside of me. I want to come out of this little corner so bad it’s
unimaginable, and it pains me that I can’t get out of it. I want to be free and out from the
cages that hold me. It seems as though everyone around me is so sure of themselves, free
from their little corners.
Sometimes I want to tell someone about how different life could be if I wasn’t in this
spot, but I think that no one would really understand, so I build it all back up inside. The
obstacles that have to be overcome seem to be too great and unconquerable. I must escape
from the comfortable corner into the middle of the box where I must navigate through the
blinding blizzard, but at least there’s growth, confidence, happiness, and no more corners.
In some moments it seems so hopeless, but I have hope. The growing pains hurt when I’m
trying to find myself, or so I’ve heard. I know I will come out of my little corner and it will
feel like heaven one day. I must keep looking for my middle of the box.

ENDING?
Mia LoPresti - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Ending?
Is there an end?
Does this empty feeling ever go away;
or the pain of being completely ripped apart and alone ever stop?
It is a cold sensation felt all throughout the body.
A feeling that is unimaginable,
until the day comes when without warning it takes over.
Think about how it would feel to be trapped in a room with no light, doors,
or windows, and all
there is to do is walk around aimlessly with the desire of being freed.
But, as the walk continues the room gets larger, the walk becomes longer, a
nd everything becomes worse.
The air becomes too thick to breathe, and you begin to drown.
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But there is no stopping it.
Right?
Unless there is a way out.
Does a life outside this room even exist?
Now, walking again with your hands placed along the walls bringing about a strange
sense of comfort knowing they are there.
The idea crosses your mind that maybe there is someone else out there.
With that in mind, you begin to scream.
Not a scream like while fighting with a parent, or even when stubbing a toe.
This scream is different, like nothing ever heard or seen before.
It has a different power to it; a different intention behind it.
It comes from deep in your stomach and chest.
The screams become louder with time, but still nobody can hear it.
While crying, the thought continually going through your mind is if it ever ends.
At this point, is it even worth trying?
Then there is a shift felt throughout the whole room, something is changing.
The room is now shrinking.
It was nice, until it wasn’t.
The room is closing in on you.
The feeling of being trapped, stuck, and suffocated is all that’s going through your mind.
All four sides of the room are pressed up against your body.
You want an end so badly, no matter how painful it would be.
Again there is yelling, but this time not just noise.
At first, it’s hard to understand the words being said, eventually they become understandable.
“Make it stop, make the pain stop.”
Each time the scream becomes louder and louder, using every bit of strength left.
You continue to try, until the loss of hope.
“Why am I even fighting, should I just give in?”
Giving up would mean letting the dark and cold take over.
This is rock bottom, and once you hit rock bottom, the only way to go is up.
Can you get through this?
The realization of rock bottom sparks hope.
Now the room gets bigger and lighter, and the air becomes easier to breathe.
Next comes a warm breeze.
As the room lights up, a door becomes noticeable.
“Is this it, is this the end?”
Filled with ambition you sprint towards the door, despite your fatigue.
This door is the way out.
Out of breath, you reach the door and turn the handle slightly, but don’t open it.
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The amount of time spent just staring at the door feels like forever, until all of a sudden the
door flings open.
This is the end.
This is what sadness can make someone feel.
It can tear a person apart inside until they feel as if they have nothing left.
That’s why it’s so important to never take that door for granted.
There is always a way out, it’s just a matter of perseverance.

I FEEL…
Zachariah McNatty - Grade 12
KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

I feel empty inside,
Though I cry and snivel,
I do not cry because I want to
Or that I need to,
Nor do I cry because I’m filled with grief or discontent.
I cry because it’s the only thing I know how to do.
I cry because I think that I should cry.
I feel hollow,
Empty,
Tired,
Distant.
I feel as if it happened in a foreign land,
Or that I am an estranged acquaintance.
Although the past memories begin to blur,
I see the phantoms everywhere,
Haunting me,
Reminding me.
It wasn’t an hour ago that he left this earthly plain,
“Gone to a better place” they say,
“Gone to a better place” I hope.
I feel empty
I feel hollow
I feel...
Nothing
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ARIZONA NIGHT
Charlotte Martabano - Grade 10
KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Stepping out onto the porch of the hotel, the wind playing with my hair
Looking at my surroundings,
Desert, palms, cacti, rocks, scattered everywhere
Since I’ve been through so much, the simplest things in life brings me the most joy
How I yearned to be as free as the bird
That rests inside its prickly nest
I glance to my right
A cactus, its arms spread wide
Willing to embrace me in a stabbing hug
Similar to how somebody I loved,
Left and never returned
How I hope and wish
On every grain of sand in the desert
To keep in touch,
To never lose the bond we once had
But the phones, now silenced,
Discussions swept away by constant fights and hateful words
The what-if’s and why’s that plague my once protected mind
What if they stayed?
What if they actually loved me?
Why me?
Why do they have to hate me?
Why, on my favorite place on earth?
Do I dare plague my mind
With such horrific thoughts from my past?
My thoughts travel with me
Haunt me like a ghosts
That haven’t left their final mark on the world
They will never leave,
So it’s up to me
To figure out how to stop them
Almost a year has passed, since that Arizona Night
I finally have the answer
They will never leave
But I can now see

That the strength has to come from within me
But I will not fight this battle alone
I surround myself with people who I love
Who in turn, made me discover self-love
Finally, I’m happy with who I am
It took all my might, but I’m finally happy
I had that Arizona Night.
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THE REALITY OF IMMORTALITY
Alish O’Gara - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Is the dream of eternal life all that glamorous? Only God is endowed with immortality. Because humans are inherently afraid of death; we are all the more eager to seek out the possibility of eternal life. This is especially true in more recent history because of the potential
for immortality made possible by cryogenics. Cryonic preservation is the process by which
scientists freeze people’s bodies after death, with the intention of revival when future technology makes this possible. At least that applies to those who are wealthy enough to have
themselves medically prepared for a hopefully never-ending life. Because, however, the
final state of “not-dying” remains utopian, the most daring is not averse to being frozen in
the meantime.
Why is humanity so driven towards the hope of eternal life? Life itself is not meaningless. It
is not senseless because it offers to the self-conscious human being a wealth of phenomena,
surprises, and possibilities that are desirable, precisely because they are subject to the verdict
of finitude. Nothing that is, will be forever, so it is worth to be savored to the last moment.
The fantasy of existing in an infinite loop moves the intrinsic value of experience, the
value of love and all feelings of being alive ever further away from us. The eternal repetition makes everything pale. The transparency of immortality gives way to a distressing feeling of a total eclipse of the senses. Mortals wish for painless, healthy lives; they
wish to stay young and enjoy their youth, and they continue to experience the joys of
adulthood. They do not want to die because death destroys, once and for all, the opportunity to enjoy the next day, the next hour, the next moment, alone or with others.
This is the insuperable destiny which has been given the adjective “cruel” by humanity
since it’s is beginning. But even more cruel is everlasting life. It would be profoundly
pointless, because it would only be lived so as not to age, not to get sick. It would not
be lived for its own sake or even for the sake of liveliness, leaving lives with no value.
For life to mean more than not death, it must be finite.
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OPINIONS SHOULD BE FORMED, NOT FED
Fiona O’Gara - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Being raised in a Catholic family, attending Catholic schools my whole life, many church
controlled, I have had many opinions have been fed to me. Educational videos, articles,
pictures, and presentations were provided so that my peers and I could learn about certain
controversial topics in a religious environment. One of these topics was and still is abortion. Although I believe that abortion is a huge topic which children should be educated
about, I do not think that schools should be bringing religion into it without considering
what they are doing.
Just last month my Catholic high school held a pro-life assembly which was like no other
I’ve experienced. It was clear and informative, providing medical facts and useful knowledge to my classmates and me. The woman giving the presentation was not telling us that
we should or shouldn’t be pro-life or pro-choice, but rather giving us information from
both sides of the spectrum and letting us decide for ourselves. After the presentation, I was
able to digest the new found knowledge and really think about how I feel, rather than how
the Church or my teachers or my parents have been telling me to feel. I believe that this
method of providing knowledge and letting the audience absorb and make what they want
of the knowledge is much more constructive than telling them what to believe, with little
knowledge provided.
When religion or God gets factored into these sorts of topics, it can become messy and manipulative. If you tell a bunch of young children that abortions are against God and that you
are sinning, obviously they will most likely be pro-life, but might not have any reason as to
why, other than God says so. In conclusion, all children should be educated about controversial topics in a professional, informative, and clear manor without bringing religion into
it so that they can analyze the facts and decide for themselves whether to support or not.

INSOMNIA
Emma Palmiotto - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Have you ever stopped to think about what you did throughout the day?
Did it stop and make you feel two thousand different ways?
At night I lay, my ceiling my view
One hundred new thoughts that remind me of you

The clock keeps ticking the time away
Bringing forth the dawn of a brand new day
My thoughts, they swirl, some good, some bad
Then thoughts that always make me glad
Some thoughts, they haunt me for days on end
Ideas that take my mind and make it bend
In those dreams there is no mercy
Only pain, justice and slight controversy
I wake and cry, my mind confused
Thinking of how much more I have to lose
Then nights I sit and stare and think
Sometimes I drift and don’t even blink
With sleep, in hours, I get very few
Insomnia, this is all thanks to you
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LA VIDA SECRETA OF A MEXICAN ADOLESENTE
Brenda Sanchez-Lopez

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

As I embark on my viaje of self-discovery, I come across difficult obstacles regarding
my cultural identity and my level of confidence. Living in a home where mama y papa
solamente hablan español and in a community where English is the main form of communication, my mind constantly struggles to balance both systems out. Balancing both
systemas constantly brings an insane amount of pressure which can only be described as a
suffocating and paralyzing feeling. The lack of preparation in me to approach someone and
speak to them in English or Spanish has most certainly yielded me away from meeting new
people. This being said, I often find myself regretting the way I manage a situation building an insane amount of hatred towards myself. The hatred has found its way inside of my
social skills resulting in the ideal personality as an introvert. From the moment I entered
kindergarten, I learned how to cage my emotions in order to aid my parents when it came
to face to face confrontations with teachers, coaches, friend’s parents and even restaurant
employees. In the beginning it seemed to be the biggest embarrassment any child of the
age of five can undergo.
However, throughout these years of my adolescence I’ve learned how to properly handle
this responsibility. It is no longer a drag to have to translate for my parents, it is an honor.
I now understand the tremendous sacrifice my parents underwent in order for me to wake
up every morning to a plate of warm breakfast and clean clothing, whose odor of suavitel
(softener) stains the atmosphere of my room. They have provided for me the opportunity
of being able to receive an education. Although it is a constant struggle for me to truly un-
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derstand who I am and what vocation I’m called for, I acknowledge the immense amount
of blood and sweat my parents have put forth for my freedom to study and learn as I please.
I fully understand that as a female Mexican I will fall as I walk along my path to success.
However, right behind me will be two amazing human beings to remind me que si se puede.

UNDER PRESSURE
Clare Traynor - Grade 10

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

A girl was out on a large boat, alone by the bow and watching the sun rise, excited for the
journey ahead of her. Finally, she would explore the deepest and darkest secrets of the
ocean, most of it unheard of and unknown. Her companions on the boat supported her and
loved her, as they were depending on her success almost much as she was. Although there
was this immense pressure in the girl’s chest, no one noticed the nervousness she felt for
what lay ahead.
As she sat down in her vessel her heart was almost pounding out of her ears. She said her
goodbyes and when looking at all of those she loved, knew she had to succeed. The vessel closed, and was released from the boat and splashed into the sea. She was surrounded
by beautiful blue as she travelled downward. During her initial descent, small fish and
creatures seemed as curious about the girl as she was of them. As she continued deeper
the whales, sharks and large fish were more suspicious of her, as if they had seen a bad
omen. The girl decided to continue on her journey but something on her dashboard caught
her eye. The water pressure was building, and she knew she couldn’t go too much farther
before she had to go back up.
Instead of playing it safe and returning, she continued downward, knowing how close she
was to success. The water outside was now pitch black, and the pressure on her vessel, too
much to bear. Everything told her to turn back, even outside, the waters once full of life
were now desolate. The girl considered returning to the surface, but she knew she would
not be able to stomach the looks of her disappointed companions. She turned off her dashboard. Her vessel would not hold, right? It was made of the strongest titanium and tempered glass. She continued until she noticed a crack in the glass. It will be fine, she thought.
It’s just her imagination right? No more than one minute passed and the glass started to
crack at an alarming rate. Her heartbeat was in her ears as she frantically tried to start to the
surface immediately. Suddenly, everything shattered.
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FACING THE LIGHT
Elizabeth Zuzarte - Grade 12

KENNEDY CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

I always thought Christmas lights looked odd in the daylight
wires, white, sometimes green to blend in
Strewn across roofs and railings
wonderful and amazing at night
messy and unkempt during the day
Unstable and shabby
People can be like that too
We are different when no one’s watching
In the light we are exposed.
The scars, minute details, fine lines
Things we can’t cover up
In the dark we can be beautiful people
Only allowing light to illuminate pieces of ourselves we’ve put back together
No one sees the wires and hooks holding everything up in the dark
In the light we cannot be airbrushed and smoothed over
We can’t dictate how we are perceived
We can’t make people acknowledge the sadness in our eyes and the slight break in
our voice
We can’t make people care about our dreams
And we can’t make people love us
No matter how hard we try
Nevertheless,
We are forced to brace the sun’s rays
Let our darkness face the light
Everyone needs light, but not everyone wants it.
Without darkness light cannot shine
And in that way darkness is necessary.
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LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL
CEDRICK
Pencil drawing

Khyrique Lewis - Grade 10
LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL
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Velocity
Pen and ink drawing

Khyrique Lewis - Grade 10
LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL
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LOVE LETTER
Jahmir Casseus - Grade 12
LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL

Dear

________,

I’m not even going to cap. U have been on my mind lately for some time. I just think
about how pretty and smart U are and just how kind a person U are. I like the way U
laugh and I just wanted to tell U I really want to be in your life so bad it’s not even funny.
Even if U don’t like me or want to be in a relationship with me. I know U are thinking
about how I always told U that I love U even though love is a strong word. But deep
down in my heart I truly do love U even if U don’t love me back. I just want another
chance to be with U even though I know I messed up the first time. But it will never
happen again. And I promise U that because U are the girl I really want to spend the rest
of my life with even if it doesn’t work out like that, I am going to still be that man U can
call or talk to and ask anything of. I want to be that man U can trust and love and know
that I will never let U down or hurt U in any type of way. And when I officially come
home I am going to try my best to stay out of trouble because getting locked up is not
valid. I know U don’t want a man that’s going to keep getting locked up for the rest of
his life because women like U don’t deserve men like me, and that’s a whole fact. So I just
wanted to write U this letter to tell U how I feel about U and hope to see U soon. I love U
.

PERSEVERANCE
John DePasquale - Grade 10

LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL

During time away from my family as a growing independent adolescent I persevered
through poverty, gangs, drugs and peer pressure situations. I got caught up in situations
that led me to Lincoln Hall, a residential treatment facility for misguided youth. In Lincoln Hall I learned different coping mechanisms and gradually increased my focus more
on education.
When I was young I was terrorizing my neighborhood and frequently getting arrested. I
wanted to blame my mom for raising me in an environment where I couldn’t see myself
becoming the respectable man I wanted to be. I knew I had potential to become an educated young man, but I lacked the opportunity or help. Eventually I began paying attention to
my teachers and older heads. I also just started to grow older. I became more conscious,
realizing where I was heading if I kept doing the same things. Ultimately, I stopped doing
negative things and started doing more positive things. I set goals and strived to achieve
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them. I became more respectful of myself and others. Now I can see the benefits of my
perseverance and how it is paying off

In essence, I just want to become successful in life. All I am trying to say is no matter how
hard you struggle in life, no matter how dark the day, you can always persevere through
any situation. You can always become something if you put yourself in that persevering
mindset.

SOULMATE
Amari Maddox - Grade 9

LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL

I am good to you.
I dream of our future together.
I will be here forever.
I live for us. You’re my lifeline.

THE CARING STAFF MEMBER
Lamont Weaver - Grade 9
LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL

I was a staff member in the middle of nowhere school. A school that only had a few kids,
and I tell you, they were bad. They were acting like they didn’t take their medication.
Let me tell you I’ve been in Lucks School for about twenty years and, I kid you not, I don’t
know what makes me get up every morning. But I do. And I come to work.
Each morning starts in the cafeteria and boy it is like a movie. I feel like I’m the only
member on this staff who cares enough to stop these kids from running around, jumping
across tables, yelling and so on.
I try to motivate fellow staff to manage the eighty kids that are here; but it’s like no one
cares. I am beginning to think they are just here for a check.
We start heading to class and now the children want to act up. No one wants to sit in class.
The problem is that not everyone is educated and can sit for long.
Bottom line: No one I work with cares about these kids the way I do. I try my best but all
you can do is show up for them and give them time.
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MY THOUGHTS
Jymel Williams - Grade 9
LINCOLN HALL IVES SCHOOL

Being locked up is lonely at night.
It’s waiting for letters that no one will write.
It’s depending on people you thought were your friends,
When they fail to come through again and again.
It’s sitting around with nothing to do.
Trying to figure out just who is who
It’s finding out that hearts are made of stone
And realizing that you are left all alone.
It’s waiting for visits that never take place
From so-called friends who’ve forgotten your face.
It’s wondering why time seems to move so slow,
And every dream you have has no place to go.
I will do my time with my head held high
And keep my integrity and pride ‘til the day I die.
The day will soon come when I am free.
Then I’ll forget about all who forgot about me.
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LIVINGSTON MANOR CENTRAL SCHOOL
A DREAM
Christopher Tcimpidis - Grade 11
LIVINGSTON MANOR CENTRAL SCHOOL

As it all seemswhen you go to sleep,
you may dream
something unique.
Imagination required
for that dream of the tired,
for a nightly story you’d then acquire.
A story of life,
or of death.
Living with a wife,
or needing a breath.
A dream is a story in time
for you, and only you.
Is this story shown in its prime?
A dream is free for those who see;
imagination will make it be.

LIFE IS FULL OF OPPORTUNITIES
James Krupp and Andy Zheng - Grade 11
LIVINGSTON MANOR CENTRAL SCHOOL

Life is full of opportunities,
with chances big and small.
What would life be
if there were no chances at all?
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Life is full of opportunities,
as day comes, and night sets,
time is given to reflect.
Stay awake and keep going
‘cause there is no time to rest.
Life is full of opportunities,
it gives as much as it takes.
Though sad as it may make us to see it go by,
we must not fret, keep steady on the ride
and make each moment worthy to be called ‘mine’.
Life is full of opportunities,
with much good and bad ahead.
So take what life gives,
as many chances as there are.
It’s time to livegive life a run.
*Inspired by “A Psalm of Life” by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow*
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MOUNT VERNON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL
Christeen Watson and Aaliyah Quelch - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

This piece portrays the idea that as children we have a lot on our heads. It can be an opportunity to be the best we can, but it can also be a heavy weight on our shoulders. Our minds
expand to wondrous measures; however, our society, parents, family and friends may just
expect the universe from us. We try our hardest, but it isn’t enough sometimes.
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Jayden Golding - Grade 9

On My Mind

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

This portrait is about someone who has been through heartbreak and the death of a loved
one. She doesn’t know how to handle it besides crying.
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LONELY IN A BEAUTIFUL WORLD
Shanel Rodriguez - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

The portrait is about a person enjoying the beauty of nature in a world that’s been untouched by man.
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Oniko Morrison - Grade 10
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MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

This image shows the different things or problems teenagers have on their brains. Many
teens face the same problems and feelings as adults but most of the adults can never relate
or understand what a teen goes through – probably due to the lack of positive communication and understanding of the adults.

LIFE CHANGES
Anarie Wilson - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Life changes
goes up and down
you never know
until it comes around
We try to smile
thru good and bad
depend on friends

to keep away sad
The journey is long
the road is rough
faith and hope
Will be enough
Don’t waste a day
in anger or regret
Keep joy in your heart
your needs will be met.

STRUGGLES OF A SUICIDAL PERSON
Rac-Khyla Ferguson - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Is life important?
It doesn’t matter
Would I be missed?
Don’t even bother
You love me?
Please, don’t lie
You care for me?
Don’t even try
Do I have friends or loved ones?
Yes, maybe, No
Should I kill myself?
Ofc, Go!
Can I make it through?
Ofc I can
Would you like to talk?
No, I just want my mom
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WATER IS THICKER THAN BLOOD
Tamesha Douse - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

They say blood is thicker than water
but at times water seems thicker than blood
Sometimes your own “family” can treat you like a stranger as if they don’t know you
Water can treat you better than blood
Some people can look at you as their own family
Look at you as someone they can trust and talk to
Even you can talk to and trust them without being judged
Your own “blood” could look down on you and talk bad about you
Even disloyal to you
Be very judgmental towards you
Just view you in a negative way
Sometimes blood could be thinner than water

VIDEO GAMES AREN’T BAD
Colin Levi - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Just because I play video games
Doesn’t mean I’m not smart
Doesn’t mean I’m lazy
Doesn’t mean I don’t work hard
And doesn’t mean I’m bad in school
Just because I play R-rated games
Doesn’t mean I will try it in real life
Doesn’t mean it will destroy my brain
And it doesn’t mean it will change the way I act
Just because I am young
Doesn’t mean I am bad at video games
Why do some people think video games are bad?
Why do my parents think it will hurt my school grades?
Video games are fun and safe for children of all ages.
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IDENTITY IN A CHRISTIAN GHANIAN HOUSEHOLD
GROWING UP
Prescilazoe Nyarko - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

The week starts on Monday with going to school
Then Wednesday comes and it’s time for Wednesday service
As the week goes on we go back and forth, to school and back home
It’s the end of the week and Sunday is here and it’s time for church
We come back, sleep, and the cycle goes on
This cycle has gone on for thirteen years for me
Never socialized much, never went to those middle school dances
It was the same thing – church, home, and school
That was all I knew, and that was all many others knew as well
Living in a Christian Ghanaian household was structured
They had good foundations but as children grew up, that went away
At least mentally.
There was always three of you
Just as there are three places you would go
You’re at home (around your parents)
You’re at school (around your friends)
You’re at church (around your “aunts and uncles”)
And between these three people you begin to lose yourself
Thirteen years of playing these different personalities
You yourself become structured
Because you don’t know yourself, you don’t know your passion
Because you don’t know yourself, you don’t know what you want
Because you don’t know yourself, you start to look at other sources to know yourself
because you don’t get that as you grow up
Now the question gets asked who are you
And while you think you know, you look back on your life and you don’t know which
one to pick
You don’t know who you are
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AUTHENTIC SELF
Solange Placencia - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

I’m the song you skip
The one you finally hear and regret ever skipping it
I glow in the sun, golden skinned
Eyes so brown and rich
A mind filled with broken promises
A mind filled with love
A mind filled with such curiosity
A mind filled with so many questions
Love looking my best
Could never leave home looking a mess
Family all around me
So thankful for this big family
Every time I fall I get back up
Every time I love I love too hard

ON MY MIND
Devin Samuel - Grade 9

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

I am confused
Confused about life
Confused about the universe
Confused how we were created
How everything was created
People say GOD created this
But where’s the proof
They say Big Bang Theory created this
But where’s the proof
How do we even know it’s true
Have we seen these things with our own eyes
How do we even know what we’re living is true
Is this an illusion that we’re living
How do we know what’s real and what’s not
How do we know that GOD is real in the first place

They say it’s in the bible but what if the bible is made up
What if there is no God in general
They say when you die you either go to heaven or hell
(GOD or SATAN)
But what if there’s no such thing
What if when you die you just die with nowhere to go
Where did the theory of Heaven and Hell even come from?
They say that there are multiple universes
But how??? Think about it
But I will say one thing
...Just be Grateful

DON’T QUIT
Jasmine Doley - Grade 9

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will
When the mountain you’re climbing looks all up hill  
When things are pulling you down a bit  
Rest if u need; but DON’T QUIT  
You never can tell how close you are  
Success may be near when it seems so far  
It’s when things may look impossible  
Know that YOU must NEVER EVER  
QUIT

WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND
Ti’yannah Joy Melendez - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

What’s on your mind
Cause this is what’s on mine
Do you know how it feels to lose a person you thought had a longer time to live
Not only sad but angry
You feel like it’s your fault
You start to feel lonely
Not only were they family, they were important
Now you feel like you don’t have anyone to talk to
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Everything is starting to go wrong
Yes, death has a different effect on everyone
Let me tell you how it made me feel
I felt I lost my best friend
I lost a piece of myself
Not only mentally but physically
It’s been almost a year now and I still feel that way
Not only mess with me but others
I’m alone now
I’ve been mourning since he was sick
Not only do I feel that way cause he’s dead; he’s been in my life since I was 2
I even helped him when he was sick
Never wanted him to leave but he’s in a better place now.

WHAT’S ON MY MIND
Drunya McCloud - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Well there are a lot of things on my mind, like my dad and my brother and my auntie and
my best friends and especially my mom. My mom is like my hero. She does anything for
me and my brothers. She will die for us. Well, let me tell you a story. It was about this
woman, a young independent woman. She had 4 children, one girl and 3 boys. She had a
boyfriend and at first, he was a good person, but then he started changing. He always drank
and used drugs. He also had two daughters, and every time, when the woman’s daughter
sees the boyfriend, she thinks something is up. And this one day, he was drinking in front of
her mom and he started to get mad telling her mom that she is the B word and the H word.
The daughter did not like it when he called her a B word and the H word. So, her mom was
telling him to take a walk outside and so he did. The mom went with him. The daughter
and her brothers heard a loud noise. The brother did not think anything of it. But, when the
mom came back, the daughter saw that her mom had a lot of blood on her face. The brothers were so mad, but they called the ambulance. The older brother went with the mother
to the hospital. The next day when the mom came back, she said that the boyfriend had
banged her head on the staircase. The daughter felt pissed off and had knew something was
wrong before. She had felt something in her gut. She was about to go outside without any
shoes or socks to find her mom. So, when she saw her mom’s injuries, all she could think
about is when she sees that man, she will knock him dead. But it all worked out in the end.
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WHAT’S IN MY MIND
Kimberly Nonfleuyus - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

What’s on my mind often is anxiety and mental illness. How people consistently treat it
like there’s no real problem. When in reality, it’s a mind-crippling disease. Being mentally healthy is just as important as being physically healthy. If your mind isn’t all-theway there, you second-guess everything you do or feel like you’re the problem in every
situation. Like with depression you get this feeling of sadness or like you’re not enough
for someone or anything. It’s a never-ending pain that can’t be changed with a smile or a
laugh. It can be different for everyone because nobody is the same. But without a doubt you
get a feeling that there’s no way out even though there is. Every situation is different just
like every illness is different. Like anxiety, bipolar, and depression you can’t treat them the
same; you have to use different strategies for people. But this is mainly about anxiety. Anxiety can hit you in so many different ways. For me, it’s mainly when I’m in a new setting.
For example, I play basketball, so I was at one of my workouts and when it was my turn
and I froze up. We do a drill called zig zags where you dribble down the court in a zig zap
pattern. It was my turn to go and all-of-a-sudden, my heart starts pounding and my hands
are sweating and I’m nervous. In the middle of practice, I’m having a mental panic attack.
So, I’m trying to run the drill and I keep messing up and I can’t calm myself down. This
example shows you can be in a comfortable place you love and still mentally be attacked,
scared, and nervous. This goes to show mental illness can come at any time, to anyone, at
any place.

ON MY MIND
Emmanuel Richson - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

I am a hard-working student who likes to study.
I wonder how my grades will be this year.
I hear sounds around me.
I see new cars, houses, etc.
I want to be a good person this year.
I am a hardworking student who likes to study.
I pretend I am always a good student.
I feel like playing soccer every day.
I touch the hearts and minds of my parent. I worry I don’t know how to speak to people.
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I cry when my dad is mad.
I am a hardworking student who likes to study.
I understand that I help people who need me.
I say I still need to stay hard.
I dream of being an engineer.
I try to make my classes funny.
I hope I never stop protecting.  
I am a hard-working student who likes to study.
Just because I am passing doesn’t mean I am failing.
Doesn’t mean I don’t have friends.  
Does not mean I don’t study.
And doesn’t mean I am going to realize my potential.
Just because I am a soccer player.
Doesn’t mean I don’t realize the pain and suffering I pass through.
Doesn’t mean I have to save the world.
Just because I did something wrong
Just because I am a teenager
Doesn’t mean I don’t have to take care of my younger ones
Doesn’t mean I can control myself
Doesn’t mean I don’t care about my family
Just because I am still a kind person
Why is this world so hard?

ON MY MIND
Lyric Sams-Johnson - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

In today’s world, violence seems to be the answer to every problem
However, maybe it’s not the answer.
There are many other ways to solve problems in this world.
Many people fight to be petty.
While others fight for a purpose.
Wars are fighting for a purpose.
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For our freedom, privilege, etc.
Violence is not always the answer, unless it’s for a purpose.
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ON MY MIND
Felecia Saunders - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

My dad is on my mind. He’s always on my mind, he’s my hero, my everything, my most
favorite person in the world. My dad was always there for me until the day when they took
me away from him by bringing me here. I’m very grateful for my grandma for bringing me
here, but I prefer Jamaica much more than over here. I don’t know if it’s because my dad
is there. The day when I was leaving I’m not going to lie, I was very happy. But then I was
in the car and I started to think back and remember all the good and bad times that we had.
I was blowing up in tears. I didn’t even realize that I was crying until my brother started
hugging me and asked me if I was OK. It was a very painful day for me. I may act out some
way a person be acting. Why I act like that: they will never understand ‘cause I’ve lost the
most major person in my life. I miss my dad.

BROKEN DOLL
Amber Vizcarrondo Abad - Grade 9
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Button broken
It burns
It hurts
In his hands  
Plays you like a doll
Gets tired  
Throws you away
No more worth.
Sitting alone wondering
Why?
Asking him
Why?
Was I not fun to play with  
I thought I was  
You picked me back up three times
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Is it because you broke my button?
Now I know  
You just

wanted to play
Nothing more
I wasn’t your favorite  
Didn’t take me with you
When bored you took me out  
You got bored of me
Look into my brown eyes
I love you written in them
Never looked me in the eye.
Feeling used, abused
Stitches loosen  
Feeling insane.
Falling to the bottom of chest  
left alone  
No one can see  
No one can hear  
No one cares.  
moving somewhere  
Different chest
Different home
Different boy
He fixes your broken button
He tightens loose stitches  
You look
Feel
Believe
You are brand new
Plays with you every day
Having sense of worth
He makes you happy  
Doesn’t get bored of you  
Loves you
Not sure if you love him
Days pass
Barley in chest
Feeling different  
Having energy
He restored your cotton
He restored sanity
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He fixed you  
You love him.
Wait what’s this  
Playing rough  
Oh no  
Button broke
Again  
He’s disgusted  
Thrown away  
Empty
Hurting  
Insane  
Alone
Why?
Losing cotton
Insane
He left  
Alone
Button broken  
Hurting
Gave him everything
Empty
Wondering  
Why?

A PRINCE
Cierra Jones - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

There he laid.
His eyes full of lust, passion and love.
My hands laid upon his chest.
As we made the sweetest love.
At that moment, we both belonged.
Both to each other.
Both of us showing our most vulnerable parts.
Connected in every physical aspect.
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Falling.
And more falling.
Before I knew I fell in love with this handsome prince.
His words soft like velvet.
His smile bright as the day, his laugh echoes in my memory.
His hands fit perfectly with mine.
Humble. Observant.
Trusting. Capable.
Charming. Dependable.
Few things that he has embodied.
Things I love about him.

He doesn’t know how great he is.
He doesn’t know how different and raw his being is.
His dreams soon became mine. And mine his. We pushed each other to be our best
selves.
But that wasn’t the scariest part.
My heart was outside of my body.
That boy was my everything.
That boy was my prince.
Being without him is one of the hardest things I have done.
Regret.
The biggest emotion I face.
Should I have done what I have done?
Should I have stayed?
But even though I left. He still holds a place in my heart.
I don’t think he understands the amount of control he has over me.
And I let him.
I have no idea why I let him. But I do.
My heart races when I see him.
Hear his voice.
My heart aches when I think of him with someone else.
I scan the room in hopes to see his face.
My prince.
My love for him will remain unwavering.
Maybe that will be the end of me, or maybe the beginning of something one of a kind.
Because that prince deserves so much love.
He deserves all of the patience.
He deserves so so so much more.
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THE MONSTER
Zhoneil Johnson - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Is it possible to free myself from this pain?
The hell of memories drove me insane,
The torment and the laughter I go through every day,
Makes feel so small every single day.
I simply pray for peace of mind,
Something I always struggle to find,
The dark emptiness I feel inside,
Too many lonely dark nights I cried.
Friendships were lost, gone, and dead,
Left me alone in the abyss by myself,
Hope is dwindling day by day,
This anguish is the price I pay.
I seem happy, right?
The smile I force on my lips,
No scars you see on my wrist,
But never knew what monster I was in battle with.
But through this torture, I found myself,
And fought with the monster which I dealt,
I will never give up, I am stronger than this,
To beat the monster and escape this lonely abyss.

TRUTH
Kiana McMillan - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

Laughing so hard until you can’t breathe, interacting with animals, finding your self-worth,
finding good friends, all those are wonderful feelings but sometimes it feels like it is coming to an end. Wildfires in Australia damaging the homes of animals and putting people’s
lives in danger. Our president is having a feud with Iran; Muslims in China are being put in
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camps; people getting shot seems to never end. Is this what we want for our future? It’s as
if we are never going to be equal as people. It shouldn’t matter what your race or religion is.
Who cares if someone is gay? We need to let people be who they want to be. All the racism
and homophobic comments should just stop. This world needs peace, love, and equality.
It’s sad how people get comfortable bringing someone down for their race, sexuality, religion, and even how they look. We all need to mind our business and live on. It’s 2020 and
this will continue following us into the future because not enough people care.

UNTITLED
Shania Malcolm - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

I can’t look
Nowhere, to look something to see
My life looks like the same picture
Nowhere to look, something to see
What’s life if I’m not seeing
Trying to see but feeling empty.
Nobody cares about my sadness,
Nowhere to look something to see.
I’m yelling but no one hears me.
My face changes, but no one sees me.
I’m crying but no one seems to notice
Nowhere to look, something to see.
I’m stressing
If I leave, no one will notice.
Makes no sense, I’m still going to be sad.
My fun life is gone all because there’s…
Nowhere to look, something to see.
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SCHOOL
Julia Davis - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

School where we work hard
Fighting the urge to not fight
But everyone keeps trying me

THE SILENT GIRL
Davina Lindo - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON HIGH SCHOOL

So quiet so quiet
What do I say, Argh, I’m scared
One wrong move and they pick on me
Do I speak? No. Are you dumb? Stay quiet.
Always Stay Quiet!
I don’t speak
I can’t speak, I can’t let them hear me
If I talk, I’m going to say the wrong thing
How do I know this? I’m always
So quiet so quiet
I never speak.
When I talk to myself does that count?
What do you guys think?
What’s wrong with me? I’m asking myself this
Argh, What’s wrong with me?
I must stay
So quiet so quiet.
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CONFUSION OF THE MIND: A TRIBUTE TO DAVID BOWIE
Tianna McLeish - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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CHAPTER 17
Tiana Carter - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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THE DREAM
Rebecca Crosdale-Edmondson - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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IN MY MIND

Amethyst Burgos - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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MUSIC UNTIL DEATH

Hashed Nahshal - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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ARTS IN STEAM
Tiana Carter - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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BUTTERFLIES
Andy Takdharie - Grade 11 (graphic art)
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY
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THE FEARLESS ONE
Miranda Dass - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

“The Fearless One” - The blinding light of the unknown. Her greatest fear. She locks her
eyes with the straining sight as it disappears.
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UNTITLED
Ian Harris - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

When you think the darkness has truly worn you thin and you’ve lost the will to fight,
Find the hope that you have within and hold onto it with all your might.
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OF LOVE AND LOSS
Tyonne Cobb - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

When you lose someone, are they really lost?
When you love someone, do you keep loving them?
You can love someone so much...
But you can never love people as much as you can miss them.
Love and loss are just trials of life.
Loss is one of the hardest, especially the loss of a loved one.
When you lose someone you love, you can’t get that person back.
When you lose someone, are they really lost?
It’s only after we’ve lost everything that we’re free to do anything.
But that same loss can hold us back.
We can’t let things like this happen.
Love and loss are nothing but walls we make bigger
Walls we make that can be broken down.
Of love and loss, and of loss and love
You need to love to experience loss
But you don’t need loss to experience love.

LIFE IS LIKE A SANDWICH
Tianna McLeish - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Life is like a sandwich,
The top slice is birth,
The bottom slice is death.
Life is like a sandwich.
The fillings are chosen by you You put in what you want and leave out what you do not want.
Life is like a sandwich,
Either way you flip it, your bread comes first.
Every way you turn, it’s different.
Life is like a sandwich It comes fast.
It leaves just as fast.
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I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU
Virgin Ortega - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I’ve been asked if you are my true love
I say that you are the love of my life
Thank you for loving me as I love you
I don’t see myself without you, and I’m not trying to exaggerate.
Maybe not everything is perfect,
But it is solved with kisses.
Maybe I make you angry, or even cry sometimes
But you know I love you and I wanted to tell you this.
I will always love you.
I’ll make sure to make you fall in love with me every day.
Even with my faults, even with my madness and my nonsense,
I will always love you.
I’ll take care of you for the rest of my life.
Until death do us part, I’ll be yours and you’ll be mine.

BUTTERFLIES
Andy Takdharie - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I counted the minutes, waiting for these two months to go by. I wanted to be able to be free,
I wanted to explore. Alas, I was confined to this prison of lost youth, unable to escape until
I became an adult. As I was thinking of the future, my mother stirred into my head. A future
without my mother, the countless things she told me, her unconditional love, caring for me
every day. It was all an act, wasn’t it? She tossed me to the side, replacing me with Nova,
and karma got her in the end. I don’t know the faith of my mother and I don’t care - there’s
no excuse to abandon your own child. I watched as another butterfly flew to the window,
fluttering in as I examined it. This one had two different wing patterns, something different.
It oddly reminded me of my father. I never met him, but the fact that this was impossible
reminds me of how impossible it was for him to be in my life.
That’s what my mother told me anyway. She said he abandoned her, he abused her, he was
a drug dealer, he was controlling. What if she meant herself? I watched as the butterfly
landed on me, opening its wings widely as the sun beams poured through the open window,
warming the creature. I realize now that my journey begins with finding him...finding out
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the truth with the help of Gaia’s creation – butterflies. I stood up, watching the butterfly fly
through the window, leaving me in this bitter place. I needed to go; I needed to start searching now. But, how would I get past the adults here? I shook my head. I probably won’t be
able to leave, not yet.

Before I could process anything, a kid stepped into my room, rather shyly. The kid kept
fiddling his fingers, eyeing the ground. “M-Mark would like to see you.” I looked at the
kid, rather worried, but nodded.
“I’ll be there in a minute,” I said softly, as they ran away in a hurry. Mark was somewhat
of a headmaster. No, a parent in everyone’s eyes. If you were told to head to his office, it
usually meant something bad. Rumor has it that most people who enter never come back
out. I wondered why. As I rushed through the hallways. I saw the kids gathered, playing
games, talking with the adults, having a cheery time. It seemed odd to me, the artificial love
within this place. I turned my head.
Stopping at his office, I noticed Nova in a display. Seems they didn’t forget her, and my
temptations grew to vandalize the picture. Why? I suppose my hatred for her was beyond
belief, but it was understandable, right? I looked back at the door, sighing as I pushed it
open. The sweet aroma of sugary sweetness flooded through my body. It was my first time
being in here. I never did anything wrong or out of the ordinary. I eyed around, the bookshelves stacked high and he sat there, in his office chair, adjusting his spectacles, with a
brilliant amber glass of brandy off to the side. He looked up, smiling. He took his spectacles off, placing them in his shirt pocket, rose from his seat and gestured for me to sit in the
chair. I didn’t want to displease him, so, I walked over, sitting down with as much decorum
as possible. I looked at him, his black suit, his red tie, the slightly unkempt hair and the dark
circles under his light brown eyes. Huh, seems even adults are messy, but he still looked
professional. “Alex, you seem tense. I promise you’re not in trouble. I just wish to speak
to you about your future,” he said. I merely nodded toward him as he continued. “You’re
almost 18. You’ve practically been here since I was hired and grew up here. But I wanted
to ask, what do you plan on doing?”
I knew what I wanted to do, but I think I would sound crazy. I sighed, staring him in the
eyes. “I wish...to find my father. He left when I was younger, and I need to find out why he
left me with my mother.”
Mark nodded. “I heard about your story. I was intrigued when I read it, but you don’t remember your childhood, correct?”
I nodded. “It’s always been a blur.”
“You had a rough childhood, developing a color blindness and your memory began deteriorating over time. However, it seems you’ve been doing better after your hospital visit.” He
took the glass, sipping it, then looked back at me. He read my face, the shock to this news,
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the news that I was color blind. “I believe you’ll find your dad; I really do. If you ever need
anything, I’m here.” He placed a reassuring arm on my shoulder. “Besides, you’re gifted,
you don’t realize it yet.”
Colorblind. Colorblind. Colorblind.
I kept repeating the word in my head. It wouldn’t leave me. Is that why my world is a constant film of black and white? I merely nodded as Mark kept speaking, I wasn’t listening
anymore. I blinked repeatedly, I couldn’t remember what color even looked like, I couldn’t
remember my childhood. I lost a part of myself, didn’t I?
This fueled me, fueled my being to find my father. He’ll explain why he left me, he’ll explain my missing childhood and he’ll explain how I became colorblind. I won’t stop until I
find these answers. I stood up suddenly which shocked Mark. I turned to him and hugged
him. “Thank you for telling me the truth and giving me the support, I needed.” It seems my
words touched his being as he hugged me back tightly. We released and I waved as I headed
out of his office. It’s time I find him.

NO MORE LOVE
Christian Burgos - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Chorus
I don’t want to hear another word about love
I’m exhausted
I know all the tricks
I felt all the pain
(Yeaaaaah, oh yeah)
Chorus repeats
Verse 1
Today I hate you on the low
First of all, I confess
If I could ask for you in return of every kiss I gave to you
And the words I’ve said, and all the time I’ve lost
I regret the effort I put into you
I would like for you to see how I feel
I would like to be like you, without feelings
I would like for you to (get) out of my head

I would like to change the ending of the story
The bags under my eyes have been my witness
About all the pain that you have cost me
Chorus
Verse 2
I’m unhappy in love, I can’t forget you
I now walk alone on every sidewalk
I’m asking God if love really exists
Why, if I was good, would she do this all to me?
What choices could I make for you to not take this as a joke?
Always go cursing the day you were born
And the gifts that I gave you
They’re a part of my agonizing pain
I’ve already lost some for you to improve
It’s the end of the road
Chorus repeats twice

I AM
Ash Rob Joseph - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I am unknown
I am unspecified
I am a feeling of void
I am unidentified
I am not yet found
I am
I am
I am
I am lost in an empty category of grouping
I am stuck.
I am. Who am I?
Not yet a complete painting
Is it a tree? Horse? What did you draw?
I am, I don’t know who I am
A puzzle with missing parts
Let me repeat that again
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I am unknown
I am unspecified
I am a feeling of void
I am unidentified
I am not yet found
I am not 100%
Not yet sure of who I am
I am finding my way out of an escape room
Amazed I can’t seem to escape
A game of Hide and Seek I’m still playing
I am, who am I?
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet, who?
Not yet me.
I am.

WHAT THE FUTURE IS GOING TO LOOK LIKE
Jordan Cameron - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Everyone thinks that we’re having flying cars in the future
But in reality, we’re just getting cars that are just a bit newer
People think that we’re going to have a floating TV
But in reality, they are just going to make using it a little bit more easy
Everybody says in the future we’re getting robotic dogs
But in reality, they’re probably just going to make them sing songs
People think that we’re going to get VR without the headset
But we’re going to just have no wires, I bet
Well, we’re just going to have to wait and see
We just have to wait, if we’re really going to be carefree
Our future might be a “Yay!” and it might be a “Yikes!”
But that’s what I think our future is going to look like.
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THANKS FOR PLAYING
Jordan Morgan - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Games brought people of the Internet together,
Being connected to each other like brothers,
Helps me with my bad days,
Driving the tears away.
Know so many people in the comm,
Like an intense psalm,
Some are toxic and bitter Aren’t we supposed to have fun and not argue on Twitter?
Some people do it for the money,
Some do it just for fun,
We all have some reason or passion,
What do you play it for?

WHO HAS BELIEVED OUR REPORT?
Marcelo Machado Soares - Grade 11
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

There is One who we rarely recognize,
Though He is involved in all our lives.
Like a king, He is enthroned
Like a father, He loves His own,
Until when will we esteem Him?
There is One who is rejected and avoided
Still, He is present for those who need Him
Like an army, He will defend,
He’ll listen to You like a friend
When will we approach Him?
Who is this One you speak of?
Who is the humble king?
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This One who made everything
He gave His life for us,
All He wants is our trust
He has taken the first step in love.
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Look to Him in Your trouble.
Trust Him in Your distress
He will show you there is not another
That loves You as much as He
“Come to Me, all you weary
And I will give You rest
My yoke is easy and My burden, light.”

IF IT GETS TOO COLD
Indya Taylor - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Our numb fingers intertwined in the thick morning air
When I look into your eyes, I can’t tell what’s there
How do I know that you won’t let my poor fingers go
If it gets too cold?
The seasons go by like chapters, but you’re hard to be read
I watch your lips move, not hearing what you said
Trotting through the rough snow, I match your fast pace
Do you promise that the snow won’t interfere with our fingers’ embrace
Even if it gets too cold?

RELATIONSHIPS
Ilaya Taylor - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

You know it’s hard to have a crush,
You end playing with each other’s hearts,
Thinking that’s okay.
But it’s really fake –
You find out your crush is dating someone new...
What are you supposed to do?

Think about the times you had –
Better to be happy than sad
The time spent with each other
It’s better to have one another
But you realize there’s no chance
And your crush moves on to someone new...something great.
I’m happy you feel that way.
We can still be friends,
Hoping our friendship doesn’t have to end.
But crushes now-a-days are hard to keep
And then when you pick someone new,
They’ll start to like you...
But I’ll get over it
And so will they.

WHO AM I?
Jori Kelley - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Who am I?
A person who doesn’t understand the meaning of normal
A person who would get judged by dressing formal.
How can you consider someone weird?
When you haven’t lived their life for a year?
A person who is not wealthy
Should not be funny
Who am I?
How is one supposed to act?
When everyone is different and that’s a fact?
Who are we,
As a society of human beings?
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VILLAIN
Amir Quiles - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Driving late night, the stars talk about the past
He’s a li’l too drunk, but yet he’s going fast
Put the car in sport, then he stomped on da gas
He don’t care about his life and he don’t care if he crash.
They say he be wilding
And he’s childish
His demons talk to him; I guess that’s why he always smiling
A lot of people be praying that they don’t see him win
The snake low-key got jealous a lot and shot his friend
If they can’t make it, they love to fake it
And where I’m from, if they don’t work for it, they wait to take it
A lot of things stressing me – just move, I need some space
‘Cause it hurts me to constantly see my brother in chains
First time he went in, he ain’t come out the same
The police came in, grabbed him out the building
Thought my brother was a hero, but now I’m hearing he a villain.
He from the trenches where everybody is dangerous
Where the only thing people mind is blue faces.
Can’t trust nobody, they be snake and they be changing.

DOWN TO THE WIRE
Ta’Jeeonnie Griffin - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Family is always there for you when no one else is there
They’ll help you when you feel ensnared or when in despair.
When you feel the environment around is dirty, they’ll be your filter
Shelter you whenever it’s cold in winter.
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Family is forever, whenever you’re in need
No need to beg and plead, just proceed.
They’re always there for you when it comes down to the wire
So, you better repay the favor when they retire.

SCHOOL STRESS
Jayson Boney - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Every day I wake up tired
Always feeling wired
Studying all night long
Just so I can one day get the dreams I admire
Feels like I’m always working
Never get time for resting
Always feel like my head is spinning
Tests and homework always have me stressing
People always expect the best
Never put thought into the stress
Feels like I always have to impress
But when I do, I never get rest
Environment always feels toxic
Hard to ignore all the gossip
Always have to make sure nothing goes out of pocket
The smallest mistakes always feel catastrophic

THE GAME
Jahiem Green - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Give me three means shoot the three
Where’s the D (defense) means play some D (defense)
Defense wins games, says every coach to ever coach
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Practice makes perfect, says any great player to play
The game is magical, says anyone to watch the game
The game winning shot is the same as the opening shot
The court is where the magic happens
For many, the game is a way to escape their problems
For others, the game is a way to solve them
“Teamwork makes the dream work,”
So, says every great player
But when it’s just you and a ball, the world is your oyster
The adrenaline rush you get from running up and down the court
Flows all through your body
When I play, I just get caught up in the moment, having fun.
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Adrian Cardenas - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Life is like a dream, it’s not always what it seems
You could be mean and greedy, or you can chase your dreams.
No matter what happens in your life, you must excel - you must succeed.
Push forward even if you bleed.
Try your best to reach your goals of success
Don’t you give up, because you know you’re the best.
Boys and girls, you have been blessed –
You have a life and you must choose the rest.
Life is hard, don’t think it’s not – because it can leave you mentally and physically
scarred.
It’s on you what you want to do, so don’t let anyone choose besides you.
If you ever feel stressed, just take a deep breath and relax.
Sit back, take a nap, and perhaps you’ll chillax.
In life, there’s always ups and downs, but you must push forward
Because it’s not going to get easier – if anything, it gets harder –
But that’s life, so live it to its fullest.
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FORBIDDEN LOVE
LaToya Strachan - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Met each other at a school,
Clicked from right away.
Exchanged numbers and started texting,
Found we had so much in common
Somewhere along the line, I fell in love.
But you only saw us as friends
I was there for you when other girls broke your heart,
Not knowing you broke mine.
Anytime you needed me, I was right there –
Our late-night sleepovers and our morning calls.
Somewhere along the line, I fell in love...
But it was Forbidden Love.

CRUSH
Gabriella Jackson - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

The way you’re always on my mind
I love when you’re funny and kind
Instead of learning, I think about you
Even if I’m supposed to only love my family, I love you, too.
At first, you were like a brother
But now I think of you as a lover
I don’t care if we get farther and farther apart
Just know you’ll always be in my heart.
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TO LIVE BLACK
Jamar Matthew - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Over time, black is seen as a skin or paint color
But little do people know, it’s a way of life.
Black can be smooth, yet rough
Black can be calm, but also out of control
It can bring happiness, but also cause pain
Overall, black is life itself to me.
Black is to survive.
Black is to fight.
Black is me,
Black is you.

IDENTITY
Harrison Williams - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

When I was a little boy, I didn’t fit in with anybody.
The only one I could relate with was that woman inside of the lobby.
See, she wasn’t like the other girls, never dressed up and acted like them Only hung out with 3 or 4 people, and she didn’t have that many friends
See, I was just like the class clown, always making the other kids smile,
But whenever I was feeling down, ain’t nobody gon’ care about that child.
But on the day that I speak up, I will say what’s been stuck in my head
‘Cause I bet everybody gon’ listen, when they listen to what Simon says.

SNEAKERS
Oral Campbell - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Rocking fresh sneakers when I’m walking down to school
Fresh AF1’s and I’m feeling really cool
Got so many sneakers just like it’s 2k
Cross ‘em up with my fresh Jordan Flu Games

Walkin’ like Jordan, man it’s so important
I got different types of feet, yeah I’m always sporting
If you think they’re lame, that’s such a shame
Rocking fresh Balenci’s and they came with frames
Yeah, I’m the man with the Vans
I got all the sneakers, yeah, I got all the plans.

LIFE ISN’T EASY
Domenico Provenzale - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Life isn’t easy because sometimes people like to see others fail.
Life isn’t easy because at a young age, you have a lot of responsibility.
Life isn’t easy because people always have high expectations of you.
Life isn’t easy because not all the things you do come out as expected.
Life isn’t easy because people in the world bully others.
Life isn’t easy because some men want to watch the world burn.
Life isn’t easy because the world is filled with evil.

IT’S JUST A FEELING, AND IT WILL GO AWAY
Shania Smith - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Always surrounded by different people,
Always surrounded by family and friends,
So why do I feel alone?
Why do I feel as though I have no one by my side?
Why does this feeling of loneliness overcome my body and take over my mind?
“I wish I was happy,”
“I wish I could just be okay,”
Thoughts that flood my mind and take over me.
A feeling that controls every part of my day
A feeling that I know won’t last forever
A feeling that will someday leave my mind and body
But it is just a feeling, and it will go away.
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LIFE IS BEATABLE
Andy Moran - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Trying to get you by Surprise!
Rebound from a Knock-Down that life hands you
For only the strong can, which is YOU!
Believe in yourself when life is hard.
When life is hard, things get easy
When life is easy, things get hard
No matter the challenge, break the walls
BOUNCE! Back with a recall
Be stronger than ever
Hold your balance
Seek your worth
It will be a challenge!
Life is hard, but strive for the prize
Life is hard, but isn’t unbeatable
Life is what will make you strong!
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GAME OF HAIKUS
O’Neil Reid - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

We started our game
With a plan in mind that day
Then we moved onwards.
But when we started
We soon realized that it
Does not go as planned.
But we continue
To try and fulfill that plan...
Outcome was the same.
The plan did not work
So we just play for the fun
And get something better.
We get some games that
Get three hundred IQ plays
And we continue.
Then we soon see that
What we wanted got done, too
Gone without notice.
Then, when the day ends,
We leave our game still knowing
Our plan is complete.
We are so happy
That we’ll do it all again
Each day from now on.
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TO MORE LIFE
Valaine Clarke - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Oxtail with rice and peas, curry goat with white rice, stew peas, jerk chicken, fried fish,
dumplings, and more. These are just a handful of dishes served at a Jamaican gathering,
but the list can go on forever. My sister, Katasha and I, are the only ones in the family born
and raised in the US instead of Jamaica. Ironically, growing up, I always felt as though I
was more Jamaican than American. I was not introduced to the American way of life until I
was almost seven. I grew up on Jamaican food, music, dialects, traditions, and most of all,
beatings. It is widely known that West Indians raise their kids differently than Americans.
I feel as though people from the Caribbean carry themselves differently and just do things
differently as well.
In every Jamaican household, Sunday dinner is recognized as the most important meal. The
point of this dinner is to celebrate a new week and show thanks for surviving the previous
ones. After spending almost the whole morning and afternoon at church, the family, as
well as close friends, comes together at the home of a friend or relative. In this case, it’ll
be mine.
The night before Sunday dinner, you can hear my mom listening to Queen Ifrica while
seasoning the meat, while everyone is running around the house making sure everything looks presentable. Early Sunday morning, mom finishes making breakfast and gets
started on dinner. This is like our mini Thanksgiving every week. Sunday dinner is usually composed of rice with different variations of beans, at least two types of meats, a
homemade fruit or vegetable drink, a type of salad or steamed vegetables, and a dessert.
When we arrive home from church, everyone automatically goes upstairs to freshen up and
comes right back down. My mom is the first one down and already sweating. My brother,
Akeno, begins to wash the dishes, and Katasha helps mom cut up the vegetables. I, on the
other hand, start to set the dining room table with linen placemats and napkins, polished
silver cutlery, fine china, and crystal drinking glasses.
Soon after, the three of us join my father in the living room and play a game of Ludi, a West
Indian version of the game Sorry. Soon, two of my other sisters and their families come
pouring in, making themselves at home. The TV’s blaring, dominoes are being slammed,
everyone’s laughing, and it seems like this amazing moment could last forever. In no time,
my mom tells Akeno, Katasha, and me to carry the food out. We, of course, oblige without
any complaints.
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We lay the food out on the table, buffet style. No one sits at the dining table until Mom
says so. The whole family circles around the huge table and closes their eyes while one of
the younger kids prays. We say, “Amen” and pounce on a seat once Mom gives us the okay.
Almost immediately, six conversations are happening at once. Across from me, one of my
cousins is already crying from laughter. With manners, everyone’s asking everyone to pass
this and that. I can’t help but sit back and smile as the delicious scent of oxtail and lamb chops
hit my nose. At the end, everyone thanks my mom for the dinner and showers her with compliments. Nearly everyone stays back to help clean up and say their farewells.
So how is this different than an Americanized dinner? When I was younger, my sister and I
were invited over to a friend’s house just for a regular get together. As Katasha and I enter
Thalisa’s house, we take in the scenery. Polished floors, gleaming furniture, and color coordinated curtains. Nice. Katasha, Thalisa, and I sit on the luxurious leather couch and begin
to watch TV. Not even five minutes after Thalisa turns the TV on, we hear her mom yell out,
“Girls, what do you want for dinner?” I turn my head to Katasha and Thalisa with a raised
eyebrow. Thalisa quietly says, “My mom doesn’t know how to cook. We usually order out.”
Katasha then says, “Pizza or something should be good.” As she says that, she secretly motions to me to fix my face. Thalisa agrees and then gets up to go inform her mother. Pizza?
For dinner? No way! If my mom ever finds out about this, I’ll probably never get to go to
another friend’s house ever again!
Thalisa comes back into the living room and immediately starts jumping up and down on the
other couch, the one that looks almost brand new. Her mom quickly follows behind her and
yells, “THALISA JAMES! What the hell did I tell you about jumping on the couches? GET
DOWN RIGHT NOW! Next time I catch you, I’m taking away your phone.” Katasha and
I make eye contact and she looks as bewildered as I feel. All her mom is going to do is take
her phone? If my mom had caught me messing around on the settees, after being told not to
multiple times, my mom would’ve given me “one rhaatid lick ‘cross mi face,” especially if
we had guests over. Thalisa does a little bit of sulking, but by the time the pizza comes, she
is back to her usual chirpy self. Her mom sits down at the kitchen table, takes a couple of
slices and gives Thalisa the rest of the box, all while watching a show on Netflix.
Thalisa then snatches the box and runs upstairs to her Disney princess-inspired room yelling, “C’mon guy’s, let’s go!”
Not knowing any better, I proceed to follow her. Katasha quickly grabs me and tells Thalisa, “We’re fine with eating down here.”
Thalisa responds with a frown, “Why? Don’t you guys want to eat and play with my dolls?”
Katasha shakes her head, “No” and states, “That’s not the way we were raised. There’s a
time for everything. Dinner time is not the time to be playing dress up and goofing around
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with dolls; it’s the time when you sit around a table with your family, rejoice, and strengthen bonds.”
Thalisa’s eyes go wide, “Wow! We only do that on Holidays, but I like that. I can’t wait
to go over your house for dinner!” Consequently, we join her mom at the table and begin
chatting up a storm. The house soon fills with joyous laughter.
All in all, African American and West Indian dinners tend to differ because people from the
Caribbean understand and highly value their roots, traditions and family in a way that many
African Americans cannot because of a separation from their cultural heritage. This leaves
me to ask, who are you, and do your roots allow you to have such a rich heritage that you
can pass on to future generations?

WHAT SHE WANTS
Sophie Dantas - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

She wants to tell him how much he means to her, but she can’t. She feels like she isn’t
worthy of his love. She walks by him and smiles, but little does he know that he’s the only
thing that fills her mind.
She knows deep down inside that it’s not meant to be. But she is still intrigued by him. She
has wasted years driven by these emotions, but she doesn’t care. Everyone tells her to move
on but for some reason she can’t.
She wants a love that consumes her, a type of love that is filled with authentic passion.
And she wants that type of love to be manifested through him. Is that too much to ask?
He learned her secrets, flaws, and bruises. She opened the doors to her shadows, but he only
entered halfway. There are days that she feels an immense amount of emotions. And here are
days that she doesn’t feel anything at all - like a light switch when being turned on and off.
She wants to tell him everything, but she is scared. She is scared of what he’ll say, how
he’ll react. She always listens to what he says, word for word. But does he listen to her?
Does he pay attention to the signs that she gives him?
She wants to say I love you, but all she can say is goodbye. He constantly gives her mixed signals which persistently hit her like a huge wave. She doesn’t know what to say or what to do.
All she knows is that he has a special place in her heart, and she doesn’t know why. All she
knows is that she will always love him because she knows that she’ll never truly get over
him. She wants many things. But what she wants, isn’t what he wants...
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NPD
Shanice Gilmore - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

You wear the mask
Not the kind that guards your feelings
But the kind that mixes up everyone else’s
If they knew you like I know you
They would regret knowing you
They would see the real you
The sick you
You don’t want that do you
Everyone would know your secret
Everyone would see the lies in between the lines
The way that you treat us
How it’s not right
Every person who comes closer to knowing the truth suddenly disappears
How coincidental
They challenged you, so you got rid of them
Doesn’t it feel great
Your secret is still being kept
Little do you know, I am aware of your secret
The way that you treat me
Your reasoning for it isn’t normal
It’s no fault of my own
It’s no fault of others
But only the fault of yours
You project your insecurities onto others
The pejoratives you scream at me
Are the same ones taunting you in your head
But you’re too insecure, too fake
Too PROUD to think that someone could be better than you
That someone IS better than you
That I AM that someone
The day will come when I am bulletproof
When your words over mine will not matter
When I can expose the real you
I don’t wish death upon you
I want you to be alive to watch me walk out the door
Not looking back
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Armed with the knowledge I’ve gathered from my time in the world
The thick skin I’ve built in all my years of ignoring you
The last laugh knowing you need me, but you’ve lost me
These feelings I push down deep inside
Have nowhere else to run and hide

UNTITLED
Shervonne Hinds - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Because of the cracks of my broken heart
My emotions unfold like a work of art
Looked like fine wine but realized it was poison
Now this experience has left my heart frozen
Efforts to apologize all put in vain
Never truly understanding each other’s pain
Wish it was easier for me to cut these ties
But my thoughts tend to seep through this disguise
Seeing your face, all I get is triggered
Oh, how I hate how these feelings have lingered
Your words filled with hate. This behavior I can’t tolerate
But still…
I can’t seem to let go of this thing that makes my heartache

SOCIETY
LaShanta Nicholas - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Values, morals, ethics, and principles
What do they all mean?
We judge and hurt each other just to make ourselves feel better
We fight like there’s no end
Why not think of peace?
Where we could throw our knives down and simply be us
The wicked and the bad are absent
And we are together as one
There are dreams and hopes of the future
But how do we know we’ll have one?
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Would we give up the revenge, hatred, disgust and betraying for the better?
It’s our choice and we choose to ignore it
Judgment comes to judge us all
And why not let it judge us well?
Because your neighbor is loud and annoying?
Because your family is deceitful and disloyal?
Because your friend is backstabbing and selfish?
Or is it because you’re different?
We ask questions that require us to think
But why think when the answer is in front of us?
It’s US! Our LIVES! Our MINDS!
It’s the key to our destruction
So, could we really have peace?
Could we be under one race and one kind?
There is only one simple answer and you have to find it for yourself

THE WRECKAGE UNDERNEATH
Janeil Powell - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

The wreckage underneath
is something you don’t see
You think I am fine;
but you clearly don’t know me.
I have built up these walls,
sorry for the metaphor
But it’s the only way I can express
how hard it is to explore.
To explore other feelings would mean
even more regrets.
And regrets to me,
destroy my freedom
into tiny little pieces.
First, it was the nightmares
Then it was the pain
Now it is the numbness that never leaves my brain.
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So, think of it as a ball of yarn
A tangled-up mess
Because the yarn is symbolic of all my thoughts.
One minute I’m happy
The next I’m sad
But really,
please tell me,
why is that so bad?
Other people get bullied
for having feelings
so deep.
I guess
that’s why you never see...
The wreckage underneath!

WELCOME TO REALITY
Dayris Hernandez - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

What is reality?
How can you tell if something is real?
Could this all just be a fantasy or your worst nightmare
You look into their eyes
All you see is a bottomless pit, filled with pain
You look deeper
It’s dark, very dark but you see something
They are broken
Their soul is like shattered glass
Their trust has been betrayed
Their dreams have been crushed
You try to help, but they are unreachable
You look again, and their pain seems too familiar
You step back, stop and stare
You see the bigger picture
You realize it’s your pain, it’s your reflection
All your agony comes rushing back
You were so numb you couldn’t feel

You were so lost in your world, you forgot you existed
Now that you’ve been brought back to reality
Can you express how you feel?

UNTITLED
Nayalee Romero - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

You hurt me
You hurt me so many times I don’t know if I can feel
You took me down with you
I was so attached to you that your emotions affected me
Your thoughts penetrated my mind
They made me feel down
They made me sad
The first time you hurt me, it felt like my world was falling apart
I didn’t know what to do
I felt like I had to do something
I was breaking my head trying to figure out if I should text you or talk to you
My heart hurt when you looked like you were enjoying life
Like you hadn’t just stabbed me in the chest and left me to bleed
You left me without any warning
No signs
No signals
You just left and treated me like less of a person
At first, I was hurt
But that quickly changed
My emotions shifted after you hurt me again
After you hurt me when you said you wouldn’t
After I let you back in
You cut me again
You tore that healing wound right open
And once again I was bleeding
But this time
This time I wasn’t going to let the pain devour me
I refuse to be taken over by something that doesn’t belong to me
I won’t let myself bleed out again
So, I let you do what you wanted
I let you leave because I didn’t want to be hurt
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I let you go because sometimes holding on hurts much more than letting go
I let go
And I don’t know if I could feel again
I don’t know if I want to feel again
I don’t want something like this to happen again
I don’t want to be torn apart and left alone
I don’t want to carry someone else’s pain
That’s not my hurdle to jump
And I won’t let you hurt me again

BLIND EYE
Rama Saleh - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

What is this resistance?
What’s holding me back from my existence?
Stopping me from doing so many things,
And no, I don’t wish this
But it falls upon my life like a wish list
It’s the shadiness that’s going around.
Keeps you thinking,
Can never sit down
People wonder why I stay so shut
And I’ll tell you what,
It’s like I’m going for a ride,
But what tips me off is the sudden change in your vibe
Gives me the eye.
Should I have suspected it?
Because I surely didn’t expect it
So now you got my mind racing
Was it because “I’m not good enough” and “I’ll never be?”
Those so-called words of wisdom
What does it mean?
Is it a voice in your head?
Or are they the pathological lies that roam in constant motion They never end.
Or is it the fear of hatred that results in one being wasted
Leaning towards the alcohol and the drugs that suffices them,
Is it the demons that are the result of them?
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This.
What is this?
While you sit here under the stars that roam above you
The sun that shines so bright it blinds you
And when the slightest bit of doubt that stabs you in the back and you can no longer
breathe,
It’s the anxiety, the depression taking away the ease
But, “Indeed with hardship, [will be] ease”
I’m done crying myself to sleep
Due to your slick comments,
The pressure and jealousy
Just quit, please.
I was told life is too short to worry about the little things,
But what if I told you those little things mean throwing away your pride because you
know your voice won’t be heard
That’s why I retreated to spoken word
Because if no one can hear me,
At least I put in a word.
See, I don’t have to be famous to be known
But those in the throne are the ones in control
I don’t have that power; neither does my soul
I leave for an hour; the world’s torn as a whole
There’s no life left,
Everything a mess,
So, get your life together cause now you can’t rest.
It’s the blind eye effect, can’t you see?
It’s the blind eye effect, can’t you see?
You could be so happy
But what does that really mean?
Do you notice how I’ve had my guard up?
When it comes to speaking about myself, I surrender
Underneath it all, I’m imprisoned.
I’m trapped when there’s freedom.
I’m stressed when there’s peace.
I’m dead when there’s life.
I don’t want the attention because I’m quick to apologize when there’s no need to
That’s my anxiety firing
When I didn’t ask it to,
So regardless of how hard you try or what the outcome is
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You are always good enough
That’s the end of this.
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Please Don’t Turn A Blind Eye
Be Aware & Stand Clear

LOST SOUL
Abbygale Lindsay - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I don’t know if I’m trying to write a poem or a rhyme,
All I’m here to do is speak what’s on my mind.
See, I use to think that I had a purpose, I use to believe that I had talent,
and I use to live in a fantasy of succeeding.
But now, I don’t even know who I am or what I was set out to do.
I have no hope, no faith, no peace, no love, no joy, no nothing.
Why am I even writing my emotion in a book?
But God knows that I am only human
and I’m so tired of being a good friend to people who stab me in the back.
I am a machine if you ask me,
I am the comforter in times of comfort,
I am the lover when it’s time to love,
I am a supporter in times of need.
Have you ever once asked me, who I have for my comforter or even my lover?
Maybe I just say you are a friend because I’m lonely
Why am I still alive? I no longer have a purpose or meaning to life,
I feel---so dead inside.
Nobody sees, nobody knows
because I’m just Abbygale and that’s how Abby rolls,
She bottles up her emotions inside until she explodes,
and this is me exploding right now.
Where do I go after this? Because all I see is darkness.
I witness the last sight of light slowly vanishing from my soul,
and very soon will become cold.
Who am I?
Do I have a purpose?
How long until I die?
Because trust me when I tell you—I am a girl with no motivation nor inspiration to
carry on any longer in life,
This is too much for my heart; it can’t keep this excruciating pain inside

I am sorry to say that this is it and for me.
When I find a muse, I’ll return home soon but for now, my soul is cold and lost
What now?
Because I feel like it’s too late to save me from a soul that is now a black hole.

MY DEPRESSION
Marah Lewis - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I am tired, bags under my eyes because I get no sleep
Every time I close my eyes, I feel you watching me
I try to get rid of you
But you take over and now these dark thoughts fill my mind
About death and sadness and how much pain I feel
I am crying, my tears soaking my pillow because you won’t let me be happy
It is 4 am, and I must wake up in an hour, but I still cannot sleep
You are still here haunting me with sad thoughts
About how worthless I am and how no one cares about me.
If I do fall asleep you are right there in my dreams
I cannot get rid of you
So, I give in because I cannot help but think that you are right about me
Then I realize I do not want this for myself
I am tired of you controlling my life and how I feel
I am tired of you taking over and making me feel worthless
I am taking back my life
I am fighting for myself because if I do not now then who will?
I am tired of feeling sad and getting no sleep
But the truth is you are all I had
You made me feel something
That I am not just wandering around with no purpose and no feeling
But that is not what I want
I am tired of crying every night and getting up sad
I am tired of you crowding me with sad thoughts
I am tired of letting you win
You have always said without you I am nothing
But now I know that without me you are nothing
You need me more than I need you,
So, I am saying goodbye to my sad thoughts
And I am saying goodbye to all those tears that I cried
I am taking control of what is truly mine, and that is me
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And to think you almost got the best of me
You had me right where you wanted me
Crying and ready to take my life
But I didn’t let you win, and you will never win
Not against me not against anyone else
You will never win again
I will never let you cast that pain onto someone who does not deserve it
I will fight you because I do not ever want to feel that way again
I never want to cry myself to sleep again
I never want to feel as though my life is worthless because I am worth it,
And I know that I do not need your diminishing words to make me feel something
I am better without you
And I love myself enough to make sure that you will never put me in such a depressed state again
Because without you I am everything I could never be with you

CREATION
Arlenis Marmolejos - Grade 10
MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

Living in a society full of manipulation
Surrounded by the power of criminalization
We should be focusing on mediation
We need universal congregation
Thus, together we’ll prosper through reconciliation
United we must stand, no separation
Who am I, for this solicitation?
Just another contender, full of determination
What’s with all that hesitation?
If we don’t fight there will be no participation
There will be no reformation
And, there will be no rehabilitation.
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THE VISIT
Eileen Cordero - Grade 11

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

A luminous, sizzling, sunny morning, that day will be forever engraved into my memory.
Early in the morning the fresh smell of meat in the air. My mother speeding in the kitchen,
preparing everything for her cousin. I prepare to open my stomach for the day as I bring
out the toys for my little cousins to play with. My sister and I gleeful, rushing to see what
our mother’s cousin and family look like. As I get close to the kitchen table, I see our special emerald plates, clear as crystals cups, and shiny-like-armor silverware. Time is passing
as slowly as a sloth.
Anticipating their arrival, my heart is racing, nervous as ever, for some reason scared
about what they might think of me and everything. As time passes by, my mother, sister, and I sit there bristling with excitement, as if waiting for a leap year to happen.
At last, it is time for them to come. My mother and sister pick them up from the train station
without me since they will all be packed like sardines in the small car. As they leave, all
I can think about is the smell of the greasy and fatty pork sitting in the oven, taunting me
since I must wait for them to return so that we can eat as a family. To distract myself, I
play with my fluffy, golden cat and laugh as his eyes expand to big black holes; he is also
anticipating.
At last they’re here! As I open the door, I get showered with heartfelt hugs from the children. I can see their soft and innocent big brown eyes as I greet them. I feel the warmth
of gratitude as I greet my mother’s cousin and her husband. With her giant kindhearted
green eyes, she greets me. As I look into her eyes, I notice that she resembles my mother
so much; it feels as if I have known her for an eternity. Her husband is bronzed and olive; I
can tell with just one look that he is a good man who cares for his family. Then it hits me;
they are from Ecuador and cannot speak nor understand English, except for the few words
that they learned in high school.
As I sit there feeling like chopped liver since my mother and her cousin catch up on everything, my sister and I offer everyone ice cream since we see that their children, rosy and
sweaty, did indeed come packed like sardines in the car. Looking at them and seeing how
their eyes widen with surprise and acknowledgement about things that they don’t have in
Ecuador, makes me extremely grateful to be living here. Their sweet laughter charms me
as they watch my fluffy little stubby cat wearing a tie. Watching them devour their luscious
strawberry ice cream, creamy streams dribbling down their chins as they lick the sticky
sweetness from their fingers, fills me with joy. How ecstatic they are to have such icy
sweetness to ease the heat of the humid, sticky day! Chatting with them feels like time has
slowed down in the best way possible.
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Now the time has arrived when we can feast on what my mother has prepared. There is a
cacophony of talking and laughing, as everyone jabbers happily about my relatives’ first
night in New Jersey, as they took in all that is so foreign to them. All the while we savor the
glistening pork and other succulent dishes heaped high on the table, all washed down with
the bubbly soda so popular in Ecuador. As I bask in the love of my family, I forget about
any hardships I have and just savor these precious moments.
After our bountiful meal, we are tired but as happy as ever. The children soon become restless and bored, so I suggest a game of soccer. Watching the speed and agility of the little
players, spinning and giggling, brings more enjoyment for everyone. Later, we are all ready
for some fresh air and someone suggests heading to a nearby park. The children jump up
and dash to the door ready for their next adventure in America.
It is a revelation seeing the familiar sights of my neighborhood through the children’s
innocent and admiring eyes, absorbing everything around them like little sponges. From
the silver fencing surrounding a neighbor’s house to the pristine and grassy lawns, they are
amazed at everything, even the uninspiring plastic, twisty slide and rundown metal swings.
Suddenly, to our amazement, a little kitten appears, his print like a leopard, as dainty as a
fairy, and affectionate as a cuddly bear wanting its forever home. Of course the children
want to adopt it, but after much whining and pleading, they are finally convinced that this
is one wish that will not be fulfilled in the U.S.
Arriving home, we hear that they are not going to stay for long since they are going to
live with another relative’s family in Utah. As disappointed as children denied their most
wanted toy, we find out that they are leaving tomorrow.
As nighttime approaches, it is time to say our goodbyes, but before they leave, my mother
decides to give the children our childhood teddy bears as mementos of the visit. I remember how much I had cherished my giant pink bear as a child; it is hard to let it go, but I
realize I will not be needing it anymore. The youngest girl’s eyes light up as she tenderly
embraces the soft fluffy bear, and I am satisfied that the bear is in good hands.
As we drive to the train station, I wonder if I will see any of them again – my mother’s
cousin’s family or the bear. I figure that we are both going to better places.
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MY REFLECTION
Heily Gonzalez - Grade 10

MOUNT VERNON STEAM ACADEMY

I looked upon the mirror. I gazed at what was more than just the futile reflection given
off. I saw beyond that reflection for the first time in the course of my life...
Many of us struggle or are still constructing our heart and mind to see beyond this unjustifiable reflection throughout our existence. We pursue to see what others see within our
own nature. How can they see what, to me, was only an insignificant reflection?
I linger for the amorousness we are designated to have for ourselves. Belittling what shall
be justified to every living being. Our brains are often the most disgusting position of all.
It generates a comparison of yourself to others and forces the belief of unworthiness,
creating a war within our own haven. Without this self-admiration, how can we all be
uniquely conspicuous?
Self-love is the road to one’s prosperity. When we love ourselves for our unprecedented
essence, we find ourselves fulfilling our destiny. With this fondness, the day proceeds like
the flowers consuming the nutrients around them, making it possible for them to bloom
into nature’s diamonds, each one unparalleled to the other. If we value ourselves intensely
and willingly, we can be the best versions of ourselves.
Loving yourself is tough. Progress and keep building yourself up into the person you
aspire to become, the person that fulfills your full potential. Know your flaws, to know
your integrity, acknowledge the history, so you can render them into something brighter.
When you make peace with who you are and where you were, no one can rupture your
character.
Yet again, I find myself studying my reflection. I found myself. I accepted me for me,
embraced it. I held on to all the fused feelings from my past and present and let them
empower me, constructing a durable wall that sustains me through a rainy day because I
know my purpose.
We all have a purpose. So, stare deeply at that reflection until you find yours, beyond that
reflection is an individual living in prosperity ready for what is to come their way. Finding peace within oneself. Reflections are just one of many stars in the beautiful night sky
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NELLIE A. THORNTON
PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS HIGH SCHOOL
THE KIDS DON’T WANT TO COME HOME
Chanel Baxter - Grade 9

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON
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In this piece I wanted to interpret the feeling of many kids in my age group. Kids who
have expressed unhappiness and as a result of being told that their feelings are invalid,
they have pushed down their emotions and have let negative thoughts cloud their better
judgement. In Declan McKenna’s Song “The Kids Don’t Wanna Come Home,” he sings,
“You told your kids that they’d live long forever, but the Kids don’t wanna come home
again.” This lyric was an integral part in making this piece because of how my interpretation of the lyric was so closely related to the message that I wanted to address. I interpreted it as how teens slowly begin to realize how harsh the world is to things that they don’t
understand.

UNFLINCHING
Ashanti Palmer - Grade 12

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

She encased herself with a shroud of misery, she wore a crown of heartache like a queen.
Her clothes were woven from the fine threads of grief, they were made for her, she’s
royalty. She wore shoes that were heavy with fear, thoughts of Cinderella floated through
her mind. She painted her nails with every shade of her insecurities, she looked at them
and smiled.
She knows what you’re thinking, what would possess her to flaunt her flaws? No, she is
not crazy, she’s anything but.
Strength and courage spilled out of her bones, as she proudly wore all her imperfections
boldly for the world to see.
No one could break her anymore for she wore her flaws with elegance and grace.
Regardless of her pain and the tears that danced slowly over her cheeks, she will always
rise above and come back stronger and better than before.
She will never give in, she will rise again to see another day, with the light illuminating
her hair and the sun shining over her scars.
You may mock her for her skin, her hair, her body, but your words will not tear her down,
if anything it will always make her stronger.
She was not born this way; it was a long-beaten path that made her like this.
The more treachery, prejudice, discrimination, and brutality she endured, the more she
learned about herself.
Now she has the ability to stare you in the eye, head held high, unflinching.
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APOLOGY LETTER TO MY PARENTS
Nia Hill - Grade 12
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I’m sorry I’m too emotional
I’m sorry I wasn’t born a boy
I’m sorry I’m not good at being a girl
I’m sorry I like girls the way I like boys
I’m sorry I’m such a disappointment
I’m sorry you had to pay for the doctors’ visits
I’m sorry you had to pay for the therapists
I’m sorry you had to pay for the medication
I’m sorry your names were in the suicide note
I’m sorry I exist
I’m sorry I’m not perfect like you
I’m sorry I’m not like you
I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m not perfect
I thought you would love me regardless

MY SHINING STAR
Sandra Lemus - Grade 12
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My shining star
You entered my world unexpectedly
Like an eclipse, mysterious yet beautiful
Showed me new galaxies and planets
Numerous meteor showers and supernovas whenever I’m with you
Asteroids pass by us –
Yet we stay as strong as ever
The moon and sun can only wish to be us
Not even the Milky Way is big enough to show my love
Nothing in the universe shines as bright as you
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DYING TO LIVE
Edwina Belizaire - Grade 12
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		 I saw them in my dreams.
		Beaten,
Hung,
Bruised,
Blood pouring –
Sacrificed.
They were crying.
Yelling, even
For the crops
to stop growing,
For the whips
to stop slashing,
		 But even then –
Dreams couldn’t chase away...
Memories.
Black babies sold.
Black men dying.
Slaves to the land,
Captured by the pain.
Our history treading beneath our feet.
The path of black bodies never stops.
Black pain is historical.
Our joy doesn’t make it to museums.
Our heroes, never honored enough
But slavery...
Slavery stays forever in the history books.
Reminders of how they conquered us,
How they turned our bodies
into dirt,
How they smothered their feet
into our backs,
How their power became the hammer
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to our crushed bones.
And when all that was left…
Was our mangled bodies and broken spirit,
We fell.
Through the dust, we rise
And fall back to.
Survival has been the only thing we knew.
Living is
				
for the privileged.
Death is
				
for us.
And now I can’t tell the difference between
our ancestors
				
and us.
When the blood started pouring,
				
Or when it will end
When the whips turned into guns.
				
When our cries for revolution
Never changed.
But one thing I will never forget…
What I saw in my dreams
And what I see now.
We will never stop fighting for us
For our dreams
				
For our prosperity.
For our culture.
				
For our peace.
For our lives!
				
For us.
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GOOD DAY
Liliana Vega - Grade 12
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Any day with you is a good day.
Waking up knowing you’re out there
Knowing soon we can see each other again,
spending time
having fun
creating memories
running through the city
we get along well
by your side I want to stay
or even talking till late at night
we always become oblivious of time
and soon it’s over
but, that’s alright
cause tomorrow will be a good day.

THE MONSTER IN THE ASHES
Violet Cleary - Grade 9

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

When the human was a child,
They were always warned about the dangers of drugs
Marijuana, Cocaine, Heroin
The adults always said,
“If you do it, you’ll die”
“Or live a very unfortunate life”
All of your role models, your parents, your teachers
They all said:
“If you do it, you’ll die”
“Or you’ll live a life of struggle and strife”
But as the child watches
From the window next to its bed
They watch as adults go on the patio,
And smoke their cigarettes
And they let the ashes rain around their heads
They inhale the tobacco
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They let the tar fill their lungs
And the nicotine calms their brains
And slowly, but surely, the monster appears
Though the child can’t see it... yet
When the human turns 18
They were warned about the dangers of alcohol
There’s a reason why the legal age is 21 after all
“It can give you liver cancer”
“It messes with your head”
“It’s a nasty thing, has no benefits”
“But hey, you want a pack of cigarettes?”
The human takes the cigarette
Then two, then three
And as it smokes more and more poison
The monster appears
Though the human can’t see it... yet
And as the human takes another breath
The ashes rain around their head
Wheeze They inhale the tobacco
They let the tar fill their lungs
They let the nicotine calm their brain
And as the ash of the cigarettes fall around them
From the sand, rises the monster
Its eyes burn like fire under its black sunglasses
Its body reeks of smoke, like the pollution in the sky
Its skin is ashy and gray, but the strange thing is
It looks vaguely human
With its gray human limbs and dusty human hair
But don’t be fooled, for when it speaks,
It sounds like it’s been dead for a thousand years
It says, “Don’t you want another one?”
“Come on, take a shot”
“Because let’s face it, this addiction”
“It’s going to haunt you till you rot”
The monster steals your money
Takes its to its man
The more money the man gets
The more you sink into the ashy sand
And someday you might fight it
Someday you might miss
But it won’t be today
As you take another hit
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THE DEVIL’S EULOGY
Brittiana Kentish - Grade 12

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

Today we say goodbye to one who came like a thief in the night stealing that which was
precious to me. This moment we remember the life of he who flourished at the destruction
of my innocence. Here lies the body of one who was blanketed by bliss as he lit flames
that swallowed up the tenderness of my youth. Now that his flames which thrived from
my brokenness has flickered and gone cold, I’m left with the remnants of a broken heart
whose core reeks of the wretched smell of rotten peace. Today we bury and lay to rest the
monster who has lived in my closet, and the intruder who has resided in my home as if
he were a guest who overstayed his welcome. How bittersweet it feels to say farewell, for
I am overwhelmed by wrath that you are gone because even in death you still manage to
rob me. Even as you lay below me a shell of your former self, reduced to a pile of eager,
hungry worms, foul rotting flesh and bones, you are not alone. Alongside you in your
coffin, your eternal prison cell holding you captive for your endless list of wrong deeds,
lays a part of me, dried up and unrestorable never to be revived. That part of me expired
the night you came filled with greed; it was corrupted by your hands which you deemed
entitled and worthy of. The same hands which should’ve held me when I cried, hands that
should’ve protected me when I needed protecting, but instead became the very thing that I
needed protection from. I am a foolish girl and I deserve this insanity that you have left me
to face because I let myself trust you despite knowing that this world is a cruel and unfair
place. That trust that I gave to you haunts me each night in my slumber. I am reminded that
I am the Eve trapped in my very own nightmare Garden of Eden and you are the conniving
serpent who fed me lies. The love which I so blindly handed over to you on a silver platter
slaps me in my face each time I force a smile. But the sting is nothing compared to your
venom-laced bite because it held an incurable poison and left me forever in agony, weeping
and mourning that which I’ve lost. Although it feels as if your sins toward me are unpardonable and it will take me a lifetime of healing to forgive you, I guess your debt has been
paid now since just like the snake you now slither in the dirt. Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.
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MY VERY OWN HIPPOCRATIC OATH
D’Andre King - Grade 12

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

For a long time, I didn’t know what I wanted to do in life. Day after day I struggled to find
something that I could use to fuel my ambition. It was frustrating for me because up until
my junior year of high school I had a plan for my life. Up until that junior year I believed
that I knew what I wanted to achieve in life but then something happened that changed
my view. Sometime in July of 2018, my grandfather had a stroke and was hospitalized for
three days.
The severity of his condition did not hit me until I went to go visit him in the hospital. As I stared at my grandfather in that comatose state not able to talk or move, I
started to think about how you can’t plan your life out. I was lost. I was broken. But
thankfully after three days my grandfather woke up and was able to come home.
Even though things were beginning to get back to normal, I still felt as though I was missing purpose. However, with a bitter-sweet feeling I found something that gave me purpose.
Unfortunately, when my grandfather finally got released from the hospital, he wasn’t able
to walk, eat, or even move by himself. Seeing him in this condition and knowing how much
it made him feel like a burden to ask for so much help, I took it upon myself to make sure
that he didn’t have to worry about anything like that anymore. For almost a month, I spent
every day caring for my grandfather’s every need—bathing him, feeding him, and putting
him to sleep. To some this sounds like a lot of tedious work but for me it made me feel important. It made me happy to know that I could ease his pain and help his worries dissipate.
Taking care of my grandfather made me happier than I had been in a long time; I felt complete. It was great until I woke one morning to the sound of my mom crying and ambulance
sirens, and I instantly knew what had happened. In late September in 2018, my grandfather
passed away due to a heart attack. Once again, I was broken and lost. It felt as though my
life had ended with his. After locking myself in my room for weeks, I started to think about
all the joy he brought into my life. As weird as it sounds, his passing is what pushed me
into my passion for helping people who can’t help themselves. The drive that I have to succeed came from him and his memory. On the day of his funeral I made a promise to him. A
promise that I would continue to help people in need because it’s what made me happiest.
And it’s a promise that I intend to honor and keep.
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UNTITLED
Deja Gary - Grade 12

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

I killed her. She’s dead and she isn’t coming back. A daughter made from a short-lived love.
Such big dreams, so little confidence, and so unsure of herself. Some wondered if that flower
was ever going to bloom. A shy little dove scared to take a chance. “Hold your head up,”
“Never let them see you cry,” “Smile,” “Try to ignore them.” All the things people would
tell her. Sayings and rules she tried to follow. So eager to be accepted, unaware of her own
importance, and blind to how unique she was. She continued to be like everyone else thinking
and believing she would be safe. Pleasing others was her premature goal. You wish you knew
what she was thinking. A continuous mystery and an untold story. The sad thing is no one
came to her funeral. She died broken and alone. But yes, I killed her. I had to.
Have you ever felt trapped? Constantly engulfed by someone else’s shadow? Your soul in
agonizing pain, letting out a piercing cry for help. Even at an ear splitting volume, none
seemed to hear her plea. Everything about her was ignored. No one knew she loved to
dance, cook, or watch movies. She would always sing her heart out terribly to any Disney
movie. Also she had a secret dream to be the star of an action movie franchise. Big Dreams
no one cared to ask her about. It didn’t matter anyway because by the time anyone cared
she was already dead. From a few petty heartbreaks to major life let-downs, she tried her
best to convince herself that everything was fine. Ignoring people’s true colors, constantly
trying to paint over what seemed to be an endless canvas of confusion. “Maybe it’s me,”
“Maybe I should change,” “Maybe I’m not doing anything to make them happy.” So many
questions but deep down she knew the truth. It wasn’t her.
It took a lot in me but I had no choice. I killed her. I killed her because I was tired of her
being forgotten. Tired of her being everyone’s emotional doormat. She was just a weak
shell of a human. So much potential she wouldn’t allow herself to show. A light that never
wanted to shine. I couldn’t carry her around anymore. Such a social drain. Everyone’s last
choice, but no more. The moment she died something extraordinary happened. A whole
new being emerged. It was a freshly blossomed flower with dazzling new petals. No more
shyness, no more playing victim, no more taking the backseat to the unfair and painful
route life was taking her on. She plays a lead role in her own movie now. Her life is her
own and she is in control of her destiny. Now confident and radiant. She laughed more.
She was fighting to take back the happiness that was stolen from her at the age of 17. She
felt powerful, she felt beautiful, and she was ready to take life head on. She wasn’t scared
anymore. And everything life had to offer was hers.
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UNTITLED
Kaylia Harry - Grade 10

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

He stood and listened to the dark
the
completely featureless
black feather
looked up at him in the light of his
hand
her face was like a
cloud
shadows
her eyes all glass, breath going out, faintly
sleeping tablets had been filled
now lay empty in the light of
cut in half
split apart. The
two of them
the flare went out of his hand
Vanished
The meaning of my poem is showing how someone reacts to finding someone dead after
they’ve killed themselves. Especially if it’s someone you know. To convey this idea, I used
the words that I felt would be able to construct the kind of poem I wanted. For example,
I used the words “the completely featureless black feather.” This signifies how empty the
person feels because of the loss. “Her face was like a cloud.” This shows how pale the dead
woman is. “Sleeping pills had been filled now lay empty.” This further conveys the idea
that the woman died by her own hand. The design I used shows the emphasis certain words
in the poem that have meaning, such as “feather” or “sleeping tablets.”
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UNTITLED
Judith Bennet - Grade 10

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

Books
family
And colors!
if they knew about these books — they’d
Be horrified
I could see
You want to see
go and check
go
And
look for
an immense
world?
My poem shows the government’s fear of knowledge that comes from books. In addition,
it shows that somewhere near, there is a livelier and beautiful “world.” The only way to
get to this “world” would be to sacrifice the devices, begin an intellectual journey, and
just read a book. In short, this “world” is quite metaphorical seeing as this world is right
there.
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UNTITLED
Esther Mentor - Grade 10

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

your soul has
that flower
it
showed me
that
we forget how
terrible
the world
which hangs us upside down
This poem is about a person explaining how someone else had an impact on the way they
think about the world. In the poem it was implied that the person helped the other realize
that the world isn’t as bright and happy as they make it seem.
They realized this through someone that is poor of heart.

UNTITLED
Eunice Zelaya - Grade 12

NELLIE THORNTON PERFORMING ARTS, MOUNT VERNON

We always say it could be worse. But what defines worse? Is it more physical abuse,
more emotional abuse, or is it the amount of abuse you can really take? I’ve undergone
both physical and emotional abuse, and I truly don’t think it could be worse. I hit worse
already and decided it was enough. The constant screaming. Her words lingering in my
head, “You’re stupid,” “You need to wake up.” When all I’ve really tried is to please her,
make her proud. The physical abuse just tops it all off. Getting hit because I didn’t do it
exactly how she wanted it. It couldn’t possibly get worse. And yet it did. I hit “worse”
once she told me, “next time I’ll make sure I hit your bare skin so it’ll hurt more.” Those
words will always have a place in my soul. I never wanted to leave; I tried talking to you.
Evidently, I failed. Being told we might be reunited gave me chills. Not the chills provoked
by happiness. But by severe distress. My mind is being drowned with negative thoughts.
The uncertainty of the future is slowly taking control over my body. Yet I feel a little bit of
power. It will never be the same as I have realized I have a say in my life. I just hope if we
are reunited, it’s for the better.
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CANYON
Watercolor paint on multi-media paper.

Kevin Gerardino - Grade 11

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY
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TOP STAR WITH THAT SPOTLIGHT ON
Acrylic paint on stretched canvas

Jamilet Gonzalez - Grade 9

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY
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SNOWSCAPE UNDER AURORA BOREALIS
Watercolor paint on watercolor paper

Jaylyn Viera - Grade 9

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

THE WORDS READ LOUDLY
Waseka Ahmed. Grade 12

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

As people rushed toward the crowded train car in the bustling New York City subway, my
family and I were trying our best to stay within proximity of each other. “Last one there
is a rotten egg!” my younger sister yelled out. So I ran as fast as any 12 year old could,
and landed in the seat at the far left of the train car. As a native New Yorker, I’ve always
admired the art and creativity that reigned over my city, from the beautiful artwork painted
on run-down building walls, to the small details and revelations found analyzing graffiti.
As my cousins were bantering, my eyes combed over a combination of abstract lines that I
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couldn’t make sense of at first. The red spray paint wasn’t a vivid red, and stood out to me
because of the dark bloody crimson color it was. Obsessively I read over the four words,
and the more I understood the message, the more it loomed over my innocence. The words
read loudly, “F*CK ALLAH! F*CK ISLAM!” It was as if the words leapt out and the figure of self-resentment throughout my developing years came barging in.
When reading the Islamophobic slurs on the subway wall, my initial reaction was feeling
ostracized, but the most imposing sentiment was that something was wrong with me. As a
Muslim, I understand that Islamophobia is a concept I would deal with in my lifetime, but
at the age of 12, I never thought it plausible. Sure, when I used to walk to school with my
hijabi-wearing mother, people would stare and my “friends” would joke about how my father probably caused 9/11, but I never before felt the harsh, violating, impossible-to-ignore
feeling of someone attacking my identity.
This all happened in a mere twenty minutes, but it changed my perspective for a lifetime.
This whole situation put me down a path of self-hatred. Religion became my excuse for
why people would look at me differently. I started dressing in Western clothing when going
to school and cut my hair short. With every rebellious outburst, and every blouse I picked
up, I could feel the words guiding my choices. When people ask me about my religion I
would often avoid the question and just say I’m not religious. However, this didn’t work
during parent-teacher conferences when my mother would come to school in a hijab and
my friends would start asking questions. Many of my actions were out-of-character in order to protect myself from Islamophobia, because I knew I was weak. Self-hatred forged
my opinion of my religion, which used to comfort and reassure me.
From the treacherous attacks in the New Zealand mosque to the horrific killings in the
Finsbury Park mosque, Islamophobia is a sad reality of the world and an aspect of living
that most Muslims face. Dealing with Islamophobia shaped me during my adolescence and
still affects me to this day. It teaches me lessons about self-worth. I used to compromise my
identity in order to make sense of hate. Learning to accept who I am has been a journey;
though I cannot say I am fully at my destination, overcoming insecurity has empowered me
to take on roles I have never thought I could such as joining a theater club, getting a job,
taking the most challenging. I put myself out there in a way that four years ago I could have
never imagined. This is not a story about ideal transformation, as I still deal with being unsure of my identity, but more a story about a faulty growth process. Understanding this isn’t
the end of my dealing with Islamophobia but learning that educating people is better than
self-loathing. Because when I start despising who I am, I am no different than the person
who wrote that red graffiti on that subway that day—full of hatred.
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IMAGINE YOU ARE A GOLDFISH
Sanjona Arzan - Grade 12

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

Imagine you are a goldfish in a small tank. You swim aimlessly around most of the time,
hide behind your little treasure chest, and you are fed routinely. Then one day, you are
thrown into the ocean. You are not used to the blueness and the vastness of the sea. You’ve
only seen your reflection on the clear glass of the tank, and you have swum into it so many
times, only to discover an invisible barrier. Living under the same roof in Tangail, a small
town in Bangladesh, for fifteen years and then moving to America, I felt the same way.
During my senior year of high school, I moved to New York City from Buffalo, after
moving to America during my sophomore year, and it seemed like an ocean to me. I felt
that drowning was a very possible result. The hustle, the variation in color, the broad spectrum of cultures, the awakeness, and the freedom gave me a culture shock, like a series of
explosions. I realized that I needed to get out of the extravagant critiquing and hidebound
society that I boxed myself into growing up because I didn’t question the “rules”; I needed
to be awoken. So One day, I decided to join a climate-change protest in the central city.
That day, I gained some unforgettable memories. It was my first time using the subway and
traveling alone. As I waited for the train to roll up, my heart palpitated with fear, but then I
reminded myself of the times I summoned up the courage to sing or give an inspirational
speech on stage. I could hear my heartbeat and feel it through my skin; my cheeks flushed;
my legs trembled. However, I felt a sort of individualism for the time being. The train
arrived, and as I went inside, I saw a mini world that changed at every stop. Teenagers
teeming with colorful attire; punks with piercings; exhausted women; children creating cacophony with their laugh and loud music from cellphones; romantic couples, heads resting
on each other, each person, though on the same train, compelled for a different destination.
While I was scared that I would miss my stop, they seemed calm. That’s how I felt back
home taking the same courses with the same people in the same room for the whole year.
I felt relaxed in my element. I just followed the flock—a habit that I needed to change.
As soon as I walked out of the station, I saw hundreds of people with posters and costumes; and a music band was leading a rally. I forgot that I was alone for the time being and one of the crowd. A group gave me a huge banner, and with that in my hands, I
chanted our slogan in my most resonant voice. After protesting for the action, I headed
back home in the evening. As I suspected, I missed several stops and became lost underground on the subway. With only a metro card and phone with no data, I panicked
at the station, and a lady with a baby on her arm standing close to me seemed my only
hope. I approached her and asked for directions, and her reply was, “No English.”
That day those two words from the lady gave me the courage to trust myself and find my
way home on my own. She was a passenger of the subway, and so was I. This was one of
the moments I had to be resilient. At the edge of seventeen, I am still the lost goldfish, but
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not the same type of being lost. I don’t stumble upon my insecurities, and I don’t fear losing
myself and drowning amidst the ocean of possibilities that I will encounter.

HITTING BOTTOM
Steven DeJesus Bonilla - Grade 12
PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

“Steven, what are you saying?” I hear faintly, as if I am trapped in my dreams, not able to
awaken. “What’s wrong with you!” I heard again, but I couldn’t respond. Finally, she woke
me with her rough palm scraping my left cheek. I look down to see a pool of drool all over
my laptop, then my eyes dart to the clock on the wall of my kitchen. Seven in the morning.
I only have one thought on my mind as my mother curses me in Spanish: I hope Ms. Turk
accepts my paper seven hours late. I used to be a good student, but during my junior year of
high school, I trapped myself in a perpetual pattern of lateness that seeped into every aspect
of my life, whether it was schoolwork or the class itself. “Late,” says my English teacher.
“Late,” says my science teacher. “Late again, Steven,” says my AP US History teacher
with my paper in his hand. Then I ambled to my next class. The summer after junior year,
I thought I would be a great student again because I gave myself a-talking-to and I said I
would be. But that thought was immediately challenged in my attempt to produce my AP
English Language summer assignment, where I had to read three works of literature and
write two papers. Each day, I would push it off, “I have enough time, I only need a week...”
A week before the assignment was due, “I still have enough time, I only really need two
days...” Then, on the due date, “I only really need two hours...”
I was always conscious of my irresponsible actions and I wanted to change, but making
the adjustment was difficult. It felt as if a chain smoker tried to stop dragging cigarettes
cold turkey; it’s a feeble and rather unsuccessful endeavor. Breaking a bad habit demands
an extreme amount of willpower, willpower that I lacked because I hadn’t hit bottom. I
hadn’t felt the consequences yet. I was in the mindset of wanting to fix my issue rather than
actually fixing it because I had not had a real aha moment: one that would compel me to
understand that I must change and grant me the motivation to do so. The first time that I
felt this kick in my motivation was completing the summer assignment for my AP English
class. I knew that I could not continue this way and expect the success and the knowledge
that I was wishing for in my senior year. I wanted to be different, to stand out from my
peers, to prove to myself I could change; yet I already saw myself failing, not only that first
assignment, but myself. I was petrified.
Understanding that my old habits would only lead me to mediocrity with no opportunity
for excellence, I applied more effort into prioritizing my schoolwork to rewrite myself in
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my 12th grade year and become the student I always wanted to cultivate. Because of this
newfound motivation, I have been excelling in all of my responsibilities, including school,
work, sports, and even sleep. By far, the greatest result of my discipline is freedom. I had
been a slave to my own irresponsibility, stuck in a pattern of hustling to complete late assignments and not really growing as a writer or attempting to get to work on time and not
receiving occasion to grow within the company. I never had time for seeking opportunities
like a better job or enjoying any hobbies, sports or even books. In my commitment to this
adjustment, I created much more time for myself in my attempt to learn who I am. “You
have to change or you won’t survive,” warned my AP US History teacher after I had submitted another late assignment to him last year... “I know Mr. Blanco. I will.”

A FEMALE’S UNIQUE ABILITY
Destiny Fontaine - Grade 12

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

“9-1-1! What’s your emergency?”
“Uhh, I-I don’t… my boyfriend he-he hit me and... I-I can’t see.”
Police come, deescalate the situation, but not only does the woman not press charges, but
she also feels guilty for calling the police!
People question me: “Why does this topic trigger you so much!?”
I respond, “Doesn’t it disturb you?” The hesitancy of others to respond to this question
validates my passion to address the matter.
Inspired by my Social Justice course in high school, I believe I have my purpose. As I
analyzed all the videos viewed in class, such as TED talks on the emotional journey of
some women—which captured the intensity and the emotional captivity that comes with
being in an abusive relationship—I realized that those focusing on the physical abuse of
women were the most eye-opening to me, nudging something asleep inside me to wake
up. I watched as a couple engaged in an intense fight, leading to physical aggression. I
sat there in shock, as the girlfriend lay prone on the floor in a darkened room, while her
boyfriend casually ambled out of the house after beating her cruelly. The video concludes
as he returns to the house and she, the abused, apologizes to her boyfriend for the assault.
The truly heartbreaking part of this video is that it is an actual representation of countless
women’s experiences and reactions to living with abuse. How unfortunate that most times
these women are left to face their cold world traumatized and alone.
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Some women undergo constant abuse from “loved ones” and begin to be cognizant of
the social, professional and health factors as their lives spiral out of control. And still,
they blame themselves. As a young woman myself, I feel it is important to promote positive feelings of empowerment amongst women because all women are subjected to these
same issues and injustices that come with physical, mental, and emotional abuse. So many
times, as a teenaged girl in this world, I have been forced to shrink away in this predatorial
world; shielding myself from its male views of women. How many times have I heard the
numerous whistling and catcalling from older men as I walked home after a long day at
school. When ignored, the degrading “Hey beautiful, I can’t get to know you?” ... “What,
you’re too good enough for me?” and such comments follow, as if I am doing some grave
injustice to them. Why is it that even at a young age, girls are supposed to naturally fall
for the attention of men, and when we don’t, it’s looked upon as our problem, our attitude
and our loss. I want to feel comfortable in my feminine skin and illuminate a female’s
unique ability to contribute to the world without feeling the burden of that male-applied
lens on women. I will continuously prepare myself to become a trusted leader in achieving
this goal of mine through pushing myself to always keep an open mind on the curious and
powerful perspective of women.
“9-1-1! What’s your emergency?”
“My boyfriend has beaten me and I don’t know where he went. Please send help.”
Police come and deescalate the situation. And when the police ask what course of action
she wants to take? “I want to press charges, please. I can’t allow this to happen again. I
never thought that he would do this to me. I thought... he loves me.”
My desire to experience all life has to offer will motivate me to dream bigger, while allowing me to advance and accomplish my goals. Seeing my ambitions through gives me this
enthusiasm and excitement in which I’m able to see myself enacting great change within
my life, and essentially being of aid to those around me in uplifting them to see that we are
the ones in control of what good we make of our lives.

BLACK POWER
Shaneal McEachin - Grade 9
PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

Overseas stopping Terrorists
But here on the streets cops are shooting
Wondering why so many times we have cried
While our people are getting killed at night

And if you only Love one race
Then you leave nothing but an empty space
Which only allows us to discriminate
That’s why many generations are affected by OUR Hate
In the USA from the CIA….
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Madness is what you demonstrate
That’s basically how anger operates
Somebody better set them straight
Our nation’s dropping bombs
And it’s affecting each of the younger ones
It’s making us Question if our faith
Is it the wrong or right way?
Probably take control over every person of color who was called A disgrace
As they tell us to never show our face…
But it’s not fair when we did nothing wrong
No matter how long it takes our rights won’t be in vain
So we gotta start now, won’t back down, We’ll be Kings & Queens wearing crowns
Can you practice what you’re preaching? Or would you just turn the other cheek
again?
Father please help us—we need you to send some guidance from up above
‘Cause we NEED A change
We’re gonna keep on screaming louder—so give us all The Black Power…

THE BEAUTY OF BEING AN INDIVIDUAL
Angelle Nunez - Grade 12

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

Here I am. A ten-year-old in my fifth-grade class trying to concentrate, but the daunting
thought of my ESL teacher arriving to pull me consumed every second I spent in that
class. My heart would beat faster than usual. My hands would start to sweat as I watched
the clock with knowing anticipation; I am going to be taken out of class. I thought to
myself, “Why can’t I just be like everyone else?” … “I wish I was as smart as everyone
else” … “It’s so embarrassing that I need to take a class to help me improve my English.”
Though time moved slowly, it seemed like in just a blink of an eye and there was that slight
knock at the door and the wide-eyed stares from the kids in my class. Of course, it was
my ESL teacher. As always, the same five words would come out of her mouth, “I need
Angelle and Adriana.” I get up, feeling my face flush and my ears turning red as I fumble
quickly toward the door knocking into at least one desk on the way.
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Outside of school, it was a very similar experience. I was always afraid everyone would
find out, and I ensured that my mom wouldn’t accidentally tell someone in my family. The
thought that my English was not as good as everyone else made me feel so ashamed. I
remember keeping to myself and second-guessing every word that I had to say at any family functions. I isolated myself from everyone. Luckily, I didn’t feel the pressure as much
when I was with my group of cousins. However, I do remember that I would put a lot of
thought into what I was going to say before saying it. I would go over the sentence as many
times as possible in my head before saying it out loud. It felt like I was in fight-or-flight
mode always. The thought of being in the fifth grade and needing help to improve the way
I spoke English was difficult for my fragile ego to embrace. I would rush to get home, to
do my homework, and I changed the environment in my home to ameliorate my English.
I completely changed my routine. Although I could hardly recognize the improvement in
my ability to speak and write English, I was slowly progressing. The exam day approached
and I passed it! This was a major accomplishment for me, one of which I am very proud.
I didn’t only pass my exam, but I also learned that what I was going through was only
temporary.
The beauty of being an individual is that we have the ability to develop our own perspective
on what we get to experience in life. In my case, this battle seemed enormous to me as a kid,
but as I matured, I soon realized that obstacles are only temporary. Although we don’t always
have control over the circumstances in our life, we have the power to decide what actions
we want to take to change our situation. This experience taught me that there will always be
something valuable for me to learn from every experience I go through, no matter how small
it may be. I remember feeling defeated and less than, but in the end what I really obtained
from this was one of my most valuable life lessons. I learned to understand that I won’t always start off by being great at something but that I can always learn to become great.

GROUNDED
Jolyn Prescott - Grade 9

PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

I spread my wings of thought and adjust my feathers of imagination while raising my
beak of unbreaking taking in the air of opportunity and renewal
But as I brace for flight the weights of disbelief and depression tug and pull on me holding me
down like shackles but I dream on, break free of the bondage that bares doubt and negativity
But it was hard they said I can’t do it, I’ll never do it, you’re f@#*ing crazy I believed them
now I was grounded, but I was smarter than that and so I spread my wings in confidence
and glory and began to soar and fly higher and higher give up and fall or thrive and soar
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TO STAY IN MY COMFORT ZONE
Febian Rusanoski - Grade 12
PELHAM PREPARATORY ACADEMY

The sense of helplessness as I struggle for air, the powerlessness in my inability to scream for help
overwhelmed me… My swimming instructor had grabbed me, and effortlessly threw me into the
deep end of the pool. In my mind, I couldn’t believe what he had just done and thought this was the
end of my life. My anxiety intensified because I could not feel the bottom of the pool with my foot
or even my toe. I can remember the rush of adrenaline coursing through my veins as I maneuvered
my body in a myriad of flaps and pushes in hopes of keeping my head above water.
When it registered that I wasn’t going to die, the relief felt to me as if a truck laden with stones
had been airlifted from my chest and was a force to be reckoned with. Before this moment, I
never swam in water deeper than four feet because I knew I was safe there. I knew nothing would
happen to me because my feet touched the bottom. I applied the concept of staying in my comfort
zone in the pool to my everyday life because I never believed my life needed much changing, given I never viewed myself as an overachiever. Lodging myself where my feet touched the ground
granted me a sense of confidence in my functionality as a human being, never needing to second
guess myself much or losing my balance. But, I believe fear is what predominantly influenced me
to stay in my comfort zone. Whether it be failure, judgment from others, or even injuring myself,
fear is what halted me from attacking new obstacles in life, ultimately averting myself from discovering my true capabilities. Being thrown into that pool sparked a realization that as an individual, I sometimes have to step out of what feels safe in order to sprout, acquire new knowledge, and
plod further towards self-actualization. Fear will only hinder my development as a human being
and that conquering fear is an inevitable concept—and everyone’s challenge—of life.
Discerning this new perspective has promoted my ability to disregard my fear of failure and instead use it as a motivating factor when a situation requires me to step out of my comfort zone,
such as taking the most challenging classes in school. I realized this is a life-long discovery and
by taking on challenges allows me to discover how I handle conflict, resistance, and ordeals. This
reveals to me how I can become a better person and recognize skills with which I am proficient,
thus cultivating growth, excellence and the ability to identify opportunities. This allows me to
experience who I am as an individual within a larger community, and to realize, as James Baldwin
illuminates in his short story, “Sonny’s Blues,” that deep water and drowning are not the same.
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SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL
AUNTIE ANGELA
Angelique-Marie Baptiste - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Auntie Angela was a kind soul,
The happiest person
you would ever meet.
Her time came too soon.
Sadly, she couldn’t defeat. . . .  
I’m happy she’s no longer in pain.
She didn’t deserve that.  
Auntie Angela,
we love you.  

CONTROL
Annalisa Burgio - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Hunched back, squinted eyes, and fair-faced along with crimson cheeks. Bent knees, overgrown hair, bad hygiene, and limped arms. Somehow he believes he’s unnoticeable. Invisible is the vision he has of himself. He is very wrong. Perceived as strange, mysterious,
and suspicious. Quieter than crickets, he keeps to himself. People’s presence makes him
uncomfortable, but that’s social awkwardness for you. With the silence comes innocence.
Unfamiliar with the stereotypical teenage lifestyle, his favorite hobby is to dwell in his own
thoughts. Often contemplating his next piece. Yes, he doesn’t have a way with words audibly, but when writing, it’s remarkable. Though he doesn’t seem to live the teenage life, he
experiences it through his stories. . . . Control. Needing to control everything is a problem
of his. Resulting in 233 pieces. All with his words, his edits, he is the only one with a say.
That’s the way he prefers it. Others, however, are concerned. Wondering why all his time is
spent with a pen and paper, practically his best friends. Nervous for his school career and
civility with his classmates, because he looks and acts different from the rest. Big-headed,
crooked nose, unfocused eyes. He’s shy but passionate, and creative. Wanting to maintain
control . . . . Control: his favorite word.
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I WAS SUPPOSED TO BE
Jennifer Campbell - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Mom,
You told me to have a good day at school
And kissed me on the cheek like usual.
I went to first period and sat at my desk.
I did everything the same, Mom.
The teacher took attendance,
Not knowing the class roster was about to shrink.
He pulled out a gun, Mom. I got away but
Now the desk next to me is empty.
And across the way.
And two in front.
I was supposed to be safe here, Mom.
Dad,
All I wanted to do was go to the movies.
I wanted to see the new comedy to get my mind
Far
Far
Away from what happened at school.
Thank you for giving me money to buy snacks, Dad,
But I don’t think I’ll get the chance to use it.
Instead I’m ducking behind movie theater seats,
Muffling the sound of my sobs
As another supposed safe space is being demolished.
I was supposed to be safe here, Dad.
Brother,
I needed time to be away from my dark bedroom.
Time to clear my head and be with Him.
I went to church, brother, the ultimate safe space.
But all of a sudden
The stained glass windows shattered,
Shouts erupted from everyone
And although I was surrounded by people,
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I was alone.
I was supposed to be safe here, brother.
Sister,
I had to run to the store.
I figured if I went a few towns over,
I’d be ok.
I was walking down the aisles,
And it hurt, sister.
I hadn’t felt like this ever before.
He finally got me.
I was supposed to be . . .

LINE
Kyle Chouinard

SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

The line is a sort of purgatory.  
Filled with the tremble of legs,  
heavy breaths made visible by arid chill,  
sarcasm abound as apples in an orchard.
Arms and legs shake out,
praying it would cure the disease of chill.
Their howls go unanswered,
oxymoronically donning
a tank top and short shorts.
The legs move
up and down,
up and down,
jumping,
a ritual for every visit.  
The whole body quakes.
The line creates
a feeling of beginnings like
passing a driving exam,
generates anticipation like
a roller coaster slowly ticking
up, up, up
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and reeks of the potential
of a student finally getting it.
These attributes
—beginnings, anticipation, potential—
are the building blocks  
and Lincoln Logs of anxiety.
Everybody has anxiety rapidly shooting up their legs,  
reaching to the very tips of their fingers,  
lingering in their minds like stew.  
The anxiety of some works in favor of the body.
It pushes and it motivates and it excites.  
It’s advantageous to good times in both senses of the phrase.
Other anxiety works against the body.  
It breeds dread, helplessness, defeat.  
Everybody placed at the line has anxiety.
Frigid mire dusted with green clippings sinks down,
further impaled by shaking footwear.  
A bird flies overhead,
a white streak blending with clouds,  
gliding effortlessly,  
seemingly untouchable.
No one takes notice.  
The trees behind and ahead and around
dance in the wind,  
overseeing
the concentrated mound of flesh.
A white strip stains the grass,  
herding bodies into boxes.
One body faces the line.
Its polo shirt is stained with something.  
Mustard, hot sauce, marinara?
For even the body does not know.  
Other bodies force their mouths shut,
afraid to ask what the concoction could be.
The arm of the stained body motions upward.
Its mouth opens and closes,
the body now still.
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The bodies of the line are tense.
Some arms are in line with the legs.  
Some arms still shake.
Some heads look straight forward.
Some heads focus on the muddy earth below.  
The mouths stop moving.  
The brains don’t.
The brains are on a treadmill getting faster and faster.
The emergency stop just out of reach.  
The bodies becomes still,
the brains in ever-increasing entropy.
A gun fires.

FIVE SECONDS
Megan Dineen - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

The sand was cold. The sun had barely come up over the horizon of the water. It’s the most
beautiful sight in the world, and I got to see it every day. It was a calm Sunday morning, a
great day for a surf in our favorite part of the beach. We usually changed spots every once
in a while but this was always our Sunday spot. Only a few people knew about it, it’s a
pretty secluded area.
The only other person there was our friend, Jake. I walked over to him and sat down right
beside him in the cold sand.
“What are you doing here so early in the morning? I never see you up this early,” I said
with a slight smile on my face.
“I wanted to get a nice, early start to my day,” he said.
Emma had already beat me out there; she’s my sister and she loves the water as much as
I do, and maybe even more. She’s much more anxious than I am. She gets to the beach
and scurries to the water. But not me, I like to enjoy and take in the calming morning and
I always like to watch her surf first. She glides through the waves like nothing I’ve ever
seen before.
“Jess, are you coming?!” she screamed to me from the water.
“Yes, I’ll be right out,” I yelled back.
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I grabbed my board and turned to face Jake, “I’ll see you out there,” and I ran for the blue
water, my heart racing like it always does.
This was always my favorite thing to do: the one thing that took me away from the reality
of school and drama. In the water, there was no worry in the world, and no one could ask
for anything more. I jumped over the waves at my feet and belly-flopped onto my board.
I paddled out to my sister, my arms ripping through the water, disrupting the natural flow
of the waves.
In a split second, I felt a sharp pain in my left arm and was dragged down under the water.
It felt like a thousand knives piercing my skin. Shark bite. Blood started filling up the water
around me, and I jabbed at the creature’s eye as hard as I can. It released my arm, and I
swam to the surface of the water gasping for air.
Emma paddled over as fast as she could. I could see the fear filling her face. She was never
good with traumatic experiences. I was in the water for five seconds . . . five seconds for
something crazy like this to happen. I couldn’t think straight, and my vision started to go
white.
“Stay with me,” Emma said, with tears rolling down her face. “We’re almost there, it’s
going to be okay.”
As we reached the shore, Jake ran over and helped Emma pull me out of the water with
blood trailing my body. I grew more and more tired, and my eyes couldn’t help but flutter
shut. My vision was blurry and then, all of a sudden . . . darkness.

NASCAR NANNY
Kimberly Dry - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

On a rainy late afternoon, on the south side of New York, Grandma Val, also known as
Nanny, got a call from her grandson, William who lives in an upstate New York dorm room
completing his bachelor’s degree in chemistry. This phone call all went well, but when William had said he had run out of food in the dorm, the words “no food” stuck with Nanny.
Her eyes widened. She knew what she had to do.
Nanny hung the phone back onto the wall in a swift motion. She grabbed her baking apron
and spent the next three hours baking all sorts of food for William. With her basket of
goods, Nanny walked toward the garage in a fast-paced walk and opened the door. She
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stepped down the three steps and walked toward a tarped car. She breathed in and whipped
the tarp off the car, making dust float around the room to reveal a 1985 Nascar.

Nanny opened the garage and climbed into the Nascar—just like the old days—with her
baked goods and took the keys out from under the driver’s seat. She put the keys into the
ignition and turned the key. The purr of the Nascar flooded the surrounding area, making
birds fly out of the pine trees. She stepped on the gas and reversed out of the driveway with
speed, turning the wheel all the way right, drifting her into a semi-circle facing the Nascar
up the road and slipped on some aviator Ray-Bans. She put the car into drive and accelerated, sending her head into the headrest.
Turning onto the freeway, Nanny flipped on her headlights as the sun sets creating a deep
rose- gold sky. The smell of the baked goods filled the Nascar and brought a smile to her
face. Nanny pulled up to some traffic lights with her engine blaring through the buildings
around her, but the sound was getting louder. She looked to her left, and there was a Audi
R8 being driven by a 47- year-old man in a muscle tank top (which he really shouldn’t
have been wearing) pulled up next to Nanny’s Nascar. The traffic light was still a blaring
red, giving the rain a red tinge. While he looked at Nanny, the roar of the Audi sounded
once, then twice, and then a third time. Nanny did the same, knowing what she was getting
herself into. She revved the engine four times.
As soon as the light switched green, the tires of both cars spun on the wet road, sending
both cars flying when their tires made contact with the road. The street was empty because
of the rain. Puddles filled with light spread across the road, and the sound of the two cars
rippled the puddles. Nanny looked over at the 47-year-old man, lowered her window, and
smiled.
“I don’t lose to boomers like you!” she said, and stepped on the throttle, sending her dead
ahead of the Audi, laughing. After a couple more miles down the road, Nanny started slowing down and turned right onto the college campus, which was lit by lampposts. She pulled
up in front of William’s dorm room.
Nanny was getting the attention of all the young adults with the sound of the engine and
the look of the Nascar. The look on their faces when they saw an 82-year-old woman get
out the Nascar was jaw-dropping. They started to clap, making Nanny feel warm and welcome. She opened an umbrella from the back of the Nascar and hoisted the basket of goods
around her forearm and walked into the dorm room entrance.
Luckily William was on the third floor, so Nanny didn’t have to walk up too many stairs,
she arrived at William’s dorm slightly out of breath but that was nothing for Nascar Nanny.
She knocked on the door and it open good enough for a college door reveling a shocked
face that said it all, the smell of the cookies and all sorts made William’s smile reach from
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ear to ear with delight. He brought Nanny into his dorm to talk but Nanny couldn’t stay
long, so she grabbed her dripping umbrella from the corner by the door and said, “I have to
get back home before Granddad realizes I’m gone with the Nascar.”
Before William could say anything, Nanny was already out the door leaving William very
confused. After getting back onto the first floor Nanny got back into the Nascar and tapped
the dashboard and said, “we did it” in a whisper. With a sigh of accomplishment, Nanny
put the key into the ignition and drove home.

ONE IN INFINITY
Joseph Grippo - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

I’m fascinated by the possibility that one’s destiny cannot be changed nor manipulated in
any way. Destiny, in my eyes, is one’s fixed purpose and meaning in life.
Achieving my best SAT score after taking two SATs was because of the hard work I put in
to prepare for it. Cause, effect. But philosophical or scientific determinism calls into question our agency. Something negative would happen in my life and I would get upset, not
because of how it affected me, but because of the reason that I literally couldn’t have done
anything to prevent it from happening even though I tried my absolute hardest to prevent
it. For example, my high school soccer team went all the way to the state final and lost in
a close game. I couldn’t have done anything to change this outcome. Well, besides time
travel.
Everyone and everything has its own destiny. When we are born, we have a designated
path, whether it’s a path to success or failure. While our overall destinies remain constant,
I’ve come to believe that our paths toward fulfilling those destinies can most definitely
be manipulated. Small, moment-to-moment decisions allow for the manipulation of the
path. My destiny could be to become a civil engineer in New York City, with a wife and
two kids, but along the way I could decide to get my first internship at Visor instead of
Con Edison. Whether it’s building motivation for self-improvement or quitting on everything and going missing to society, in the end, we’ll end up in the same spot, but how we
get there is our responsibility. If I work my hardest at everything I do and gain great success, my path to that success will be the best it could possibly be.
My philosophical inquiries extend beyond determinism. Those who believe in the multiverse, which is a theory, say our universe isn’t the only one to exist; there is an infinite
number of universes parallel to ours with different versions of ourselves and others. I could
have blonde hair and be seven feet tall in one universe and have red hair and be able to do a
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standing backflip in another. I truly believe in this theory. In fact, it is one of my core beliefs,
alongside Christianity and its teachings. Believing in this theory has given me motivation,
motivation to be the kindest, smartest, most successful, most lovable, healthiest version
of myself: by always being the one to make those fluffy scrambled eggs for my mom while
she is upstairs down the hall working on her computer and monitor; by always being an
extra person my dad can vent to about how his boss won’t fire a person he works with,
because said person is lazy and doesn’t put out quality work to make the hospital an extra
$167,000; by always trying my best to understand the complex mathematics of Calculus;
by always curling the forty-pound dumbbell for that extra repetition, even though it feels
like my bicep is about to tear like a piece of bread; by always showing my Portuguese
grandmother a smile every time she brags to my family about how precious I am. I want to
improve every day to become the absolute best version of myself. I want to be the one in
infinity if that’s even possible.
In the infinite number of universes where there are infinite versions of myself, I have an
infinite number of destinies. Along with that, I have an infinite number of paths toward
each of those destinies. I believe that I should make sure I am the version of myself with
the best path to whatever my destiny is, the best version of myself.

ACHE
Grace Hickey - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

It is especially hard to have that feeling
For someone with whom you know
Something will never happen
Having small hope pains me every day
Seeing them kills me every day
Slowly and achingly
Everything in my body telling me to stop that feeling
But I can’t help myself
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GARAGE SALE
Aidan Horvath - Grade 11
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

It’s that time of year again. Energetic kids stomp and play in the newly formed mud puddles from yesterday’s rainstorm. Flower buds renew from the dirt to greet the new season.
And most important, everyone is starting a new beginning. Some change their spending
habits, exercise more, or just try to spend more time doing the things they love. But most
people start with something more simple. Spring Cleaning, to be exact. Not only do we
rummage through our basement to make anew. We do something truly special with these
objects we find. We get out our arts and craft supplies and start working. This is the time of
year where thick signs made of poster board are plastered over every inch in the neighborhood. In all different shapes, all different sizes, and all different colors. But they all have
one thing in common. The familiar word “Garage Sale” are written in large bold markers,
with an arrow pointing you toward the direction of someone’s homemade shop. Your curiosity is piqued as you follow these signs like markers on a hiking trail. You walk without
haste to admire the effort put into the vibrant signs that are posted on telephone poles and
grounded in damp grass. As you arrive, you see a spread- out, grassy yard covered in differently designed foldable tables. Each table has its own personality with a variety of knick
knacks and trinkets waiting to be discovered by a new owner. As you take a glimpse around
the setup, you see a few items that spark your interest. A pair of white cushioned chairs. A
nicely embroidered leather golf club case used to hold numerous multi-colored umbrellas.
Three slightly used gardening tools neatly placed next to each other. A toy boat whose
paint job is barely holding together. An empty toilet paper holder. A makeup case leaned up
against a plastic medicine organizer. A few small dolls. And a miniature gumball machine.
There’s something special about garage sales. It’s the fact that each one is unique, that no
single one is the same. Each one tells a story to their customers. And the best part is that
there is no distinct story. It’s up to the person’s imagination to view an item in front of
them and come up with their own story. That’s what I love about garage sales. It triggers a
person’s creative thinking to come up with something that no one else can ever imagine. A
story unique to that person and that person only.
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TURBULENCE
Maeve Janecka - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

It was years ago, but I still remember every detail about October 29th, 2012. There was
the wind, whipping outside against weak old pines, and the sky an eerie shade of orange.
The air crackled with electricity and oak branches contorted at the whim of a howling gale.
With a menacing crack, three large tulip trees crashed through the roof of my family’s
quaint raised ranch. One hefty trunk missed crushing my mother by only two feet. My
home was ripped apart, parts flattened, parts flooded as rain spurted from the newly made
holes in our ceiling.
The next morning, in the wake of the superstorm, people from across my hamlet started to
gather on my lawn. They came bearing tarps, buckets, and two Boxes O’ Joe from a nearby
Dunkin Donuts. My neighbors coated our roof in thin plastic sheeting and wrapped my
younger sister and me in clean clothes. That day, I learned that community is not just an
abstract concept. It is the perfume in borrowed sweatshirts, the taste of well-intentioned
casserole, and the almost-too-tight squeeze of friends hoping to prepare you for a long
journey ahead. My community stood by my family and me on October 29th, 2012, on one
of the worst days of our lives. When I was sworn into my local volunteer fire department
last October, I was eager to repay that kindness.
As an EMT, I often meet people for the first time in unsavory situations. Standing shocked
outside cars half-submerged in icy rivers. Unresponsive and frothing at the finish line of
a summer 5k race, inches away from a stale pool of vomit. I love the adrenaline rush that
accompanies critical calls, the excitement at possessing the tools and knowledge to help
those in need—but I also have a place in my heart for quieter ambulance rides. My town is
home to two nursing homes and an assisted living community, and some seniors reach for
companionship by calling 911. Lending them a listening ear and a hand to hold can be just
as rewarding as treating adults emerging from a motor vehicle accident. Regardless of the
situation, caring for my patients’ physical and emotional needs has reinforced my compassion and provided me an exciting mechanism to learn more about the healthcare field. For
months, I biked to the firehouse as soon as I finished my shift at a local bakery, eager to
assist on calls and improve my EMS skills. My dedication to the department paid off last
January when I was elected First Lieutenant of the junior corps.
As Junior Lieutenant, I have cared for the members of my department the same way I
cared for my patients—with attention to health beyond what is palpable. Knowing firsthand how difficult calls can weigh on first responders, I organized dinner/movie nights
after arduous ambulance rides to give members an understanding space to decompress. I
also advocated at monthly commissioners’ meetings for a department-wide “morale com-
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mittee” and spearheaded a bylaw change to allow 17-year-old state-certified EMTs to ride
as senior members. I have dedicated my time as Junior Lieutenant to aiding my community—both directly on the ambulance and indirectly through helping first responders.
This service has proved gratifying, but has also left me hungry to do more in the future.
President Reagan once said “the greatest leader is not necessarily the one who does the
greatest things. He is the one that gets people to do the greatest things.” In the coming
years, I hope to continue aiding the members of my neighborhood—citizens and firefighters alike—so that they have the means to build our community. In particular, I will work
to expand accessible counseling resources for first responders and publicize an anti-vaping
public health campaign I pioneered with a local hospital. Promoting health and cohesion in
my community will help prepare my neighbors for the trials of tomorrow—and, together, I
am confident we can take on great storms.

ALL THE THIEVES IN THE WORLD
Sydney Kahn - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

It was only a chicken sandwich. That›s what started all this. My sister›s little boy was
starving. But the law is the law is the law. Motivation doesn›t matter. Circumstances are
irrelevant. I was caught stealing. And so I was sent off.
They took my fingerprints, a sample of my blood, a sample of my hair. They took my
picture from all different angles, so there›d be nowhere for me to hide if I ever did this
again. As if I would.
They bound my hands and put me on a boat with others like me. There was a man whose
ex-wife had accused him of stealing her jewelry, after she›d planted it in his house. There
was a young woman who›d never returned a sweater she›d borrowed from her sister, who
lived on the other side of the country. There was a kid, only twelve, who had taken money
from another student to pay off his father›s rent. There was once a time when he would have
received a lighter punishment because he was so young. Funny how times had changed.
They lectured us on the boat, telling us that even though we didn›t have to pay bills, there
was a limit on electricity, water, and money. We were expected to get jobs, and work for
pay, to benefit us, and to benefit our new society. As if we hadn›t just been cast out of our
«old» society.
They told us that any parents who had been taken from their children were eligible to adopt
any children that had been taken from their parents. These children would be given an
allowance from the government, which we had no power to elect.
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For food, the guards on the ship gave us chicken sandwiches and strawberry smoothies. At
first, I thought it was a coincidence. Then I noticed one teenage girl began sobbing when
handed a smoothie. And so our punishment had begun.
The boat stopped and we were loaded into an army truck. I was angry, at first, that we were
being treated like prisoners, until I realized that technically we were. We were driven into
a town like any other. Crackerbox houses, green lawns, wide skies. There was nothing of
any interest in that town. Yet something was off about it.
On we drove. The town like any other gave way to a city like any other. Skyscrapers, sidewalks, street signs. dry cleaners, grocery stores, clothing shops. What was wrong? It was
on the tip of my tongue, and right in front of my face.
Below us, there were children—children, for Christ’s sake—no older than ten. One little
boy halfheartedly threw a ball at the wall of a building. One girl was crying for her mother.
That’s when it hit me.
The people—they were all wrong. The adults all kept their heads down and their eyes
averted, as if trying to pretend they weren’t even here. Some younger adults wore masks or
bandanas—were they gang members? Or just trying to hide their faces? There were guards
planted firmly on every street corner, each brandishing a large metallic gun. Would they
actually shoot us?
One young man walked past a guard, and lowered his bandanna to spit at the guard’s boots.
The guard didn’t move. Maybe the weapons were just for show. Let’s hope.
But still, this place was becoming less and less welcoming by the minute. Anywhere that
you have to hide your face just to go outside, anywhere that separates children from their
parents, anywhere that every thief in the world must call home, had to be hell on earth.
I thought back to my great-grandfather›s stories about the world when he was a kid.
They›d lighten punishments for children, because they were only children. And they›d take
you to one big metal building where you would live until they decided you had changed.
Sometimes it worked. Sometimes it didn›t. Life sounded easier back then. But doesn›t it
always? Prices were lower, workloads were lighter, and punishments for breaking the law
were less harsh.
Maybe back in the day all of the thieves were running around, stealing whatever they liked.
Then again, how many of us had only stolen one item? How many of us had only stolen
something small? How many of us had never stolen anything?
There had been reports in the newspaper of people being falsely accused of stealing, by
others who wanted to see them suffer. How could anyone be that cruel? Damning a fellow
human to a life on an island built for thieves.
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I was led, as were the others, to a building the color of strawberry ice cream. As if putting
up happy colors all over would trick us into believing that we were happy here. A burly
guard escorted me to my room. The door had a gold plate that read «6C.» It was bolted
down, as if they were worried we›d steal those, too.
My room was nice, I guess. Not luxurious, but still comfortable. There were carpets,
curtains, a TV, and a kitchen. Outside, there was a balcony, with walls made of shatterproof
glass. I›m guessing they had a problem with jumpers. I doubt I would ever jump. Even this
life was better than no life at all, right?
Far below me, there was an old man, smoking a cigarette. I wondered what he could’ve
stolen . . . and when he would have stolen it. He could’ve been twenty . . . he could’ve been
ten. Or, I thought, resting my head on the glass of the balcony, he could have never stolen
anything at all.
But whether he was guilty or innocent didn›t matter. He was here, either way. And so was
I. I hoped that I’d find happiness here . . . and after a time, maybe I’d forget that I was a
prisoner. Maybe I’d forget that in the eyes of the world, I was just another thief on the island that held all the thieves in the world.

WHY I HAVE THIS DREAM
Amanda Logel - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

How old were you when you first lost someone? Twelve? Twenty? Thirty-five? I was sixteen. Mikey was the brightest light, he always made everyone smile. To me, he was not
just my sister’s boyfriend of six short years. He was my family, my only brother. Mikey
was and still is an amazing role model to me. He was the smartest person in any room; he
was and forever will be the biggest inspiration in my life. I remember one night I asked
him why the sky was blue, and I spent the next two hours sitting across from him listening
to the world’s longest, most detailed explanation to what, in my mind, was such a simple
question. Mikey was like that with everything and because of that, I ask questions whenever I can to assimilate the most information I possibly can. He lived as if he was in caps-lock
on a keyboard, which perfectly matched his exuberant style, along with his having earned
a Master of Engineering in computer science. Thus, his friends gave him the nickname,
“Caps.” This was because he had never settled for anything less than he knew he could
achieve. I aspire to be just like that. All he ever cared about was other people’s happiness
and the safety of everyone he loved. When he was unsure of something, he would ask questions. One question he was never afraid to ask: “Are you okay?”
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Walking up to his doorstep the night he passed, the same three words kept replaying in my
head, “Are you okay?” Standing there, I felt helpless, useless. All I could do was stand
there while other people did their jobs—thinking maybe if that was me doing the job, I
could do more. I want to become a nurse so I will never have to feel that way again, so I
can help. I am aware now of Mikey’s illness of addiction, and I want to help those who
suffer like he did so that they do not end up the way he did on November 12th. Mikey was
successful in everything he did, but most of all, in his willingness to do whatever it took to
make his goals a reality. This motivates me to do the same because I saw how far that got
him in his life. I hope to learn about health and caring for others, which will enable me to
help others live happier, healthier, and safer lives.
I strongly believe health and emotional support are vital, and my dream is to be able to
help people with the drive and motivation I have because of Mikey. I was not the only one
impacted by his death. My high school now offers more computer science and health care
programs in his honor, one of which I am taking part in this year in hopes to prepare me
for an education in nursing. Although I was distraught about his death for a long time, I
am grateful that it opened my eyes to the way I view life and how I look at and treat those
around me. Prior to Mikey’s death, I felt as though I was in a bubble, a safe, secure, bubble.
This opened my eyes to the fact that one’s life is anything but safe. It makes me want to
take the time I am given to appreciate the people and things that surround me on a daily
basis but most of all, it makes me want to make a difference.

THE THIRD FLOOR
Lauren LoParrino - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

“Can someone get me something to drink?” Doris shouted for the seventh time. I looked
over. On her table sat two cups of water and a cold ginger ale. Oh, Doris. I remember my
first day working as a Unit Assistant at the nursing home, when Doris screamed at me to
raise her oxygen levels. Her levels, of course, had been perfect; her Alzheimer’s, however, caused her confusion. Before long, I’d helped Doris memorize my name and breathe
through her nose when she feared her oxygen tank wasn’t working. One day, I leaned up
against the table and asked Doris about her life. She had been a teacher in the Bronx, loved
math, and survived breast cancer. When I first met Doris, I’d never imagined I would see
past her illness and connect with her. Now, I realize that all people have powerful stories.
Beep beep beep. . . . Petra from Yugoslavia had unclipped her wheelchair seat belt and was
walking across the room. Again. I sprinted over to her before she collapsed. Petra caused
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much of the chaos in the third-floor day room. My main responsibility was to watch over
a 77-year-old woman with dementia. Petra was regularly confused and appeared frustrated
about where she wanted to go and what she wanted to do. Over time, I recognized Petra’s
huge heart. Petra could tell when she was stressing me out so she would repeatedly apologize for upsetting me. I knew Petra couldn’t control her actions. One afternoon, she was
determined to go in “her place.” I wheeled her into her room and sat on a chair next to the
bed. Petra held my hand and kissed it. “I love you. Please don’t leave me,” she said softly.
She asked me questions about my life before drifting off to sleep.
The third-floor residents suffer from Alzheimer’s and dementia, which cause confusion
and aggression, especially at night. One evening, Ann’s daughter visited. I watched Ann
scream at her daughter to leave while trying to take a swing at her. Tears quickly filled my
eyes. I couldn’t imagine the pain in losing a parent to Alzheimer’s disease. I spoke with
Ann’s daughter before she left about how her mother’s condition impacts her life. She told
me that every time she visits her mom, it breaks her heart. Sometimes, she cries in her car.
By focusing on the good times, however, she never loses motivation to visit. Ann’s daughter and I discussed strategies to help her mom, but the most important ingredients to care
for Ann were fortitude and love.
Don’t tell anyone, but my favorite resident was María. She didn’t talk much because English was her second language. Toward the end of my shift, when most of the residents
went to bed, María wheeled herself down the hall to challenge me in dominoes. As a novice, I lost to María constantly. She’d say “Bingo!” with her Spanish accent after she ran
out of dominoes. I loved playing at the end of each shift; it was a great way to end a long,
eventful day. Before each game, pointing at her usual yellow and black flowered shirt, I’d
say, “Tu camiseta es muy bonita.” María always beamed. She loved her blouse. Although
she spoke few words, I could tell she valued our time together.
Working in a nursing home was a unique experience that will stay with me. Doris showed
me how patience can bring success and new understandings. Petra taught me the importance of compassion and kindness, no matter the circumstances. Ann’s experience with her
daughter helped me understand the importance of staying strong and positive when life
gets hard. And finally, María taught me that simple friendships can be powerful. My time
at the nursing home solidified my goals of working in the medical field and widened my
view to the imprints I will leave on each individual’s life.
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CHESS
Robert Lusthaus - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

I play chess. In my pursuit to improve my game and hone my skills, I have learned a fair number of
gambits. King’s Gambit, Queen’s Gambit, Botez Gambit, Evans Gambit, Rousseau Gambit, Smith–
Morra Gambit, and so on. I was quite surprised when I found out that they were all named for their
creator: Mr. Gambit. Mr. Gambit was the highest rated chess player in all of history, when you account
for inflation. He was kind of like Mansa Musa, the richest person in history, although you don’t really need to account for inflation because he was very rich. Anyway, Mr. Gambit won the 1969 chess
championship. Not any world championship or anything, because of the Cold War and all, but the local
Yonkers chess championship. He was the only competitor, but surprisingly tied four of his eight games.
Mr. Gambit is my personal hero, and I dedicate this essay to him. I’ve won plenty of games by
gambiting (giving up material for tempo or positional value) knowingly or unknowingly, so I’m
kind of a professional in this matter.
Mr. Gambit grew up in the Bronx, hence the accent, and learned chess before he was born
because his parents used one of those speakers to play music to their unborn baby. Instead of
playing music, though, they played the ten-hour Master Chess video by Bobby Fischer, who
created it before his own birth in 1867.
Mr. Gambit received the FIDE title of grandmaster in 1812, when he beat Mr. Variation, some random
British soldier who had never played chess before, on the front lines of the war of 1812. Ten years later,
he participated in his first world championship, the 1946 Open, where he went head-to-head in the finals
with Louis XVI, a Japanese International Master who coined the term “Zwischenzug,” and wrote the
book Dominate with Ease, by Diogenes. Mr. Gambit won by default after Louis mysteriously vanished.
Mr. Gambit married his wife some time before the Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction, along the
lovely coast of Pangea. Their marriage was officiated by Lenny—the killer, the orthodontist,
the fast food restaurant manager—a man with many professions. He did my braces, and I would
give him 3 out of 5 stars on Yelp.
Mr. Gambit died in 1327 leaving a legacy of outstanding chess moves and the prime excuse for
blundering pieces: “It was a gambit.”
This essay could not have been written without the help of my friend, Luke Palmer.
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REFLECTION
Ariel Markowski - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Looking into the mirror
Stood a girl ten years ago
Whose ambition was far bigger than she.
She viewed others as friends,
Dismissing their warts and flaws.
Though the light took time to travel,
By the time it hit the mirror’s glass,
The voice had grown ugly.
And, so it seems, had she.
The hateful, biting eyes  
Glaring back into those  
Of the little girl did so with spite,  
Regret. Pity.
Brilliance could have emerged
From her small fingers one day
Had she learned to listen to dreams,
Had they not been stolen, replaced
By society and its standards.
If only she had known;
If only I had known.
Comparison.
How it murders potential.
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OVER
—after Aaron Coleman
Robin Masterson - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Over (
) prep. 1. Extending directly upward from: As the sun peaked over the horizon,
its beams caressed her skin, soothing the aching throb of her heart. She stretched her fingertips over her head, feeling for a fleeting moment, that she could let the weight of the last
few years slip off her shoulders. 2. At a higher level or layer than: She recalled how the way
he towered over her used to make her feel safe. When he would pull her to his chest as they
lay in bed, hooking her leg over his hip, she felt like she could stay there forever. The way
his eyes had taken in her face the night she had given herself to him, poring over her like
he was trying to memorize every inch. He had looked at her like she was a gift, something
to be treasured over all else. 3. Higher than or more than (a specified number or quantity):
They had moved in together over a year ago, just as they finished college. When they were
moving in, his liquor bottles had spilled over the shelves. 4. Expressing passage or trajectory across: The taste of fresh lemonade in the sun ripe days of August spread over her tongue
like nectar. Her mind fell in on and over itself, taking her back to her childhood, with grass
tickling her skin, and bees bumbling over her head. Then, she had known everything. adverb. 1. Expressing passage or trajectory across an area: They had been lab partners. He
would lean over her desk, smiling in that special way, trying to make her laugh. When he
slung his arm over her shoulder, pulling her flush against him, she wondered how she had
ever lived without this type of love. 2. Beyond and falling or hanging from a point. She
wasn’t quite sure when her heart had fallen over the edge, completely lost to him.  3. Used
to express action and result: His hand came over her neck, pointer finger flush against her
pulse. Her hands came over his, eyes begging him to stop. 4. Used to express repetition
of a process: She had tried to end things three times. “It’s over” meant nothing to him. He
seemed to think they could start over again.

THE LAST DAY ON EARTH
Rebecca Menna - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

The breaking news headlines reads, “Last Day on Earth, What are You Doing?” I read this
off the TV in the living room and laugh a little. It’s an advertisement for that new app called
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Countdown. The app tells you when you’re going to die. I downloaded it three weeks ago,
and it says tonight is my last night, in eight hours’ time, at 10 p.m.

Ha, that’s funny, as if. Following the advertisement, the TV then announces that a 14-year
old girl just passed away suddenly. That’s so sad. I wonder how that happened. I don’t think
much of it until it’s followed by a 16-year old high school student driving their car right
into the reservoir. This news makes me nervous.  
I turn off the TV. I can’t listen to this anymore. I think for a second. These two events
happening are so incredibly unlikely—two kids passing away like that. After thinking to
myself for a while, I realize I’ve been sitting down for two hours as my phone buzzes with
a notification.
I look at the notification and see that it is from Countdown. “6 more hours,” it reads. I
throw my phone across the couch angrily. I think to myself, “This stupid app! It’s not even
real.” I pick up my phone because I need to delete this. I open my phone, find the Countdown app, and go to delete it. It won’t let me. That’s weird.
I wake up to my phone buzzing frantically. I didn’t even realize I’d fallen asleep. I check
my phone: “8 missed calls from Mom.”
Oh my god. How did I forget? I was supposed to go out to dinner with my family at 5. I’m
so late! I grab my car keys and sprint out of the house. I get to the restaurant, and everyone
is already on their main course. Dammit. She’s going to be so mad at me.
As I greet everyone—better late than never—a waiter passes me, and I do a double-take.
The waiter’s face is lifeless, almost zombie-ish. As the waiter starts racing toward me, I
panic. I trip over the corner of a table and fall on the floor. Everyone stares. My mom stands
up, even angrier that I have now embarrassed her.
Did nobody see that? Did nobody see what just happened? I sit down at the table with
everyone, and my phone buzzes again. Countdown: “2 hours.” Ugh, this app is driving me
crazy. I can’t deal with it anymore. Why won’t it delete? I try again and again.  
An hour passes, and everyone is finishing up dessert. All I want to do is go home and go to
sleep. Maybe I’m just sleep-deprived, that’s all. Dad pays the check, and I part ways with
everyone, telling them I’ll meet them at home.
I get in my car, take a couple of deep breaths, and tell myself I just need some sleep. About
five minutes pass, and I’m listening to my favorite JuiceWRLD song, “Legends,” and my
phone buzzes again.
I check it quickly, “55 left on the Countdown.”
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I start screaming. Infuriated, I throw my phone out the window. I can’t anymore. I finally
arrive home, and as I pull into the driveway, I see my neighbor, Jeanie, cutting the grass.
I wave at her, but when I pick my head up again, she’s gone. She probably just went inside.
“AHHHH!” Within three seconds, she is was standing outside of my car door, lifeless
color in her face, almost as if she is dead. Jeanie points at her wrist and says, “The clock
is running.”
I run inside as quickly as I can. I am greeted by an empty house. I wonder where everyone
went after dinner. Oh wait, I’m pretty sure Mom said they were going to Cold Stone. I go
up to my room and jump into bed. The time on my cable box reads 7:57 p.m. And just after
I check the time, the power goes out. There’s nothing but quiet and dark. What is going on?
I shuffle my way to the staircase and slowly walk down the stairs. I go to open the front
door and it slams shut when I open it. Almost like a strong wind pulled it. It slams so hard
the chandelier on the ceiling keeps shaking. Now I’m scared. “Get me out of here!!! Someone help!”
The front door doesn’t open, and before I know it, the chandelier is crushing me. I touch
my head and I feel blood, a lot of blood. I feel a piercing in my stomach, and my eyes widen
as I see the stem of the chandelier has gone straight through the left side of my chest. My
breathing becomes heavier until I can’t breathe at all.
Everything has calmed down now. I don’t feel afraid or panicked anymore. My body becomes relaxed. My eyes remain closed. The time is now 8:01 p.m., the time of my death.

Julia
Samara Miller - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Whispers of rain fly beneath the surface.
A heavy hand carries her as she rests
above the water
Not floating or sinking  
or drowning.  

No.
Julia is flying
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above the depths of the coral reefs,  
above the unassuming monsters.  
They nip at her wrinkled feet
but cannot reach.
She flies
on and on.
Her lips curl toward heaven as she balances,
letting the tide push her away and pull her  
back.
She soars among the swans as they push her restful body along
until her black curls become saturated in salty water.
She travels,
soaring through oceans,  
flying above  
mountains.
She’ll never return to this place.  
Rather, she’ll fly above it,
way up high
above the storm clouds.
Julia, I will remember you.

JUNGLE WHISPERS
Robert Moore - Grade 10
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

A profound darkness penetrated the twisted and tangled landscape that was the dense jungle of Burma.
It was not a complete darkness, as the light of a full moon just managed to overcome the vegetative
barricade of the forest canopy. This faint light pervaded every inch of the twisted and rugged landscape,
with not a spot finding itself hidden.
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Against this backdrop, a lone figure forced his way through the tangle of plant life that was the foundation of the jungle. He was a young man, tall, but not muscular, and he carried himself with a constant air
of anxiety and uncertainty. He had never imagined, growing up in the comfort of an estate nestled in the
beautiful English foothills, that he would one day find himself in this hellhole of an environment. When
the war had come, he simply assumed he would be joining the rest of his schoolyard mates fighting the
country that he believed was his nation’s true enemy, the nation that had brought all of Europe to its knees.
But when he had finished all the monotonous rigors that form the foundation of one’s introduction to army
life, he stared with disbelief at the words written on the orders paper given to him. They read quite simply:
ASSIGNED TO 14th ARMY,

BURMA. What followed was a series of events that involved a
grueling sea voyage, a train ride through the most desolate countryside on earth, and now
a near-permanent residency in a milieu of strangeness.
In this world of strangeness, the monotony of training had quickly turned to a nightmare
of unspeakable arduousness by day, and unseen, ruthless horrors by night. Nature was
as much the enemy as man, and when it came to the latter danger, the young man didn’t
understand why he was shooting at these men in the first place. Japan was supposed to be
America’s enemy, not his, and to him, the empirical crusade that he had been sent upon
seemed to be a peculiar brand of folly. None of that mattered now, though. It had not mattered since his commanding officer had jostled him out of bed in the dead of a hot, humid
night, and told him to do a wee bit of reconnoitering. The objective of such reconnoitering
escaped him, but he was not one to break the unspoken creed of good soldiers the world
over. This was how he had found himself silently creeping through the jungle that night,
the usual sounds of the place being nearly inaudible.
There were no monkeys or birds to break the dead silence of the forest, and the eeriness of
it all was not lost on the lone human being who sought to do anything that evening. Sweat
dripped from the man’s brow, its trigger being humidity as much as it was fear. The soldier
kept moving forward inch by inch, till he came to a spot in the forest that was well-lit. Although his eyes and ears told him otherwise, he felt a queer feeling that he was somehow
not alone. His senses could provide no evidence to support this intuition, and so he tried to
convince himself that he was merely afflicted by paranoia. But the thought of company
could not escape him, and just as he prepared to move on, he froze in his tracks. Fear
grabbed him and held him to his place, a sense of sheer terror anchoring him to the ground.
A sound had penetrated the blackness of the jungle, and although it was merely the snap of
a twig, it sounded to its lone hearer as if all the artillery in Asia had just fired a twenty-onegun salute. This imagined cacophony of shellfire was followed by a real one of snapping
and collapse. Coming to his senses, the soldier identified the source of the noise, and
trained his rifle with all his might. By now, the sweat that had dogged him all evening came
back with a vengeance, flooding his helmet and stinging his eyes. His knuckles turned
white as he clenched his rifle with the strength of Hercules, his finger twitching as he held
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it just off the trigger. He worried that if he had to fire a shot, his anxiousness would drive
him to break the bolt of his gun trying to chamber another round. All the while, the sounds
continued, and now, he could see rustling in the bushes ahead of him.
The man braced himself for the worst, and before long, the source of all the commotion met
him face to face. Slowly, the man lowered his rifle as he recognized his tormentor. A gargantuan elephant stood before him, its massive, innocent eyes staring into his. It appeared
to be a young elephant, much like the human that studied it with a curious fascination.
The soldier looked at his tormentor with an emotion that could best be likened to envy.
He envied the elephant’s ability to exist without the terrors of mankind. He envied the elephant’s ability to be docile in nature. But most of all, he envied the elephant’s impunity in
his world. No creature would dare challenge such a mighty king of the jungle. But when it
came to him, he was as good as rotten meat for a tiger.
This jealousy consumed him momentarily, but he soon ceased his silent raving. Being jealous of an elephant would not help him survive. Slowly, the animal made its way back into
the brush. The soldier stared for a moment before copying the action, heading back toward
his camp. As he trudged through the night, cursing his immaturity, the Japanese sniper who
had been training his gun on the lone British soldier in the clearing, ceased doing so. His
prey, he decided, was free to go for the night, and the rest of the evening was dominated by
the utter silence of the canopy, and the faint light of the moon.

DISTRACTION
Lia Palumbo - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

I don’t acknowledge the chaos of others, nor do I let them acknowledge my chaos. The
chaos in my mind, that is. It’s hidden. I store those thoughts in the far back of my mind
where they won’t be exposed. On my face, I carry a drawn-on smile but on the inside, I
want to scream. I despise math class. I can’t focus on anything as I’m sitting here at my
desk tapping my pencil anxiously waiting for the bell to ring. I prefer constructing maleficent villains and courageous heroes on paper over solving problems using the quadratic
formula. Why do we need this? This isn’t me. I’m a book worm and a creative writer. I
read everything from J.K. Rowling to Judy Blume to Mary Pope Osborne. Last week I was
reading the works of J.D. Salinger and Kurt Vonnegut. This week I’ve been becoming more
interested in Shakespeare. Not a lot of high school students get excited over reading Macbeth in the middle of the day. But I do. I marched into my English class yesterday amid
a sea of dull faces, eager to find out if Fleance will ever get his revenge on Macbeth for
killing his father, Banquo. Spoiler alert—he didn’t.
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FREE
Jacob Piazza - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

The ash settled on more ash. The light was gone. The moon was hidden tonight, and my
eyes had not yet adjusted. The absence of the crackling exposed the rustling of the leaves,
the whistling of the wind, the sway and crack of the tall pines. I lay with my back leaned
against a moss-covered rock. My hands rested behind my head. Looking upwards, I was
content. The past days, the past years, had been rough. But now with the moss pressing into
my back, and her lying in the cave behind me, I felt happy. I had gotten up to reflect, but
hearing the hoot of an owl and watching the shadows of coyotes had left my mind clear.
The night enthralled me, it twisted, and grabbed, and pulled me into its taciturn grasp.
The smell of crushed pine needles urged me to relax. The feel of an acorn underneath my
thumb, the strength of it and its gentle resistance to my push, soothed me. I sat up, I did not
want her to wake up alone. And nor did I want to wake up alone. Feeling the gentle resistance of grassy earth beneath my hands, I crawled toward her. Moving mostly by memory
and touch, I felt the grass turn to dirt and the dirt turn to cold, smooth stone. I slipped under
the cover and curled up beside her, happy to be here, to be beside her, to be free.

THE HISTORIC TRUTH THAT ONLY I KNOW
Sebastian Riccobono - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

It was a sunny Saturday perfect for a hike, so I went out on an off-trail adventure to see
what I could find. As I got an hour into the hike, I came across a strange rock formation
with rocks piled on top of each other in an unnatural way. I decided to check the map to see
if it was a landmark. It wasn’t.
My next idea was to google it but I found nothing, so it left me with one option: to explore
it and see what I could find.
So I put my backpack down and started walking around it, being careful where I stepped.
As I felt this one rock that was part of a rock wall leaned up against the mountainside, I
knew something was strange about it. I decided to forcefully try to move it but when I
pushed against it, it didn’t move. But immediately after the rock wall started shaking, the
rocks to the right of it just fell off the wall. It was like they were glued there, and then the
glue stopped working and they all fell off, leaving me with a door surrounded by concrete.
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I quickly jumped back and grabbed my pocket knife, but nothing else happened, so I decided to record myself going in it. As I pushed the door open, it led to a huge underground
WWII bomb shelter hide away. I was amazed by what I saw. It was full of desks and equipment used by the government that would only be seen in movies.
I decided before I told anybody I needed to do a thorough investigation of everything
in there. I dug through files and paper work—only to find out the U.S. had plans to kill
President FDR and that it was made to seem like a stroke, but really it was a planned assassination. The assassination was a planning of the C.I.A for FDR joining WWII after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor. They did it by putting poison in his food that was undetectable
and had the same effects that would occur during a stroke. I was the first person to ever
find out about this.
My discovery would rewrite the course of history.
I quickly took pictures of the documents and took them with me to show the authorities.
But as I was running down the mountain, I got surrounded by some form of government
agency, and they stole the files and my phone. There must have been some alarm that went
off, and they came to collect the evidence and told me to tell nobody of what I discovered.
As soon as I got home I told my parents and friends everything. I even took them to the
spot, but when we got there, the entire place was different. They changed the landscape to
cover up what happened. This is the story I tell everybody, but few people believe me. They
think it’s merely a conspiracy, but time will tell.

GRATEFULNESS DAY
Nitin Seshadri - Grade 11
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

This is a work of fiction. Names, chemical formulas, characters, businesses, places, events,
locales, and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a
fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is
purely coincidental.

“Gratefulness Day.”
The name had such a wonderful tone, but the occasion’s real intent was much darker.  
On a different world not dissimilar from ours, but still different nonetheless, in a different time…
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“There was once a race of people called…well, we don’t know their name, see?” Prof. Ebelson explained to
a group of college students, standing at his lectern. Of course, no one knew that he had been forced to teach
this misinformation – students were

quite gullible in this regard.

“Professor! Professor!” An eager student raised her hand. Other students snickered,
amazed and annoyed that someone could be so eager.
“Yes…?”
“What do we know of them as?”
The professor hesitated for a bit. “Don’t worry about their name. It will not

be on the final exam this
semester. That concludes our lecture for today, Moog 15, 2830. You are dismissed! Happy
Gratefulness Day, and have fun at the bonfires!”

“What were they called? Can you tell me anyway?” the student replied, as other students shuffled out of the
room.
An awkward pause.
“The Ingrates.”

***
30 years prior
I’m going to write my story down in my notebook, for anyone who might find it in the
future.
***
“

DIGITAL NOTEBOOK OWNER: ANDY EBWARDS
LAST MODIFIED: MOOG 15, 2800
I’m going to begin with how I even got here in the first place.
A long time ago, human civilization lived in perfect harmony. It was centered in a place called “between the
mountains.” Two large rivers sprung from the summits of these mountains.

Civilization flourished there and grew as people migrated to all four corners of the globe.
By the 2680s, one of the wealthiest families on the planet decided that they were going
to “divorce Terra” and begin terraforming another planet they had discovered, named
Theia-B.
They would move their enterprises to that planet and cut off all communications with
Terra.

The world – quite obviously – did not react well to this.
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Why? Terra had been suffering for centuries from rampant global warming. We were able
to compensate for this, except for one thing – aqua (H2O). We needed to take it in as a liquid, but with temperatures rising above four times its boiling point, it vaporized. Without
liquid aqua, we could not survive.
So, in the early 2520s, the family embarked on a quest to find a way to combat the problem, and they found a solution – a compound called trimethyl-hydrogenate-isobutane-sulfate, also known as T.H.I.S. It allowed humans to take in aqua as a gas and so made the
family extremely wealthy.
It was quite obvious why the world reacted the way they did: The family members were
the only people who held the formula.
Soon after the family arrived at their new home, they picked up a massive radio disturbance – communications signals from Terra. Terra had launched military space vehicles to retrieve the formula for T.H.I.S. The Terrans even gave the family a name: “The
Ingrates.”
Last year, they arrived. There were enough ships to give you a heart attack on sight of
their fleet.
Then they picked off the family members, their employees – everyone. No one was spared.
The people on Theia-B decided that they would rather die, kill themselves, or burn their
documents rather than give away secrets.
Except for me. A year ago, I chose to run away into the woods, and abandon my lifelong
dream of being a historian.
But a year of living like a cave dweller has had its toll. They are leaving at dusk today –
they call it “Gratefulness Day,” because they ostensibly finished their work on Theia-B
today. Perhaps I am the only one in the universe who knows the formula to T.H.I.S. now.
I hope I can get away from this ruin of a planet.  
END OF LOG
“
***
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Moog 15, 2830 on Terra
The student walked up to the lectern. “By any chance, is your first name Anderson?”
“Yes, why?” the professor responded. “Do you need to submit your 21st Century Civilizations essay? My contact information is on the website. Just go to—”
“Look closely at this photo.”
It was an old, wrinkled photo of Prof. Ebelson at about 20 years of age. “That looks like
me!” he exclaimed.
“So… is it a coincidence that this is a photo of Anderson Ebwards, the last known member
of the Ebwards family that developed the highly effective T.H.I.S. hydration supplement?”
“Yes, ...” the professor trailed off, not sure where the student was going.
“And is it not true that they decided to ‘divorce Terra’ in the 2680s and leave for
Theia-B? And that their departure forced Terra to resort to the inferior T.H.A.T. supplement, resulting in the deaths of millions from dehydration?”
“Yes.” The professor said, perplexed.
“And is it not true that they had knowledge of the fatal withdrawal symptoms of T.H.I.S.
and chose to omit them from publications? And that when scientists caught on, your family ‘silenced them’ and decided to ‘divorce Terra’?”
“Uh—”
“And is it not true that the last known member of the Ebwards family, who we call ‘The
Ingrates,’ is at large for illegal withholding of the formula to a life-saving substance?”
A flash of realization shot through the professor. “You’re not a student at all, are you?” he asked.
“Correct. I’m a police officer from Interpol. You, Mr. Ebwards, are under arrest. Due to
the nature of the crime committed, you may not make use of your criminal rights, and our
head judge has sentenced you to sacrificial burning on Gratefulness Day, which happens
to be today.”
“But—”
“The students are getting tired of burning Ingrate artifacts, you know?” the officer said,
mockingly.
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FACILITATION
Emma Shea - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

I never used to question one’s actions. Actions? Always justified in my book. It was easy
being my friend. That is, absolutely, no longer my mentality.
Fifth grade. My first year in Somers School District. To my left, yellow flows from behind
the thick trees. The school bus stops in front of my driveway. Different from the block. A
few minutes driving up the undeviating road, the bus stops again, my head leans on the
glass, the red stop sign comes out.
“Hey, can I sit here?”
On the first day of 5th grade, I met my best friend. His family became my family, his dogs
became my dogs, his house became mine. The innocent years are unforgettable. I would
take the 34-minute walk to his house when my mom wasn’t home to drive me. Facetime
calls on our iPads until bedtime. He was my first kiss. Not because we liked each other.
Comfortability.
We both trusted each other. To a 7th-grader, a first kiss was the epitome of trust. Upon high
school, evil consumed him and the devil brought me along for the ride. If avail isn’t desired, mental illness will have power over the possessor.
It was our first football game of the season during 11th grade. “You left me at my worst
time.” I’ll never forget those words. If your worst times were when you hurt me, never once
saying I’m sorry, why was I to blame? I was putting him before my health. He leaned on me
for facilitation. He blames everything negative he does on his illness. It’s never him in the
wrong, it’s his depression. I would say, “It’s ok. I love you,” after every outbreak.
It’s not easy after 20 It’s ok. I love yous.
I couldn’t help him at this point. I stopped talking to him for my own benefit. I felt selfish,
horrible about myself. I learned how important it was to get psychological help. It isn’t fair
to let somebody else weigh you down.
I lay awake convincing myself the last text I send him would be the reason he wouldn’t
wake up tomorrow.
A person like him needs the help that no matter how much of myself I put into him, I
can’t provide. He would tell me about his experience with therapy. “Emma, they don’t
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understand me. It’s a waste of my time.” So what, you’re going to stop trying? Put all the
pressure on me?
One day I will be the therapist that someone like my best friend would feel comfortable with. I
want to make my patients feel understood, loved. Getting help from good people who genuinely
care makes or breaks the rest of a person’s livelihood. I wish my best friend the best.
I hope he finds the therapist that I will be in the future.
The last thing I want to see is someone suffering and bringing down their friends with
them, losing everyone in the process. Friends will leave you if you turn into a toxic human
being. It took a lot for me to leave someone who is suffering when all I want to do in my
future is to save people who are going through what he’s going through. I know he has
a family who loves him, he faces opportunity, he doesn’t need me to grow and I wasn’t
growing with him attached to me. Maybe I was wrong for leaving. I don’t know yet. All I
know is that too much of me was being put into him.
Why do I refer to him as my best friend? He is the most important friend in my life. He
taught me to grow, to never let a person weigh me down, to keep a thick skin. I will forever
thank him. When he becomes the person that I know he’ll be in the future, I hope he thanks
me, too.

EMERGENCE
Grace Stellato - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

The sounds of creaking doors and footsteps circled my head. It chased me. I felt backed
into a dark corner of fear and hopelessness. I knew he was here. I knew this could possibly
be the end. The sounds of old wood shifting slowly getting closer and closer every second.
All I could feel was the beats booming from my chest. The ringing in my ears made my
head spiral. I was going out of control. I knew I had to keep myself together. His footsteps
becoming louder and louder. I finally gathered my messy belongings, in the most unorganized way. The next step was to try to get out.
At this point I had no more than three minutes. The first thing I focused on was my windows. I tiptoed over and used all of my strength to push one open. The old white paint kept
them stuck shut. I was on the second floor. I knew it wouldn’t be an option unless I was
ready to die. I wasn’t. I ran to my closet, shut the door, and took a breath. I tried to calm my
heart. I placed my hand on heart and took three breaths. I used my hands to detect any way
out. It was pitch-black. I felt for some type of hollow wood behind my clothes. I pushed
with all my body weight, and soon “BAM.” I broke through an empty wall and dropped.
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All I saw was darkness. I dropped down into somewhere that looked like an old and musty
cellar. I felt lucky as if I were going to be okay. I no longer heard him. I was deep down
into the house. I soon collapsed, and everything became even darker.
I woke up with a splitting headache and confusion. It took a few minutes to rejuvenate
myself. I soon found myself crawling on the floor searching for some type of light. I remained in complete darkness. I wasn’t sure where the footsteps left to. I was scared, hurt,
and confused. I didn’t know what to do or how to get out. I began to cry and cry until I
realized that I’m strong enough to get out of this. I didn’t know where he was and I couldn’t
let myself get caught. I found myself standing up, feeling around with wide eyes. My knee
was bleeding, and so was my hand. I didn’t care, I ignored it.
I was determined to find a way out. It almost seemed like I was in a never ending room.
I felt the dusty, cold cement on the bottom of the feet. I ripped my jeans, maybe when I
dropped. My hair was knotted and frizzed. I pushed it back with my dusty hands and kept
moving. I slid my fingers across the wall to feel for anything. I soon saw the smallest inkling of light, I wasn’t even sure if it was light. I chased it. The visible dust particles in the
air was a sign. A smile grew on my face. I saw hope.
I followed the light into an unknown space. It was a small dim lightbulb with bugs crawling
around it. It followed a red, musty door. It seemed old and dirty. I put my hand on the cracked
yellow door knob. It opened right away into cool air. I felt as if I could breathe again.

CYCLONIC STORM
Adrianna Tagayun - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

Imagine a devastating cyclonic storm ravaging your home at random. Cover up all of the
thresholds with sandbags and duct tape. Seal your basement walls with some kind of waterproofing compound. You better stay on top of the weather forecast. Maybe even consider
flood insurance if you feel like it. You can board up your windows and stock up on food but
the hurricane still hovers, turning your temperate region into a subtropical mess.
Clockwise in the southern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the north. Sometimes the
water will seep from the roof. Sometimes you sit in darkness with a small flashlight that’s
about to run out of batteries. In the boiling pot of summer, the winds reach their peak of
acceleration and cause the thundering thumps of falling trees to surround your vulnerable
shelter. Somewhat, the glacial winter curbs the damaging monstrosity of hurricanes into
a wonderland of fascinating frozen ice droplets in the air; everything cools down long
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enough for you to take a breath. Maybe two. This is survival mode. In a bipolar climate,
your main goal is to stay in the eye of the storm for as long as possible.  

Now imagine your home actually being your mind (or more specifically an adolescent
frontal cortex.) As a child of Mother Nature, you live by her conditions. She has conditioned your brain to be a contradictory inconvenience. Rage. Disorientation. Despair. Languor. Vigor. Clarity. Euphoria. A few leaks here and there. A few too-tightly bolted nuts.
There is no escape, only a passage through. So you might as well fasten yourself into a
comfortable bed and watch your own natural disaster. It’s a beautiful mess.

THE TOWN I LOVE
Jessica Westhoff - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL

This is the place I go to when I’m sad
I drive through the town like it has no end
Passing by all the memories
Reliving the feelings
This is the place that houses all the people I’ll never forget
The people I connected with the first time meeting them
Ones I can talk to for hours without a complain
Ones that I wish I could talk to more
This is the place that gives me multiple feelings
I have been stressed here, because of the pressure  
I have cried here, because I love it so much
I have been so joyful because I found somewhere I belong
This is the place that I want to stay in forever
I want to find a job here
I want to buy a house here and have a ton of dogs
I want to raise a family here
This is the place I feel the best
I help others when I’m in this town
I am surrounded by my favorite people here
It feels like home
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ROSES
Abigail Brooks - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL
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MIND BOGGLED
Karlene Kurtz - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL
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SELF-PORTRAIT
Emily Foltin - Grade 12
SOMERS HIGH SCHOOL
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THE STEPHEN D. MCSWEENEY SCHOOL
HELLO ALEX
Alex Almanzar

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

We’re 20 days into November now, and you feel your story or characters dragging. Here’s
my advice!
Sometimes a change of scenery is all you need- and doesn’t have to be as far away as you
think! If you’re either stuck in a writer’s block, overwhelmed by the word count, or even
trying to contemplate a terrible story idea, I can assure you that a change of location can
bring you a change of mind.
No one stays in one place forever. Without a change of environment, our lives would become incredibly boring and tasteless. So let’s take the characters somewhere new!
Let them explore a shady marketplace, a visit to the estranged dentist, or hop on a plane
out of nowhere and go on an adventure. Everyone acts differently in all sorts of different
situations and environments. For instance, a haunted house may be terrifying to a little boy
walking his dog, but it could be a sight for sore eyes to a ghost that’s just arrived home after
a long vacation.
And from there, how do these emotions affect the storyline? Will it be backstage at the
school play, and the lead is freaking out to an extent where she can’t go on? Or could it
be unexpected? A click of the heels, a puff of smoke, or a cold hand being placed on their
shoulder will always leave the reader (and the characters) on the edge of their seats with
suspense! Whatever you write builds a world of fiction. Whether it’s how the clouds form
three penguins doing cartwheels or buildings that defy gravity all together!
The bottom line is: if the story Is stuck anywhere really shake things up! It’s your story! It
always helps to move the story along by introducing a new setting.
Some of you Pantsers, Plantsers, or “go-with-the-flow” kind of people are probably giving
me two thumbs up! However, I bet those Planners are looking at me as if I have three heads.
And that is okay! Everyone thinks differently! After all, if you’ve got a map then use it.
Although, if a dragon happens to light it in fire, then consider a change of place!
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This might be the same for you too. You don’t need to go somewhere as drastic as the
characters, but I find taking a walk or working outside will not only give you a breath of
fresh air, but perhaps some fresh ideas. Stepping away from the keyboard and surrounding
yourself with a new environment can help flow new thoughts into your head. It may be
November, and everyone’s bundling up, but recognize that perhaps a walk outside maybe
the solution for your writer’s block!
Or turn to your community! When I need motivation, I’ll either head to my local library
or café. There’s just something about being surrounded by books that can make you crave
to write stories of your own. Or being put into a bustling atmosphere can also be very productive. The adjustments I find help me see things in a new light and give me inspiration
for how I should move forward in my writing.
So, this NaNoWriMo, make an effort to go somewhere! Shift your scenery and keep on
writing!

SELF-HARM
Angela Alvarez

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MONTEFIORE WORKSITE

These are some of the emotions I felt when I used to self-harm. I would get angry, I would
shake, and I would just hate everyone. People would upset me when they would talk badly
about me, or when I felt wronged by them, I would get angry. I mean really really angry.
It would make me feel useless. I would cry so hard that I would give myself a headache. I
felt so angry that my chest would hurt.
Now.
Today, I sometimes feel insecure when people stare at my scars, but when I see my scars, I
am reminded of how far I have come. I am proud of who I am today
I confided in a close friend who betrayed me and told people what I was doing. At first, I
was speechless. I wanted to hurt this person, but then, I noticed other people around me
were also hurting themselves, now that my secret was out, they knew they could talk to me
about it.
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TO FIND YOURSELFTHE FINISHED VERSION OF ‘TO KNOW YOURSELF’
Austin Brunner

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - RENAISSANCE HIGH SCHOOL

To find yourself is to finish the road you chose;
To find yourself is to walk beside both your inner demons and inner angels
as friends, not enemies.
To be proud of your failures and to let your success shine like the sun.
To find yourself is to make your life the way you desire,
to write your story, to make your own masterpiece.
To find yourself your path, your story, your finished masterpiece, is to simply be yourself.

THE AZURE SKY
Johnathan Bynum

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - 368X

Each day I look at
the Azure sky
I cannot help but
slightly cry
I wish for nothing else
but a happier life
Because what I have now is
just not right
When that day comes and
I can bless my sight
I can look to the sky and
hope for a better life
Each day I look at
the Azure sky
I cannot help it
I always cry
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THE CRAPPY LIFE OF JIMMY
Jimmy Canarte

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I like people, video games and eating.
I believe in Andy Lala Molina.
I am a little shy and a little timid.
I remembered going to the beach one time.
I can be whoever I want to be.
I want my privacy at home.
I will become a comedian one day.
I have good hearing.
I like Instagram and pranking.
I can do whatever I want at home.

ALL ABOUT ME
Luis Cordero

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I’m a boy and I like to play video games
I like to go to the park
I go to the store alone
I want to go to Six Flags
I will go to Playland and have fun
I can go to the park with my friends
I like to watch videos about sneakers
I like to go to Coney Island
I like to buy stuff at the store
I can buy stuff at the Supermarket
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UNDERRATED YOUTH
Evan Creque

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - LEHMAN HIGH SCHOOL

I, too, love butterflies and flowers.
A young man, such as myself, grew on the beauty of life and the aesthetic
style of the underrated youth.
The scent of a burning rose, the flight of a thousand butterflies, even the
scenery of a VHS edit has blown my mind or two.
From Antisocial to Emo, from Instagram to Tik Tok, this group of people
have expressed themselves from art piece, to artwork.
Rappers and singers alike have their ways of assisting with our art.
Never assume we are weird, unoriginal, or even think we’re not as capable
of getting through in life,
For I am a part of this downcast as well,
For I, too, love butterflies and flowers.

IT IS ALL ABOUT ME
Xavier Crespo

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am a handsome young man
I have a great family
I will make the best of my life
I believe in respect
I like red
I have a good heart
I will respect my mom
I believe in myself
I believe in trusting only few people
I like to play Basketball with my friends.
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UNTITLED
Aaliyah Francis

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

Aaliyah is loyal and faithful
My goals for the future are to learn Spanish and get an apartment
I believe I can face every obstacle
I remember last year when I overcame my fears
I can do better than last year.
I am attentive
I am cheerful
I am happy
I am ambitious
I am talkative

THIS IS ME
Jose Garcia

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I care about my best friends.
I have a lot of friends
I will make something of myself
I like the color red
I remember when I did not have a Dad
I can fight for my girl
I believe I can fly
I have the best girlfriend
I can fight for myself
I can do work.
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ME
Carlos Grullon

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I see blow up animals in the pool, punching.
I can soar in the sky above the street, jungle, and ocean.
I remember seeing red dog on the side looking at me.
I like my life.
I have drums concerts.
I am a sensitive boy.
I like my personal life.
I believe in friendship during Christmas.
I have a great family.

ME
Jahlik Harrington

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

Jahlik is very loyal I am loving I’m so brave.
I am careful I’m fair-minded I am popular.
I am smart I am lazy I am thoughtful.
I am calm I am silly I am funny and talkative.
I am cheerful I am bad-tempered I’m selfish.
I’m helpful I’m easy-going I’m friendly.
I’m self-confident I am fearless I am careless.
I’m imaginative I am impatient.
I am hard-working I am reliable.
I’m sociable I am neat I am gentle.

ALL ABOUT ME
Lamar Henry Jr.

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am a boy.
I like to eat pizza.
I remember going on vacation.
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I will become a Police Officer.
I can read.
I believe I can fly.
I have a family.
I want to be a policeman.
I can watch Toy Story 4.
My birthday is February 23, 2001.

I AM A TEENAGER
Tyrese James

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am obedient
I am honest
I am imaginative
I am helpful
I am reserved
I am nervous
I am friendly with my family and friends
I can be brave like Batman
I am careful with everything
I am funny and silly

ALL ABOUT JAEDYN
Jaedyn Johnson

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I remember a time when I was younger.
I have to get good grades.
I like to have family and friends.
I can beat Jurassic World Evolution.
I will beat Gears 5 and Super Smash Bros.
I like myself for who I am.
I remember my past experiences.
I want to be successful in life.
I believe in myself.
I am Jaedyn Johnson.
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MY FEELINGS
Victoria Ortiz

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am friendly
I am generous
I am helpful
I am self-confident
I am impatient
I am kind
I am grateful to have my best friend
I am supportive
I am cheerful
I am popular

MYSELF AND I
Luis Otanez

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am sleepy
I can be very good at games
I have two cats
I remember my family
I like rice
I will read more books
I believe in history
I want to be rich
I am helpful
I can be smart
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UNTITLED
Renard Perkins

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MONTEFIORE WORKSITE

I am 20 years old. I text my friends and play games on my phone. I work at the GI department at Montefiore, on the 1st floor red zone in the Bronx. I first started at the GI department where I did discharge patient work and I brought patients in for interviews. I helped
call patients to remind them about their future appointments, and how to prepare for them.
It made me feel excited to learn about this job so I can help people. The next job I had was
in the ER department, where I help the nurses feed patients and restock the materials that
are needed to help patients when they come into the emergency room. I am inspired by this
job because I get to help people, and because it is helping me prepare for the job I want in
the future. Never give up on your dreams!

ALL ABOUT ME
Samuel Phillips

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I like to play the drums
I want to play the Bass Guitar
I like the color red
I believe we could live on Mars
I remember seeing the Rockettes
I will be a Rock Star
I can be a good role model
I have a cat named Princess
I want a drum set
I believe I will get a minivan.
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UNTITLED
Jaydel Ruiz

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am loyal
I am confident
I will be tidy
I am supportive
I am brave
I am compassionate
I believe that I am jealous
I can be generous sometimes
I will be humble
I can be helpful

TRUE BORICUA
Jeremy Solorzano

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I am Puerto Rican
I have 2 brothers and 1 sister
I like the show Strange Things
I want to be a bank teller
My favorite colors are green and red.
I was born in Florida
My birthday is December 22
My dog’s name in Mega
I love video games
My favorite sport is Basketball
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ALWAYS KEEP GROWING
Christian Toro

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL -RENAISSANCE HIGH SCHOOL

When you think of a person you might think of a tower: a tower built up with a strong
foundation.
However, a tower can fall down;
it can be rebuilt like any other tower.
But a tower you see is a thing and things can be replaceable.
When I think of a person, I would think of a person’s growth as a flower.
A flower is like a person because of how the growth of it is very organic and it takes its
time as much as time as a person. The strength of a flower’s stem stands throughout the
journey the flower has taken and how much it has grown from past his days as a seed like
a baby in the past to its present it is now.
What helps the flower grow is the rain and sun that gives him energy through the nutrients
it provides. That allows him to mature.
As the flower blooms, its petals are a representation of how it has matured and how much
it has grown.
Like a gentle ballerina performs a swift dance from beginning to end
these soft petals and vines the flower produces is very much like how the flower accomplishes its goal.
Then after the flower accomplishes, the flower manages to find what it was looking for. The
flower has realized its purpose is to stand out. Even as the flower got covered in mud will
still remain beautiful by the end. But even if the flower has achieved his goal it’s not over
yet he still has time has to improve, still has time to fail and still has time to grow.
And the flower will always remember this quote “You’ll always keep growing.” Because
the flower knows it is only over until his death which will make a flower complete like
humans.
Then its soil will be part of this earth and nurture the next generation.
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WINTER
Sean Young

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I like winter everyday
Winter is what we all like
Spending time with family
Noticing what we might do
But most importantly
We have something in common
Soon Christmas is coming too
Open Christmas presents on the 25th
Of December if we know
How much we love our family
Then maybe we are a family together

ABOUT MYSELF
Mohammad Zuhaib

MC SWEENEY SCHOOL - MAINSITE

I believe to be successful about myself
I am a hard worker
I can be myself
I like video games
I will run a mile
I want people to know me
I remember my video games
I have my snacks and I like it
I like to clean the house
I will jog everywhere
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DARKNESS
Okeem Dixon

MCSWEENEY SCHOOL – LEHMAN HIGH SCHOOL

The night is dark.
Such darkness,
Life is about darkness,
A shadow in your way to stop you in your tracks,
A time you can’t see where you’re going,
An understanding of what you can’t control,
A hate you feel about yourself…
No Light…
No way of finding yourself.
Just…
Darkness.
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SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CLARE
Carli Muzuruk - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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PURPLE HAZE
Morgan O’Connor - Grade 12

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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SOLITUDE

Arieon Frazier - Grade 12

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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PERFECTION
Taylor Allen - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Perfection: noun – characteristics of complexity and purity
Quality of transparency and non-existence
Standardizing behavior
Being at the root of rebellion
Providing the bridge from euphoric dreams, to blissful reality
Opening the gate from nightmares to awakenings.
Never falter, never fade
To be, or not to be
Perfect or unacceptable
Gorgeous or revolting
Containing no choice nor influence
Judged by heredity
Synonyms – distinction, preeminence, supremacy
Clear windows; perfection
Absolutely transparent
Only pellucid
Defined by lack of imperfections
Flawless nothingness
Antonyms – inferiority, mediocrity, worthlessness
Creased paper; imperfection
Cast out, disgraced
Judgment based off appearance
Not practicality
Completely unusable
A dandelion in a garden of roses
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THE IDOL
Elizabeth Chellis - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

I remember you said, “Blood is thicker than water.”
I know I am supposed to love you, but every
bit of you is in every bit of me and I cannot stand it anymore.
The thing I believed in most, was the first thing you tore me away from.
I remember when you first hung the idol on the wall.
I watched you move slowly to straighten it,
as if it were the most precious thing imaginable.
I look at it now, and as I tear it down loose plaster falls in my eyes.
I’ll bury it deep under the willow tree.
I wrote them letters, asking what to do about you.
You were supposed to be the smartest—
You were supposed to guide me—
You were supposed to
fight. They told me to be brave.
So that’s what I’ll do. And for the love of God,
I’ll never let you drag me down again.

WHERE DO I FIND YOU?
Abigail Gaebel - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Crying green butterflies,
Bleeding blue paint.
Your hair is straw,
My mind is metallic.
The routines are robotic,
The air seems to be burning.
Purple-striped sweater,
Your yellow carnations.
I put cards on the table,
The breeze took them.
The LED is glaring,
It stole the authenticity.
Cacti on the sill,

Cat litter in the tile.
Your clean is my dirty,
We don’t have to think,
The sun is waiting.
The red gravel.
The eggs with greens.
The strawberries are silk.
The champagne is out potion.
Where do I find you?

SOMEONE I LOVE
Abigail Jacobson - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

I see you walking near me
My cracked lips smile as I see you
Trying to calm my heartbeat I walk a little
Closer to you
Buy not too close to where we are touching
But close enough for you to notice me
You notice me and smile
Your teeth pearly white
Your eyes a dark shade of brown
I get lost in them so quickly
You say “Hi” and ask how I am
I suddenly get flustered and stutter
But you always find it normal for me
And wait till I can speak
As soon as I start to speak she comes by
And takes you away
But before you go you turn around
Smile and wave goodbye
I force a smile back and say goodbye
You turn back around and walk away
With her
If only you turned back around
You would have seen my teary eyes and
Quivered smile
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A WOMAN’S PLACE
Riley Johnston - Grade 10

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Listen. I mean really listen, and don’t you dare tell me to get back in the kitchen. Yeah, I’m
cute, but cute doesn’t win games. Looking at us, not caring about our names. Do you value
us? Care about our hopes and dreams? Or is it all about how our legs look in our jeans? You
tell me I can’t, over and over again. You say, I will never ever be as good as men. You’re
weak, you’re a woman. Matriarchy doesn’t exist. Like patriarchy’s much better, let’s go
through the list:
Xerxes was a great leader who was military strong, he thought he could defeat the
Greeks and it wouldn’t take long. He underestimated them greatly and look at the cost. For
every Greek that died, fifty Persian men were lost
Next, let’s talk about Alexander the Great, who again was the cause of his own negative
fate. He thought he was god; he was full of pride and he liked a drink in his hand. He was
drunken and killed Cleitus, who saved his life. Wasn’t that grand? Cleitus was a general,
a lifelong friend, I suppose that might not have mattered to Alex in the end.
The Byzantine Empire was a powerful time, full of new ideas and population was on the
Climb. Then, Justinian, their leader, made some mistakes. There were riots and he had a decision to make. Stay and fight or leave and flee. He said, “Let’s go” and his officials agree.
But before they get the chance somebody stepped up and said, “I’d rather take the risk and
end up dead.” Her name was Theodora; she was smart, and she was strong. She controlled
the empire behind Justinian all along. Her exact words were, “May I never be deprived of
this purple robe, and may I never see the day when those who meet me do not call me empress.” She gave hope to all these men, who felt as they were helpless. She’s the reason the
empire continued on. She saved the empire that these men thought was gone.
A women’s place— I’ll tell you where it is. I’ll look you in the face. I won’t shut my
mouth, I will disobey, because I have a million more things to say. A women’s place is
where it always should have been kept.
The right side of the equal sign, with men on the left.
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MY HEART IS NOT A TOY THAT CAN BREAK
Ella LaBagh - Grade 10

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

My pride is worth more than your selfish habits
And yet I still want to melt into your every inch
Feel your skin and gaze upon your honey hair
To take your abuse as a form of love
To go against all logic just to feel wanted
To use you like a child who plays with a toy
You can give me the security I am desperate for
So I will take advantage of you
To hold onto every good memory like a lifeline
While everything else is drowning me in a never-ending sea
I can see it when I close my eyes
The light hitting the surface
But so dim and distant that I can’t build the motivation to swim
So, I stay in your violent arms because they are closer to me than the surface

PHASES OF THE MOON
Regan Russell - Grade 10

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

I’ve felt two types of pain in life—
The sharp sting of falling on rocks
The crack and pop of breaking bones
The tearing of tissue and joints
Falling not getting back up
The physical pain that is unbearable
But I’ve also felt heartbreak
I thought the pain couldn’t get any worse
And as I took secret glances at you
I saw you falling for someone
Who did not go by my name
Who would not appreciate you the way I did
All I could do was hide my broken smile
As you told me to leave you alone
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Give me a thousand simple paper cuts or even a deep scar
I’d rather be shot with a gun
Then watch you fall in love
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Just as the moon we must go through phases of ourselves
We must feel empty and broken at times
And almost disappear
So that in the end we may be full again
And be appreciated for our beauty

WATERMELONS AT DAWN
Winter Sager - Grade 9

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

10/25
“Is your name Winter?”
“No, dairy.”
“You cute!”
“What do you do?”
“Cemetery running.”
------------------------------Monday 9
“I’m going to shower, make sure Bea tells me at lunch.”
------------------------------9:15
“Inside! High sunburn!”
“Yeah yeah yeah.”
------------------------------7:05
I’m wearing unicorn socks.  
------------------------------2:23
Christmas List:
1) Interview with a vampire        2) Small egg
3) Cat game                                    4) Simwefwa, the long-legged horse god
------------------------------2:50  

That’s gonna be us one day.
-------------------------------
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4/4
“The reason I love 78% of people...”
------------------------------11/15
Bottle of soda in the fridge. Migraine. Swedish fish candy canes. This is where it ends.  
------------------------------New note:
I want to sleep.
------------------------------10/7  
Number-(866-####)-Autumn
------------------------------6/30
Order: Chosen ones, weird potions, love
------------------------------Soon Lucy should not hear my cries.
Later, mother. Dead husband is absolutely weird.
------------------------------Podiatrist
File Folder:
Mother-dead                     Ancestors: Citizen
Husband-not
------------------------------Today...
The fall came
You didn’t.
Why do you crave an end when you’ve just begun?
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NEUROS
Jessica Schwalb - Grade 11

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

The neuron, axon, glia, dendrite.
The pons in your brainstem helps you sleep tight.
Should I stay or should I flee in fright?
These feelings run like sparkles on water that glistens.
The captain who’s strung like a puppet, ventriloquized by the autonomic system.
Efferent, afferent, in and out of the spinal cord,
a pinky to a burner brings on a reflex that I do not adore.
And just like that same flame, the action potential speeds down the axon, the neuron’s
monorail.
At over 200 mph, leaping over the synaptic gap, as the refractory period follows
down the trail.
Giving the neuron a lunch break, it’s their time to reenergize.
Just like the way serotonin makes you want more fries!
It seems quite strange, billions of these nerves zoom day and night, hiding amongst
our skin…
Our mind does not own the body’s control, rather it is our remote from within…
The unconscious mind roars without ever making a sound.
She leaves nothing to forget, without even charging a pound.

FOX AND FERNS
Sofia Seidl - Grade 10

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

In ancient lore I’d heard it said
the rain could whisper to us secrets as it falls
A devoted one could hear many a thing
One must only heed the call
In a grove of honeysuckle, I sit
and the rain glazed each petal like the dew

Listening to the saccharine sound of its succor
Hoping I was one of the lucky few
A breeze carried the sweet smells of spring and sounds of songbirds
And I reveled in the peace
as the rain still fell, fostering snowdrop blooms
For many a day the melody did not cease
As spring transformed to summer,
the orchard filled with the buzz of bees
And the rain would return some hours
But its elusive message still haunted me
I cried out to it one day
asking for clarity
The breeze assisted the rain
and with their reply came transparency
The rain had never been only water
Nor the breeze a coolness on the skin
The flowers not a backdrop
Nor the birds a temporary morning hymn
How had I overlooked
these tiny works of the divine?
For we’re all of something greater
And the fox and ferns are signs
It’d be a sin for one to enter the wood  
And too, the bubbling stream
if love were absent from one’s heart  
for a soul is meant to beam
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SHOEBOXES AND STICKY FINGERS
Sydney Solomon - Grade 10

SULLIVAN WEST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Sticky fingers
Juice rolling down rosy cheeks
The stolen bag
In a little puddle  
Drifting in the back of the boat
Doesn’t stop you
From taking another bite
You are ankle deep in blue-black water
The shiny stones
Smooth in my hand  
You keep them in a shoe box  
In the back of your closet
Now you are in a shoebox
In the back of my closet  
And peaches never tasted so sweet
As they did
That summer  
By the lake  
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VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
IT COMES FULL CIRCLE
Kaitlyn Bontreger - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Humans are humans no matter the land
Big or small everyone should know kindness
Generosity needs to be at hand
There may be times where people are mindless
Careful, in time life will show the monster
Our masks will hide the beauty behind
The corrupt demon within may foster
They can’t see the light that shines, they are blind
The light is the soul; they need to break free
There are demons of negativity
Forbade us to leave and ate all of me
Times of numbness, no flexibility
Everyone feels the same, we all conceal
In the end humans will consume humans

UNTITLED
Isabella Brosius - Grade 11
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

cobblestone bridges arching over filthy water
the once bright buildings have dulled dramatically
bricks eroded by steadily rising canals
a shroud of beauty disguising an ugly, disgusting city
rich with history, but steadily collapsing
where half of the daily population is composed of tourists
and the smell of sewage is constant and rank
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the depressing visage clouded by rushing vacationers
oh! to be Venice
poor, poor Venice.
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SCARY STORY
Katherine Canavan - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

I don’t know how I ended up here. I’m running through a deep, dense forest, hearing my
anxious panting and frantic footsteps echo through the trees. Something is after me - something big. I hear its gigantic feet making booming footsteps as it crushes any life in its path.
I stop to rest behind a large tree trunk, but the footsteps grow closer and closer, so I begin
to sprint away once more. No matter how fast I run, the being always seems to be a few
steps behind me. Suddenly, the trees disappear, and I enter into a large, grassy field - open
for miles. Panicked, I search for a place to hide, but it is too late. The gigantic capital letter
F bursts out behind me from the trees. It must be about three stories high, made up of a
churning swirl of numbers and letters. It has no eyes, but a chill runs down my spine as I
somehow can tell it is looking right at me. I try once more to escape, darting back for the
trees. But it is no use. The menacing creature’s long white arm, reaches down and snatches
me up. Fighting against the impenetrable grip, I was hopelessly yanked closer and closer,
until only a few feet remained between me and the body of the beast. I begin to scream,
waiting to be sucked in and absorbed by the horrible letter, lost forever
I hear my alarm sound. Suddenly, I’m back in bed, and groggily reach for my phone.
Through blurry eyes, I read the time, sighing with relief as I realize I have a few more
hours of sleep. However, seeing the reminder of “Calculus Exam!” makes me groan. I toss
my phone back down and roll over, hoping that when I drift off again, I’m not back in that
field...

AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR A QUARTER OF LIFE
Madison Centanni - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Earth, Wind, and Fire
the Twenty-First Night of September
a song that will follow me forever.
Born into strong, smart
Virgo expectations

with the energetic moon
of an Aries
but the eclectic soul
of a Gemini.
New Jersey winters brought
Christmas trees poking holes in presents,
the first thing I remember.
Flowers in gardens
and a bee on my nose,
rabbits in the yard,
the summer before I left my forever home.
A house filled with people,
siblings, family, and friends
taken away on October Thirty-First.
The scariest Halloween in my life,
brought an empty home
in empty New York.
A purple hippo I carried with me,
filled with memories of
an aquarium in Philly.
A white German Shepherd sleeping
beside me that first night,
my closest friend, Bear.
The Phantom Tollbooth
and The Tale of Despereaux
adventures I carried forever,
the first sight of home
found in the third grade.
The first time a teacher,
showed me who I was.
I saw the anger in my parents,
losing four jobs
in a half a million-dollar house.
A house we were stuck in,
a labyrinth we prayed to leave.
A sad home makes
sad people,
angry people,
people who don’t know
if tomorrow will be secure,
where tomorrow was not
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a happy promise.
I am still naive,
though.
I believed the good would come,
and it has.
The pride my family has,
the love we share,
overcoming the bad times,
the drunken times,
the times poor in spirit
and the times lacking faith.
It took a long time to learn,
the bad does not last forever.
I trapped myself in love I did not deserve,
with my siblings stuck in New Jersey,
no one to teach me the things
I know now.
Relationships remaining close
regardless of the distance.
I learned
I don’t have to keep
that same distance
with the people right next to me.
I am stronger
and I am more deserving
than what I thought I once was.
Growing up I learn,
it is okay to be naive,
I am smart enough
to do it right.

ONE TEAM
Kelly Conan - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

This one team
This one body
The places they’ve been
The places they’ll go

On My Mind

This growing love
Like no other
This bond
Like that of a brother
Like how the earth holds the moon in place
And how the sun holds the earth in place
They hold each other in their arms
After both success and failure
Triumph and defeat
They rely on each other
For happiness
For sadness
For growth
For collapse
Not even the strength of Poseidon
Nor the rage of Zeus
Could keep them apart
Even if they become oceans apart
They are still connected by the land underneath
Likewise, the distance between them
Is really only air separating them
They become what they live for
Their purpose in life
This one body
This one team

MASKS
Erin-Rose Cooney - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Masks are scary, masks are cool
Masks are fun, but don’t wear them to school
They hide who you are, to scare the others
But you can take it off to laugh with your sisters and brothers
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But what happens when it won’t come off?
Every day we wear a mask, one that’s forever changing.
It is a permanent mask, yet molds to the occasion.
So, what is that mask hiding?
If we wear this mask every day
And hide our true identity
What is left becomes an artificial being
Buried underneath this facade
That keeps on breathing.

DESTINATION: NOWHERE
Yolanni Cruz - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

The orange glow of the day slowly shifts to the night as I walk mindlessly across the sand,
letting the warm water crash against my bare feet. With one hand in my pocket and the
other holding onto my worn-out black sneakers, temptation slowly consumes me. It starts
to whisper to me. Chuck. Throw. Destroy. To let everything go. I suppress the thoughts and
continue to walk, destination: nowhere.
Staring out into the endless blue waves, the time has slipped from my fingers and I realize
the moonlight slowly engulfing me; the only source of light, the only source of direction.
The wet sand, crunch and soften, crunch and soften, as the waves creep on their toes to
try and catch up to me. Letting the thoughts overtake my body, holding nothing back this
time, I launch. I let the laces slip through my palms, off of my fingertips and fly towards
the large white moon. Watching the dark shoes in the sky, lessen and lessen until they are
the size of a newborn’s tiny black pupils. They splash into the horizon.
Seeing the freedom I was able to give an inanimate object, my feet started to move, one in
front of the other, into the endless blue waves. The cold temperature rises from my toes
to my hips until it reaches the underneath of my chin. I let the rest of my body sink, sink
deep, letting the cool caress surround me. My body sinks deeper and deeper, clearing my
head, closing my eyes.
Back against the ground, arms spread out wide, I feel the tiny marks of each grain of sand
brush against my back and flowing into my hair. Eyes open, the moon shines brightly
above the surface. The sand shifts underneath me.
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A sharp pain jabs at my chest, but ignoring the cry, I close my eyes beginning to feel weightless.
The discomfort slowly travels throughout my body, running through me like the blood in my
veins. It was a necessity. Automatically, my body floats up slowly, arching my back letting my
abdomen take the lead. My face feels the cool breeze first. The calm didn’t last long because
my body jolts, my mouth opens, my lungs cry for air; starving for it. I do not receive enough.
Time passes again and the soft sand of the shore reaches its way underneath me. I lay there,
on the warm grains. Slowly, falling into a deep, deep sleep.

YOUR MOM
Catherine Fan - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

A conductive material,
Not usually a rock or a mineral,
Can conduct electricity without resistance,
It follows classic laws of physics without consistence,
Touch it and feel no heat,
This conductive material cannot be beat.
Can you guess what it is, this conductor?
It’s something new, not quite a semiconductor.
Also a strong magnet, it contributes to levitating trains,
However, these properties, under ambient pressures, do not retain,
Containing hydrogen under megabar pressures, it exhibits these properties,
Can you guess what it is, this scientific oddity?

BONE, DUST, WORDS AND DEATH
Maeve Harkin - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

I can’t see anymore,
But I hear it.
Her words scrape the last nail
Into my wooden box.
The air suffocates.
Breathing in bone, dust, and sorrow,
I wait for Death,
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His pocketwatch
Tick Tocking on.
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I hope he is merely fashionably late,
But his sweet release never comes.
I am forced
To feel the dirt piling on,
And feel the world
Spinning without me.
Maybe I’m better off

THE STILL SEASON
Sarah Heim - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

The frozen tears fall from the clouds and flutter upon my cheek
I feel the icy tingle as it stings my flesh
I observe the greenery that is no longer green
The green pigment that once was, has been devoured by an iridescent glow
So still and delicate it all appears
I’d give anything to freeze this moment in time
But as time passes,
The crystals melt
And the greenery returns
And this still season is no longer

SPEAK
Madison Kresge - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

maybe my pride reached an all-time high.
maybe it’s my stubborn refusal to let you peer into my soul.
or is it that i fear rejection?
especially coming from you.
myself, the only one to blame,
for i idolize you.
the epitome of everything i wish to become.

my mind harbors the words i wish i had the courage to speak.
for some vessels cannot be put to sail quite yet,
too fragile for the fast flowing waters that await.
so here i sit,
silenced by my own mind.
the calm before the storm.

THE LIVES OF WORDS
Jillian Landsman - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

To disregard a book is to destroy
A life, a soul, a world of all things good.
Books are the root of all that learning brings,
And to destroy them is to hurt a life.
They bring to life the most peculiar worlds,
And language from an unfamiliar place.
The tree of life sprouts from the soil of
The words that come to life inside a book.
From reading books we learn about ourselves,
Reminded that art imitates our life.
In books we see the sacred part of life
That only humans, nothing else, can read.
The most important product of Mankind
Is language: the great Communicator.
It proves that we are sentient and bright.
It makes us different from other creatures;
Upon language intelligence is based.
So next time that you think books don’t have souls,
And next time you think reading is a chore,
Remember all that life and love comes from.
They come from lives of words within a book.
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PEAKS AND VALLEYS
Rachel Lastowski - Grade 11
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

She picked flowers
In the vast field painted with color.
She saw reds, yellows, blues, purples
And when she saw such beautiful sights,
She felt happiness creep up inside of her.
She picked off the petals,
Imagining falling in love.
Though when all the petals fell,
Her joy vanished.
She began to walk down the icy road,
Into the cold.
The pain seeped back up.
She remembered her sadness and wept.
All she felt was her loneliness,
That no one cared.
It seemed like the despair would never end,
Her skin felt like ice,
Tears streaming down her face.
When her eyes dried,
She was back in the field.
Nature’s beauty was on display
And the sun shone brightly on her.
The sound of animals could be heard
And she felt a surge within her.
She could stand in this beauty forever.
But then she was laying in the snow.
The sky was gray,
The flowers were dead,
The birds no longer chirped.
Why was she back here?
She was scared, lonely.
She screamed and cried,
Punched until her fists were bloody.
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But the light returned once more
And she would enjoy it while it lasted.
She basked in the warm sun,
Rolled in the bright green grass,
Smelled the vibrantly colored flowers.
She valued every moment,
Cherishing all the color,
Worshipping all the nature.
And this time she knew,
When the storm came back,
She could take the pain.
Because in the end,
The sun will always reveal itself again.

THE BEACH
EllaJane Mahon - Grade 11
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

The beach is my favorite place to be
And I think most people can agree
There’re so many things to do
All with no shoes
You can fish
It might even turn into your dinner dish
You can surf
Just be careful you don’t get hurt
You can tan
That’s definitely my plan
Oh, all the things you can do at the beach
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UNTITLED
Stephanie Mardirossian - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Montague and Capulet. Mardirossian and Komninakis. This love story was destined for
struggle. It was 1972 and Lebanon was on the brink of civil war. Sounds of war began to infiltrate Beirut before it even began. My Grandfather had to make a decision. Remain in the
country that had become his home and risk the lives of his family, or follow in the footsteps
of his sister, making the journey to America before bombs became more than just a sound
in the distance. My grandfather was born in Syria in a refugee camp, his parents left Armenia prior to the horrific genocide. But there was light at the end of the tunnel, that light
was my grandmother. Her childhood led her to the same refugee camp. Their love story
was a result of war. The moment they saw their first American movie, their hearts became
set on leaving, doing what was best for the futures of their two sons. 1450 miles away in
Lamia, Greece, my mother’s parents were having similar thoughts. While war wasn’t their
reason for leaving, they also longed for a better life. Greece didn’t have the opportunities
that America did. They wanted their kids to have a shot at the American dream. So, they
took the chance and made the move.
My paternal grandfather worked as a shoemaker, my maternal grandfather a painter. Both
my grandmothers spent their days working long, laborious hours in factories. They did
what they needed to do. Fate just happened to work conveniently in this case. By some
chance these two families from two different worlds moved across the street from each
other. While my parents’ love story may not be as dramatic as Romeo and Juliet’s was,
neither met with family approval. My mom was meant to be with a Greek man. My dad
was meant to be with an Armenian girl. It was the way their immigrant parents were raised
to think. What these two feuding “families” didn’t realize, was that they both valued hardwork and determination.
This is where I come in. I was raised with the mindset of working hard to get what you
want in life and never ever giving up. I took this to heart from the time I understood what
it meant. Quick side note, with two immigrant parents, you can guarantee I never had a
peanut butter and jelly for lunch. I was the kid who brought hummus and tabbouleh to
school. And while no, I did not move my family across oceans in hopes for a better life and
work in grueling conditions to make ends meet, I did do something I am very proud of,
and something my grandparents happen to be quite proud of too. At 14 years old, I made
the decision that I was going to buy my own car when I came of age. To make this dream
a reality, I devised a game plan. I would volunteer two summers at my local summer camp
in hopes of getting hired the fourth year. And I did. I worked two summers without making
a cent while my friends enjoyed their time off. I knew I needed to put in the work to get
what I desired, and I did. The day I got hired as a paid counselor was the second happiest
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day of my life. The happiest day of my life would come at the end of the summer when I
used all the money I had made from working to buy my prized possession, my silver 2004
Toyota Highlander equipped with not only a cigarette lighter but a cassette player. I hope
one day I will live up to the accomplishments of my grandparents, but for now, I’m pretty
proud of what my hard-work and determination was able to get me. I can absolutely thank
my grandparents for my great work ethic and unpronounceable last-name.

FATED BY THE STARS
Jade McMillan - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

As I sit here underneath the stars
I realize that there is someone looking at the same stars as me hundreds and thousands of miles away
That this person may be feeling hopeless and lost
But still knows that there is someone staring at the same stars as them
Meaning this world isn’t as big as we try to make it out to be
And making our souls a little less lonely

CHILDHOOD GOODBYE
Ethan Metzger - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

i often stay up late at night,
thinking about how quick
time flies.
i think about all the memories
i took for granted.
now, all i want is to go back
and relive when i was happy most.
back when my biggest worry was
coloring inside the lines;
even then, i never did.
back when life was just a big game:
i miss those cement walls that caved us in
elementary school.
i think back on how much i complained
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even now, i keep peering at the future.
why can’t i just live in the now;
because pretty soon,
i will be looking back
on this very moment
wondering...
so foolish.
it is like
i am trying to run
before i learn to walk.
i need to put the effort into today
so tomorrow will be
how i dream it to be
this is my
childhood goodbye

THE CAR RIDE
Amanda Paulus - Grade 12
VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

The Moonlight
Lit her face the whole way home.
The Starlight
Glistened on her hair through the sunroof.
The Headlights
Reflected in her honey brown eyes.
The Streetlights
Passed overhead as I stared.
The Radio
Surrounded us in our favorite song.
The Night
Was perfect, and so was she.
The World
Seemed to stop spinning.
The Moment
I knew I loved her.
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DEAREST MOTHER
Mya Smith - Grade 12

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Dearest Mother,
I’m sorry for upsetting you,
That was never my intention.
In my last letter I
Completely forgot to mention
That I love you Mom, with all my heart
You make me happy as can be.
The only problem which I have
Is that you’ll never see
The pain, the suffering that I feel,
All the nights I sit and cry.
Unfortunately tonight I’d say
That you’re the reason why:
Why I’m crying, why I’m lying,
Why I feel I’m slowly dying.
All I’m seeking is affection
It’s as though we have lost all our connection.
I wish I could come home and tell you how I really feel
But all you’d do is question whether it was truly real.
I hope this letter reaches you soon...
Your Son
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MENTAL STATE
Isabel Zica - Grade 11

VALLEY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

I am in a constant state
of uncertainty
and absence
from reality
I’m never here
I’m always in my head
picturing how good
my life could be
if the world
preferred to be in my favor
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WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
SILENCED
Abigail Mongello - Grade 12
WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
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UNTITLED
Joseph Whittle - Grade 12

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

The embodiment of negativity. A walking manifestation of all that promotes one to not
want to leave bed in the morning. This figure is sad, worn out, internally resentful, and
walks backwards as it shuns progress. Students and adults alike should be motivated by
their fears, not consumed by them, and in doing so, they could continue moving forward,
conquering all of the trials and tribulations of life.
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THE LULL OF THE MOON
Destiny Alvarez - Grade 10
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The melody was a curious one. Something about the tune seemed familiar to Ellie- beyond the fact that she had heard it when she was young. It seemed to dance with answers
to unanswered questions Ellie had about herself, an attempt at wordless conversation.
The melody played only when the moon was at its highest, never changing in any way.
Because of this, Ellie had dubbed it “The Moon’s Lullaby” when she was about five or
six. Now, seventeen and significantly older than she was then, she finds that the name can
seem rather juvenile. Nevertheless, she found the name fitting; it was cute and the melody’s familiarity often lulled Ellie into a peaceful sleep, even on more troubling nights.
Nights like these, for example. She watched as everyone around her found themselves,
discovered who they are and what they wanted to become, while she stayed behind. She
felt frustrated.
Perhaps that’s why she had never told anyone about the melody. She knew no one else
could hear it. Call it instinct, or common sense, but she’d supposed if anyone else could
hear it she would’ve heard of it by now. The Internet, after all, was already buzzing with
things better left private, and no matter how she worded it, any search regarding a mysterious melody only playing in the night came up blank. She felt the melody, even as it
caused her to ask even more questions about herself, was her own little victory against
the ever-changing world. It was one little puzzle piece of the jigsaw of her soul that she’d
connected herself-- even if it made way for thousands of other pieces that needed to be
connected. She was proud of her little victory.
That’s also why she never explored it further, she assumed. What if discovering the origin
of the melody would make her lose her little victory against society?
Abandoned by her parents when she was only a few months old, that is, according to the
orphanage she’s lived at since she was a baby, any sort of familiarity was soothing to Ellie.
She found that even though her world was currently at a standstill-- questions about herself,
her identity, were swimming in her brain, building, begging to be answered-- the world
continued to grow and change. The world wouldn’t wait for one little orphan to catch up, it
would continue changing and growing. This is frightening to Ellie--how was she expected
to become a better person when she doesn’t know the kind of person she is now?
However, something about the moon’s song had changed. The melody itself was the same
as always, but something was compelling her to discover where it was coming from.
That’s how she found herself, way past curfew, sneaking out of the orphanage and into the cold of the night. The moon’s song still played, seemingly with-
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out end, she could expect the last notes hours away, yet. She found that she knew exactly where to go, a weird sort of built in navigation system she didn’t know she had.
It led her a mile or two behind the orphanage, where a clearing in the woods gave the
ground a window to the sky resided. The clearing made way to a river where a person
kneeled only a few feet away, looking into the water-. They must’ve been drawn here, too.
However, Ellie paid no mind to the stranger, instead taking in the scene in front of her.
Amidst the moon’s light, small scenes of someone’s memories flashed in front of her. No,
they weren’t just any memories. They were Ellie’s memories. but not hers at the same time.
They belonged to a different Ellies, ones in past lives, all living in different times. In some
lives, she was next in line to the throne, and in others she was merely a peasant, abandoned
by all.
Amidst her awe, she almost didn’t realize the person who she previously found looking
into the lake had now stood up and was standing behind her, putting a comforting hand on
her shoulders. Instinct told her this person wasn’t any harm to her, but rather someone she
should trust, so she continued to focus her gaze on the slowly materializing shapes in the
moonlight.
“Elenora.” The person said, voice hardly over a whisper. At that moment, every memory
returned to her.
Her name was Elenora- not Ellie. She had lived multiple lives before her current, every
life this person by the stream-- Kai-- was always by her side. The moonlight in front of her
burst with radiance. Memory after memory shone before her, flickers of things that had
made Elenora what she had become in previous lives-- and pieces of what made her herself
in this one. She saw the things she had done, her poise and self-assurance, her relationships.
That’s what made Elenora herself, not who her parents were or where she came from.
Nothing of the moment of her abandonment shone at all. Her emotions overwhelmed her
senses and she choked back a sob.
As the memories had begun to fade from the light and the moonlight properly became the moonlight once more, Elenora turned to look at Kai, her eyes teary. Kai immediately pulled her into a hug, Elenora allowed herself to melt into the embrace.
“Are you okay, Elenora?”
“Yeah. It’s just… a lot,” Ellie said, words muffled slightly muffled by the way she
had buried her face into Kai’s shoulder. “I missed you. I’m sorry I forgot you.”
“I missed you too,” Kai began, releasing Ellie from her hold. “Don’t be sorry, ‘Nora. At
least we’re together now, right? Like we always are.”
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Ellie hummed fondly, in in her new security. Ellie, too caught up in what was happening,
had not realized the moon’s melody had already come to an end--a full hour before expected. As a blanket of clouds crossed over the night’s jewel, she was not disturbed. Something
told her that was the last she’d hear it, the lull of the moon.

SUN
J Chambers - Grade 10

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

I wish I knew how to explain what watching a flower sprout feels like. How sitting, and
waiting, and watching that plant grow feels like. The amount of time it took to do nothing
but sit and watch, how does one explain that? How can one comprehend the unspeakable
language of that life? Speak the stationary journey the plant took as it pulled in water,
growing through the dirt into the fresh air and sunshine, never having had roots, leaves or
stem?
I wish I could say, “I helped that happen,” but all I did was sit back and watch him bloom.
There’s nothing particularly special about him to be pointed out, besides the fact that when
he smiles, everyone has to look away. Not because of disgust or disdain, but because they
know their heart will melt out of their chest as soon as they see the pure joy that radiates
from within his own heart.
He was never like that before, you know. You could know him for ten years and have never seen him smile without having to think about it. Alex isn’t a gloomy person, he just…
would never be able to find the right ingredients to show he’s happy. I understand that.
How would you be able to find the ingredients you need when the shelves are bare?
I’ve known the Heid’s for what feels like all my life. Granted, there were only two of them,
Alexander and his mom, but that’s still family. Me and him, we’re are in the same group of
friends. Alex would drive and I would pile into the car with Zeak, Dan, and Lyah. We’d go
on late night drives where we’d all sing until our throats begged for mercy. The windows
would explode from the noise we created. Every window besides the driver’s side.
The feeling that something was going on with Alex was inescapable. He’s always been
quiet, always kept to himself, but with me he’d at least sing. It was different with everyone
else. He wouldn’t do anything unless he thought it was necessary. I never understood why
until after school three months ago
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“Alex, could you be a doll and bring me and Zeak to the game at Buckson?” Dan said,
looking down at Alex with a half-hearted smile.
“I can’t. Buckson is a half-hour away and I have too much work to do.” Alex said. His eyes
darted around as if he were looking for something.
“Aw, come on, man! There’s a skatepark right by there you could go to, it’s a win-win,”
Zeak said offhandedly.
“I don’t skate.”
“Of course, you do! You’re our skater boy.” Zeak’s face changed. He whispered with anger
in his eyes, “People are watching. Can you just be yourself for once?”
Alex was quiet for a second. I didn’t know what was going to happen.
“If I were myself, I would only be hanging out with them,” Alex blurted out, pointing at
me. “I would be smiling and laughing and dancing to my own songs. I don’t even know
how to skate and don’t plan on learning how. You have me forced into living in the shell of
someone who’s supposed to be me and I’m done.” Alex started breathing heavily with tears
in his eyes. He was about to shatter. It took him a couple seconds but he started looking
around as if he was trying to find the reason he was trying to communicate with robots.
Apparently, he couldn’t find that reason he needed, and he stormed away.
I didn’t see him in school for a month.
“I met someone,” Alex walked up to me, smiling, and oddly out of breath. He’s the best
dressed I’ve ever seen. You can even see that he’s standing up straighter.
“May I ask where you’ve been? You’ve had me worried sick!” I stuttered, confused but
relieved.
“Not the point. His name is Kai.”
“I haven’t seen you smile like this... ever! Is something wrong?”
“At this point, I think so. My heart hurts all the time. Not a hurt that represents my
chest bursting open from a cannon ball going through my chest but the kind of hurt
that tells me I’m going to be alright,” he said shaking with joy. His jar of serotonin
was overflowing, for the first time in his life. I don’t know why this boy is always running nowadays, but as soon as “alright” left his mouth, he was already jogging away.
I was hoping he’d be back in school now that I’ve finally seen him come jumping out
of his cave but, nothing. I wasn’t as worried for him this time, but it would still be nice to
just talk to him.
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Another month later and the only thing I’ve heard from Alex was a text saying “Meet me at
the arcade at 1, don’t be late :)”. It’s almost like he’s a more enhanced version of himself.
The Alex I know, but with the brightness turned all the way up. You can see every single
corner of him: the good parts, the parts he’s hidden all his life, and the parts he’d probably
still prefer to hide. You can say whatever you want to say about his personality, his essence,
but you can’t say it isn’t the most beautiful ray of light you’ll ever see. He’s calm.
When I got to the arcade, Alex was looking around with anticipation. It immediately caught
my eye. His smile was ricocheting off the walls.
“Hi, Xander, why’d you call me here?”
I didn’t know what to expect, but I definitely didn’t expect a soft, brown-eyed man to walk
up to me. I was overcome with awe at how he and Alex were the exact same height--giants
compared to me. I didn’t know what it was about this stranger, but he made me feel safe,
like I’ve known him for a while.
He stuck his arm out towards me, beckoning my hand to join his.
“Hi. I’m Kai,” he said casually but with an underlying excitement.
It all finally made sense.
The seed couldn’t grow, no matter how much it was nurtured, because it was in a dark
corner of a room. No matter how hard it tried, it wasn’t planted in the correct environment.
There’s no way it would be able to grow. Until a cat came along and jumped up on the table
the planter pot was on, knocking it off. The seed is on the floor. Yes, it still has watered soil,
but the seed is on the floor.
A couple hours later, the seed is still on the floor. The only difference now is that the sun is
shining brighter than it ever had before, directly towards the pile of dirt on the floor that stores
the seed. Sometime later, the seed will turn into a sprout, whether or not it’s on the floor.
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BOBREA
Adwoa Danquah - Grade 10
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The reek of vodka fills my nostrils. I watch intoxicated girls tease and drape themselves
over boys far too old for them.
I’ve been thrust into the corner of the already small room and despite the deafening music
and the foul smell of the abandoned trap house, I’m actually a lot calmer than I may seem.
I watch chocolate girls pass by me in their see-through dresses and I look down at my unimpressive sweats.
“Adwoa,” I look up to see a six-foot man looking back down at me. It was Kuami. He drips with the smell of alcohol. A droplet of sweat falls down my face
and I stare up at him. He knows I’m anxious. He’s going to make me take a shot.
“What, Kuami?” I ask confidently.
“Join us, bro, we’re taking sh-” He is interrupted by a thundering knock that can be heard
throughout the house. Heads shift back and forth before realization sinks in. It’s the cops.
I witness girls scramble for their belongings and dozens of legs dash towards the stairs, the
laundry room window, or the storm door. A few hapless souls spend far too long mystified
that the broom closet is a dead end. A hand grabs onto my arm, pulling me toward the direction of the swarm.
My breathing becomes more rapid, shallower, as I’m being pulled towards my friend’s
vehicle. She unlocks the door for me and Kuami and suddenly we hear a series of shots
being fired.
Bang! Bang! Bang!
We stop for a moment and look at one another. Not long after we hear wails, then silence
Makyese
I opened my eyes to the beams of sunlight facing me. My eyelids feel heavy. I can hardly
remember last night’s events. I roll over across my bed and fall to the ground.
A small whimper passes through my lips as I stumble towards my bathroom. I look at myself in the mirror. I’m a mess. My eyes are puffy and I feel as if I am going t
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The wave of nausea that hit me was so intense that I hardly made it to the toilet bowl before
I emptied my stomach. It burst from my throat as I fought for air. Hot tears spilled from my
eyes as futile whimpers for help spilled out between last night’s dinner. Great...What did I
eat last night?
I stepped into the shower, toes flinching as they touched the chilled ceramic floor. My mind
was in shreds. Why can’t I remember? The events of last night flood back into my memory
and I wince in pain.
After the shower was finished and I had slumped into bed, I lay there, attempting to relive
the moment over and over. My mother walks into my room and lays a dress on my bed.
“Soore,” she commands. “Ye netem na yenko. We’re going to church. Here are your
clothes.” she says as her voice cracks.
It’s Sunday? Even from three blocks away, I could hear the cries of my aunties praising the
Lord. Is it too late to turn back and make a run for it? It’s only a two-hour drive back home.
The church is tiny and cheap, with plastic stained windows instead of glass. Instead of
pews, metal benches run across the room. An intense sickly-sweet odor billowed out as the
brass doors were pulled open. Although we sat in the backbench, I could get a clear view
of Pastor Mensa pointing to a picture of a girl as my mother cries.
I want to go home.
I walk outside to get a breath of fresh air. A group of boys walks towards me. Their group
is diverse. Three dark skins, a brown boy, and as they walked closer, I think I actually see
a white boy. They’re whispering under their breath, but they keep looking at me. Are they
talking...about me? I stare at them as they walk by me and I hear them. A girl next to me
watches them as well.
The dark-skinned boy shouts an insult. The girl next to me shouts back at them. I head
towards the church. Tears well up in my eyes. I don’t understand why I’m so upset. As I
walk into the church, everyone is on their feet, worshipping. I wipe my tears and sit back
down in my seat. My mother looks at me and continues to sing. She didn’t even notice.
The rest of the service was unamusing and the car ride home is wordless. No one speaks
a single word. I wake up to the sound of the car pulling into our driveway. Everyone is
awake. I dash out of the car and head for my room. I lock the door behind me and pray that
no one in the house bothers me.
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I undress quickly and hop into my bed. I lie there, staring at the ceiling. My eyes
drip with tears. Moment by moment, they fall. Salty drops fall from my chin,
drenching my shirt. Why can’t I stop crying? I wake up to the sound of my mother screaming. I look outside my window and the sun is so bright it burns my eyes.
I rush out of my room and into the kitchen where everyone surrounds my mom. Her head
is in her hands and her right arm shakes as she holds onto her phone. My sister walks right
past me while tears fall down her face.
I felt empty. Insubstantial, like a cobweb
“What’s going on?” I ask.
No one responds. “Can someone answer me?!” I shout this time.
Still no response. More cobwebs.
I head towards my mom and grab onto her phone. I see a picture of myself and I’m
surrounded by an arrangement of lilies, carnations, and roses.
What?
I go to my room and my sister is on my bed. She’s crying as I head towards her.
“What’s wrong, Maame?” No response.
“Adwoa... I’ll get justice for you I promise.”

THE SCRAPPERS
Caden De Marco - Grade 11

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

Sergeant Leroy’s eyes swept across the room. He looked at us, shaking his head with disappointment. His cold glare seemed to freeze the room.
“So, no one can give me a half-decent answer?” he muttered. “You’re supposed to be combat ready in a month, and you’re still messing up the basics.”
I knew there would be a lecture. There was always a lecture. I just didn’t expect it to come
so soon. We still had another hour before lunch, and there was no doubt in my mind that
Leroy would use it to tell us about our many shortcomings. The worst part was that it was
never our fault. Leroy was smug and condescending, but he was the most incompetent
person I had ever met. He would teach us maneuvers and techniques incorrectly, and then
blame us for messing up. He forgot his own schedule and often arrived late to his own
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classes. I could complain all I wanted, but it wouldn’t help me now. I just had to hope the
time would fly by.
Lunch finally relieved us and we practically ran out of the room. I met up with my friends
in the hallway and we caught up with each other. Dylan looked tired as always, and Shane
was just happy to be out of the Sergeant’s room. When we were ready, we went to our table
in the mess hall to find Connor. The four of us had grown close over the past months by
overcoming many hardships. I knew most of the pilots in my unit, but they were the only
three I would really call friends. I had their backs and I knew they had mine.
We met up with Connor, who seemed very happy to see us. He was a little timid, and sitting
by himself for so long must’ve made him nervous. We got right down to business, chowing
down and talking about exciting new developments we’d heard.
“I heard that our unit was chosen to test the new tech!”
“No way! I wonder what it will be!”
“I bet it’s gonna be some new weapon!”
“That’s awesome!”
“Relax, guys. It’s probably just some new navigation tech,” said Dylan, rational as always.
“Aww, come on, man. Don’t say that.”
“Yeah, Dylan, there’s always a chance.”
“We’ll just have to wait and see.”
And wait we did. The entire Station was buzzing with rumors. No one was sure what it
would be, but we all knew it had to be big. Two days later, our unit stood anxiously on the
Docking Bay as our superiors prepared their presentation. After a few minutes, a small lady
walked out in front of us.
“I’m sure you all know why we’re here. There has been an engineering breakthrough, and
your ship has been chosen to test this new technology.”
She paused and looked around the room. The tension was palpable, every pilot excited for
the reveal. The room was restless, and the speaker noticed.
“I won’t keep you in suspense any longer. May I present to you, one of the most important
advances in combat, navigation, and maneuvering… The Sentient Co-pilot, your new robotic assistant!”
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Out rolled a small robot, around three feet tall. It looked like a box on wheels, with no appendages and a single camera on top of its “head”. Everyone was silent. We expected a lot of different things, but none of us expected this. After a moment of confusion, someone asked hesitantly,
“What does it do?”
“I’m glad you asked,” the speaker declared. “This robot is essentially your partner. It will help
you navigate space, maneuver through terrain, and assist you in combat. If you fall unconscious, it will pilot the ship and bring it back to this station to get you medical care. And this
is just the start. Because of the new developments in computer learning, the more these robots
observe and experience, the more skilled they become.”
Murmurs spread through our unit. A learning computer that would help us with every part of
our missions would change the entire space force. We all rushed up to get our very own co-pilot
and see what they could do.
Our co-pilots, or “Scrappers”, as we began to call them, were amazing. The first models just
observed us while we trained in simulations and ran drill maneuvers, but following models
started actively assisting us in our navigation, and later, our maneuvers. Each Scrapper started
using their pilots’ slang and speech patterns. They even developed a similar personality to their
pilot. Dylan’s Scrapper seemed almost as tired as he was, and Connor’s Scrapper was a little
shy when it met new people. I didn’t give my Scrapper a name, even though many did. They
each had a different number to represent which unit they were. My Scrapper had the number
007, so I called him Seven. As new models replaced the old ones, hardware was replaced for
new, sleeker designs but with their minds kept the same, so they could continue learning.
The Scrappers went with us everywhere. They came with us to Sergeant Leroy’s room,
lunch, and even to our dorms. They became part of our unit, and we bonded with them.
One day, a particularly angry Sergeant Leroy started yet another rant. Seven looked at me
for a moment, and he seemed to sense my despair. He turned to the Sergeant.
“Excuse me, sir,” Seven said. “My partner’s vital signs seem abnormal. I suggest that he
go receive medical help.”
Leroy muttered something about us under his breath, but he let me and Seven go. We
walked out of the room and I turned to Seven.
“That’s crazy! How can you tell that I’m sick?”
“I can’t. I completely made it up,” said Seven. He looked at my face and started laughing.
“I wanted to save you from another lecture.”
I stood in awe. Seven just lied to a superior to help me. In that moment, Seven felt like a
real friend.
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“I’ll get the body bag.”
The blue sleeves of the paramedic look like..
“There’s a pulse!”
 	

“Get him into the ambulance now! He won’t have one for much longer!”

I’m lying in comfortably in my hospital bed surrounded by no one. The ceiling is so white
that it’s blinding. Nobody has come to see me and I’ve been here for 3 days now. All I have
is the journal I’m writing in at the moment.
I’ve already counted all the holes in the ceiling tiles. 13,462 or 13,463. I lost count twice.
So, I might as well write about how I found myself in this position. Growing up, I was
a natural at all sports I played. My name was always in local newspapers for soccer.
“Amazing performance by Paul Astro”, “Astro is Out of this World”. You know the type.
Stanford University, then the Red Bulls. Endorsements. Fame. Women. A life of energy
and wealth I had never known--I was a media darling, a social media influencer, a legend.
“Did you see him? The fact he wasn’t DOA was amazing.”
“I took a glance--it was sickening to look for too long.”
“Do you think he was under the influence?”
“He must’ve been.”
“Do you think he’ll make it?”
“There’s a chance he won’t make it to the hospital.”
I transferred to the English team Chelsea F.C. Up to this point my life was amazing. However, in England I underperformed severely. I couldn’t find the net once my first season.
I was booed by my own team’s fan during games. I became miserable in England, but I
didn’t want to accept I wasn’t good enough, so I made excuses. Most of them blaming
my performance on my teammates. After two years of playing in England, I was loaned
to Zaragoza in the Spanish Second Division. Despite the poor competition, I still underperformed. My confidence was gone and I was forgotten by most people. This drove me
insane. All I wanted was to be a household name. I began spending all of the money I had
on cars, homes, jewelry and countless other pointless things. I cut ties with anyone I felt
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was below me. This included my teammates and my family. My purchases became the few
things I cared about.
“He made it!”
“That’s such a relief.”
“Do you think he’ll even want to see us?”
“We touch down in 4 hours, we’ll find out soon.”
Two years later my uneventful loan spell in Spain had ended. I was back at Chelsea for a
month before my contract was terminated, most likely because of my constant arguments
with teammates and coaches. I made the news as a failure, as an unfulfilled potential, and
as a “what- could’ve- been”. Within a month I was broke and most of my belongings were
seized. My family tried to reach out to me, but I turned them away and soon I was left alone
with nothing.
“Did he make it?”
“Barely. If you didn’t arrive to the scene that quickly, he wouldn’t be alive.”
Then I worked at a fast food joint, barely able to support myself. For another few years,
this was my life. During this time, I lost all my passion. I was completely unrecognizable.
Both my physical appearance and personality changed for the worst. Out of the blue a reporter reached out to me. He wanted to do an interview about what happened to my career.
I agreed. It was very successful, and soon after several more people wanted an interview
with me and were willing to pay me a great amount to do them. After a few months of this
I was semi-famous as a T.V. personality. However, despite the recognition I never felt complete. I still don’t. I realize now it was because I have no real friends or family. I was on my
way to a talk show when it happened. I was driving very recklessly which had become a
habit. I thought I was above laws. This ended with my car wrapped around a tree.
“He’s not answering his phone.”
“Don’t worry. We would’ve been notified if anything happened.”
“When will we be there?”
“GPS says 4:37, so just one more minute.”
I wonder what they’re saying about me in the news.
“Paul, someone is here to see you.”
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“Okay.”
I had so many chances to avoid this. I should’ve accepted the help I was offered
“Mr. and Mrs. Astro, please follow me.”

MULTIVERSE THEORY
Jade Sampson - Grade 10

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

“You ever hear of the multiverse theory?” a familiar voice asks. I look over and piercing blue
eyes meet my own tired ones. Without my prompting, he takes a seat across the table from
me. I give him a hard look. Taking the bait, I shake my head at him, knowing full well that
I’m never going to get the next hour or so of my life back. A grin so wide that it looks painful
spread across his face. I contain the laugh that threatens to escape at his giddy expression.
“Well, basically, the multiverse is the concept that there is an infinite number of worlds and
universes like this one with changes as varied from you being born with blonde hair instead
of brown, to major changes like the United States never becoming its own country.” I’d be lying if I said that didn’t pique my interest. I make a show of thinking and tell him to continue.
He takes his glasses off when he starts again. He only does that when he’s worried they’re
going to fall off in a moment of reckless banter. “So, the way these different universes are
made is pretty simple. It’s all about choices and circumstance. In one world, we’re having
a conversation much like this one.”
“Uh huh.”
“In another, I might not have even come up to you. You picking up what I’m putting
down?” he asked gently.
I think for a moment before nodding my head.
“In this theoretical world where I don’t come up to you it could stem from any reason.
Maybe we’re not friends. Maybe I stayed home. Heck, maybe I’m dead. Who knows!” He
practically shouts the last part, his voice growing as he dived deeper into his explanation.
My face falls at the morbid thought he threw in at the end. “Don’t say that,” I say
through clenched teeth. He looks at me with one brow curled up. I turn to him, my
face pleading. “Don’t talk about dying. I don’t know what I’d do without you.”
I don’t know how I’d live a life without ever seeing my best friend again except for in
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photos and memories. I’d miss seeing his bright smile when he talked about science or anything else he enjoyed. I’d miss the late night talks I have with him about life and other moot
topics. I’m drawn from my ruminations by a gentle hand being placed on my shoulder.
“Hey, uh. I didn’t mean to bum you out. Sorry.”

The sincerity in his voice would be another thing I’d miss about him. How he always looks out for others, even going as far as to put their needs above his own.
“It’s fine,” I tell him, because it really is. I could’ve expected something like that if there truly
were infinite versions of our world. “Where are you getting at anyway?” I ask suddenly.
His look of concern morphs into something different, yet not entirely new. There’s a wild
glint in his eye that makes me question if I’m going to be able to keep up with what he’s going to say. “Right, yeah. If there’s an infinite amount of you’s out there, all making different
choices with, presumably, different values and personalities, when do they stop being you?”
I hadn’t been expecting that. My brows furrowed and I looked away. I stared at my hands for a long
while, a frown settling in my face. If a new universe can branch off of every decision, then it can
definitely branch off of others’ decisions. So, who’s to say I’d even have the same name in one of
these existences? My parents could have chosen to name me Alex or Tyler instead of Casey. We
could grow up with the same personalities and make the same choices, have the same birthday, and
have the same friends, but are they still a version of me even though they have a different name?
Or if we do have the same name, are they still me if we have opposite mindsets? Where I would
see something as immoral or wrong, would they find it acceptable behavior? Radical thoughts
tumbled and fought for dominance in my head, but they were really the same question asked
in different ways. When do they stop being me and become someone else entirely? Who am I?
In reality, it should be a simple question. They were never me. Even though they may have
my same name, my personality, my family and friends, to them they would be her own.
They could never be me, and I could never be them.
“Well, I guess as soon as they experience something that I haven’t,” I say with finality.
He gives me a questioning glance and I sigh and continue. “They’re not me. We may look
alike, or act similarly, but they’re not me. It wouldn’t be right to them if I just thought of
them as another me. A copy. I might not know much about this kind of thing, but I stand
by what I said. I’m not interchangeable with the other “me’s”.” He gives me a dumbstruck
face before adopting a gentle smile. “Yeah,” he says while turning away. “I guess you’re
right.” I scoff in indignation.
“Of course, I am. I’m always right.” There’s a playful note in my voice and we both start
laughing. His laugh is much louder than mine and quickly overpowers it.
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Once done laughing, we fall into a comfortable silence. The thought of other worlds with
people almost identical to me still on my mind. It seemed so hard to fathom, yet almost
painfully easy to understand at the same time. Everyone thinks about another them.
Maybe one that’s better, maybe one that’s worse. Especially after making a choice. The whatif’s in life hiding what could’ve been and what is and what might be. It was not necessarily
comforting, but in its own way, it was calming. To know that out there you’re living your best
life. Or even better. That this was it. Looking over, I smiled gently. Yeah, this was it.

COLORS
Noelle Smith - Grade 10

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

Bokuto let out a long sigh as he fiddled with his pencil, staring at the difficult math question that sat before him. He awaited a tutor, but was trying to solve at least one problem
of his math homework before his tutor got to the school library. It was to no avail; Bokuto
gave up. He leaned his head on his hand and doodled on his paper, waiting.
Hearing the ticking of the annoying clock he pictured yellow. Hearing the clicking of pens
sounded like red. It might sound exotic, but hearing colors was infuriating. There were
too many colors sometimes, too many sounds at once just made an assortment of different
colors fly through his brain and it was like they all meshed together to make a disgusting
brown. Bokuto had this thing called Synesthesia, of course there were different types, but
his was the most common, Sound-to-color. The bright yellow ticking just got louder the
more he got restless, waiting any longer he felt he might explode. Soon enough, he felt
someone tap his shoulder, making him jump.
“You’re, Bokuto, right?”
Bokuto was met with a boy who had a bored expression on his face. He nodded cluelessly,
staring at the pretty boy. His heart raced and his stomach swarmed with butterflies.
“Hey hey hey!” Bokuto yelled. This earned him a loud shush from the librarian. The boy
pulled the chair out next to him and took a seat. He was shorter than Bokuto, which kind of
shocked him because he looked so much taller when he was standing.
“My name is Akaashi Keiji. I’m here to tutor you, remember?” Bokuto blinked a few times,
but nodded nonetheless. He was so lost. He felt nervous around his tutor, and kind of embarrassed since he realized the boy was a grade lower than he.
“So, let’s get started,” Akaashi said, taking Bokuto’s homework and moving it so he could see too.
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Bokuto didn’t know what was making him so intrigued about this boy. Maybe it was his
deep dark blue eyes, or the mysterious way he talked. And maybe it was how his curly
black hair framed the boy’s face. He finally resolved that it was because when he heard
his voice it was his favorite color, deep blue. The kind of blue as if you’re looking into a
very deep part of the ocean. Looking into a deep part of the ocean can feel ominous and
unsettling, not knowing all the creatures that swim in the darkness below. His voice felt
somehow comforting, not unsettling like the ocean at all.
Akaashi was patient with him, knowing that the boy was struggling a lot to understand the
topic. He could tell Bokuto was a bright and happy person from the way he greeted him. It
made Akaashi wonder if he wore bright colors, or had bright hair.
Akaashi had achromatopia, was fully and entirely colorblind. He was just born that way,
it was never something he could really fix. He didn’t have many problems with his condition, but there was always a few. Like how people’s first instinct is to describe things with
color, and how he can’t use things like colored pencils when he draws because they’re all
different shades of grey. Over time he’s learned to embrace it for what it is. It’s not every
day you have something this rare. Akaashi was proud of it. He focused back onto the boy
sitting next to him. It seemed as though Bokuto was getting a bit restless, as he was squirming in his seat.
Bokuto was getting tired from working so long. He wanted to get up and move around. He
didn’t want to sit still and hear the yellow ticking of the clock anymore, or the sound of
any red clicking of people’s pens. The only thing that had kept him sitting still for so long
was Akaashi’s deep blue voice making him feel all bubbly inside. But now Akaashi was
silently reading a book next to him waiting for Bokuto to finish the next question so he
could check his answers.
“Akaashi?” Bokuto asked looking up from his paper. The younger boy hummed in response not looking up from his book.
“Can you keep talking?” That’s all that Bokuto wanted to ask, but his mind took over and
his big mouth just had to say what he thought.
“Can you keep talking? Your voice is such a pretty color,” his cheeks got a little red. As he
was about to apologize Akaashi answered.
“Sure, what should I talk about?” He looked up at Bokuto, a small smile on his lips. Bokuto
was sure he was going to ask why or look at him weird, but when he got neither, he was at
a loss for words. Normally, if Bokuto said something like that around his friend he would
get a multitude of questions.
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“Absolutely anything,” Bokuto smiled. Akaashi hummed in response. He took a deep
breath before talking, trying to think of what to say. He was rather anti-social, and bad at
keeping a conversation going.
“I don’t know if I had a good day today. It was pretty uneventful, so I don’t really have
much to talk about,” Akaashi said softly, turning back to his book as Bokuto worked.
“Well, an uneventful day is still a good day because nothing bad happened, right?” Bokuto said looking at Akaashi because he finished the problem.
“I guess. Now let me see,” Akaashi took the paper from in front of Bokuto and scanned
over all the numbers and words on the paper.
“You started it out right, but you made a small mistake here,” Akaashi said pointing to a
few numbers Bokuto accidentally wrote wrong. Akaashi used his pen to show what Bokuto did wrong. But he couldn’t help but notice a pile of pens all the same unmistakable
blue. It made Bokuto wonder if blue was Akaashi’s favorite color, too.
“Bokuto, are you listening?” Akaashi asked.
“Huh- oh yeah I’m listening,” Bokuto smiled though he only heard half of what he said.
Akaashi hummed, figuring it was just how Bokuto was sometimes
“Well, okay, fix your answer and try the next one,” Akaashi said turning back to his book.
“Hey, I have a question. What’s your favorite color?” Bokuto blurted out. Akaashi shifted
in his seat with a sigh. Bokuto started to panic, did he say something wrong? Thoughts
flew through his mind but was quickly stopped when Akaashi spoke up.
“I’m colorblind,” Bokuto blinked a few times before speaking.
“Sorry, Akaashi, if it makes you feel any better when I hear sounds, I also see colors like,
the colors match the sound so it’s kinda like I can hear colors. It’s so annoying and I hate
it-“ Bokuto stopped rambling by hearing Akaashi laugh, a noise like the baby blue laughter of an infant. Akaashi’s laugh ended with an adorable purple snort and Bokuto was
shocked. This boy who barely showed any emotion was now laughing.
“Bokuto, it’s okay it’s okay I understand,” He smiled.
“I think that is really cool,” he added. Bokuto smiled at Akaashi. Maybe getting a tutor
wasn’t going to suck after all.
“You think it’s cool?” Bokuto was shocked. Someone actually thinks his condition is
cool.
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“Yeah, I mean hearing colors is really awesome. I could only imagine seeing colors, but
hearing colors sounds even more amazing. It’s also such a unique thing to have,” Akaashi
said, getting invested into the conversation about colors. Thinking into it more, hearing
Akaashi’s deep blue voice and baby blue laugh, it didn’t annoy him. It made him want to
hear it on repeat.
“You said you hated it, but I think you should embrace it, plus it’s not every day you meet
someone who has an almost opposite condition from you,” Akaashi added.
“You’re really cool too, Akaashi,” Bokuto said.
“Five minutes,” the librarian said to the kids still left in the library. The two boys started
to pack up their things.
“See you tomorrow?” Akaashi questioned. Bokuto was confused, they didn’t have tutoring tomorrow.
“Lunch, Bokuto,” Akaashi said clarifying what he was talking about. Bokuto smiled to
himself.
“Yeah, see you tomorrow.”

A BOWL OF SOUP
Meghan Talsma - Grade 10

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

As I drove home from the meeting that had gone on for hours, it started to rain. Only a
small part of the street was illuminated by one droopy street light, but other than that the
tenebrous sidewalk sat like the boundary to Hades. I felt a slight chill travel throughout my
entire body and I was afraid. I kept driving, but something didn’t feel right. I began to think
it was all in my head because I often scare myself, overthinking something and making it
seem terrifying when it’s actually something innocent.  
I wasn’t far from my apartment building now, so I drove a little faster to escape the quiet
and cold atmosphere that filled my car.
I walked into my apartment and a sudden rush of relief filled me. I had never been so happy to be comforted by the walls of my home.
Even though the drive home hadn’t gone great, my stomach began to make obnoxious
grumbling noises. With that I put some of my mother’s homemade chicken noodle soup
on the stove to heat up. The smell of all of the different ingredients made the room smell
nostalgic and reminded me of when I was younger. The soup kept bringing me back to the
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night when my mother and I were frosting sugar cookies we had just made for Christmas.
My dad had come home from work late that night and walked into the house in a bad mood,
just like every other night. It was no surprise to me that he was yet again getting agitated
about the most miniscule things. My mother and I had brushed it off like we always did
and we continued to frost the Santa-shaped cookies. I can’t remember exactly what had
happened, but I do remember the harsh words he said that night.
Despite my father’s efforts all these years to make himself seem as if he’s not the person
he used to be, I’ve always been quite reluctant to let him in again. No matter what he does
to try and make up for it I can still hear him scream that he never wanted to be in any part
of my life. It’ll always haunt me and be a small part of the reason I’m so careful when I
meet new people.
I always thought that someone who supposedly loves or loved you wouldn’t ever say such a
hurtful statement. My dad proved me wrong even if in the end he didn’t mean what he said.
I was driven out of my thoughts by the sound of distant ocean waves. The soup was boiling
and scalding hot now.
After finishing the soup, I was tired of being alone in my home so I decided to call my
mom in hopes that she’d let me come hang out for a little bit. It was pretty late so I didn’t
anticipate her answering the phone, but she did.  
“Hi!”
“Hey! Would be okay if I came over for a little bit?” I asked hoping that she’d say yes.
“Of course, I’d love to have you over.” my mom said with a small bit of joy in her voice.
“Okay, sounds like a plan. I’ll be over in about twenty minutes. Bye!”
I drove over excited to be away from that feeling of being alone that always stayed with
me when I was at my house.
I walked into my parents’ house and yelled,
“Hello!”
My mom was upstairs probably doing something fancy to her hair and my dad was just
on the couch playing a game on his phone. I walked into the living room and sat next to
him. Neither of us said a word to each other, but after five minutes of silence he opened
his mouth and said,
“You wanna know what’s sad?”
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I didn’t respond with words, but I looked over at him and he began telling me.
“You can give everything you have to a person and you can be perfect for that person.
You can be everything they’ve ever wanted and you can do everything perfectly, but it still
wouldn’t be enough because nothing is ever enough.”
I felt like I was slowly drowning in my thoughts. Nothing made sense to me and I didn’t
understand what he was trying to tell me. Was what he said supposed to hurt this bad? Did
I perhaps not understand what he was trying to say to me? I didn’t understand. I slowly
faded away into my thoughts and I finally gave up. I let go of it all because it was no longer
worth it. Letting him do this to me was a waste of everything I’ve ever done to show that
I loved him. It’s so funny too because I’ll never stop loving him, even though it doesn’t
make sense anymore.

A SAFE PLACE
Briana Van Zandt - Grade 10

WASHINGTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL  

I need to speak.
I never should have fallen for the boy with those shiny, hazel eyes. Those eyes had a little
bit of sparkle to them that always would astonish me. Along with his umber hair, almost
the color of roasted chestnuts. His smile a little crooked but still so precious. His features
sucked me in. I was trapped. All because of those stupid, hazel eyes.
I thought he was the one. He approached me one cold night in November.
With trepidation rather than nervousness, he said, “H…hey… I’m Jonathan. What’s your
name?” His eyelashes batted furiously.
My face filled with a pink glow and I managed a sugary laugh.
“I’m Alayna”.
His eyes widened as I spoke, as if he was shocked I would even speak to him. Jonathan
was sheltered, no doubt, but there was depth to him, a sadness that showed understanding
of the world. He wore dark, inexpensive shades-and was stingy with his smiles, but when
his mask broke, it made me feel like the only girl in the world.
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Over the course of that night, we talked about all of our problems and experiences. I don’t
know why, but I trusted him, let him see my hidden side. We traded numbers and decided
to hang out the next day. Over the course of a couple months, we began to date.
He always had a way to make me blush just at the apples of my cheeks and smile bigger
than ever. I thought he loved me, but I guess I was wrong.
Things were great for a time, but then they took a turn for the worse. He started constantly
calling me and always needed to know where I was; no matter what I wore, it was an issue,
and I wasn’t allowed to be with my friends. He only wanted me for himself and no one else.
I thought that was love and I loved him, so I listened. He would always say to me, “You
are mine and only ever will be mine. That is why I always want you by my side, so nobody
else can have you.” I thought that was just his way of being sweet with me, but I guess he
was serious.
Jonathan’s voice filled with rage as I said hello to my friend Alex. He believed I was cheating on him, so he punished me in an aggressive manner, but I didn’t think he meant to hurt
me, so I forgave him. He looked at me in shock and said “it’s your fault. I didn’t mean to
hurt you but you angered me”. I said “I...I... I’m sorry. Never again”.
He looked into my eyes full of fear and said “I love you”. I replied, shaken, “I love you
too”.
After that day I never waved at Alex anymore. I didn’t want to give him the aggression
again but he still found a way to make his face turn dark red and a vein to pop out of his
forehead. I never did anything wrong but, it was like he wanted to be in control of me. I was
held captive by my love even though it wasn’t love and it never would be.
These events repeated and it shattered me slowly each and every time. I never believed I
could reach the point of self-hatred, but It kept growing more and more.
“I need to leave before I’m too afraid to leave”. That was a frightening thought that repeated in my head. I knew he wouldn’t stop if I left, so I decided to tell my parents who got me
a restraining order from him, which helped me feel safer. I thought I would never have to
see that devil’s face anymore and that he could never hurt me ever again, but what I thought
was wrong.
Jonathan was filled with rage and became increasingly devilish. He found out about my
restraining order and began to hunt for me. The only way he could ever find me was at my
house but he found me at a party. I was filled with shock when he found me; he wasn’t
even invited. I thought the coast was clear but he cornered me in a dark room and locked
the door. He startled me.
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When I tried fighting back, he held me close to him as he used to once before but this time
was different. I kept saying “Stop! stop!” at the top of my lungs, but nobody cared enough
to hear me.
“You deserve it. You’re so ungrateful”, he said as my face began to turn purple. I gasped
for air. No hope was left for me. Nobody cared is the thought that kept going through my
head. My blood screamed for oxygen until a young, brave, and determined man slammed
the door open and hit Jonathan with a glass beer bottle over Jonathan’s head. He came to
my rescue.
He pulled me out of the dark room and all the air was starting to restore again. This bright
soul stayed with me. His curly dirty blonde hair shined in the light of the room. Eyes as
blue as the sea met mine. With my mind filled with thoughts, I realized the helpful stranger
was Alex.
He held me in his comforting arms. I felt safe and refused to let go. To this day, Alex has
never left my side and has been helping me pick up the pieces of my shattered heart daily
and putting them back together. I had truly found my safe place.
I looked around the room to applauding people and cracked a little smile. It gave me some
small joy to give the message that they weren’t alone. After my talk a teenage girl came up
to me in tears saying, “Thank you”. That is why I do what I do.

WESTCHESTER EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
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DOLL AND HER FRIENDS
Lakeria Finklea - age 19

WESTCHESTER EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN’S SCHOOL

After Doll was with her true love named Blue Boy, she walked to her house. When she was
in her house, she was tired so she went to sleep. When Doll was sleeping, she was dreaming about candy falling out of her eyes. The angels were beside her telling her that her tears
were temporary because she had no real tears anymore. When she woke up, she got up to get
ready for the first day of school. She then went to the school bus. She looked out the window
and saw snow. It was cold and she was terrified. After the bus arrived at school, she met her
friends Porcupine and Miss Mack. Porcupine was the little sister of a bully named Surgery.
Surgery walked up to the three girls and asked if we had seen her mom. We said no. We then
told Surgery, the bully, that no one will love her if she’s not nice to their people. Surgery
agreed and then we all walked together to find our friends and return to class
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WINTER
Sasha M. Hurley - age 20

WESTCHESTER EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN’S SCHOOL

What is winter?
Winter is the coldest of the four seasons. Winter is the time when people dress warmly. We
are warm-blooded animals and although the temperatures drop very low, we do not hibernate like bears do. Even though the winter is the coldest season, I love winter.
When winter comes, you know snow will follow. I love the snow. It’s the best part of this
season. I like watching the snow fall from the sky and how the snow is pretty and soft to
step on. What I really like about the snow is how it covers everything all around me when
I’m outside. Whenever I go outside on a snowy day, it’s like I’m in a beautiful world of
snow. I see the children outside having fun in the snow as much as I do. They ride on their
sleds, have snowball fights and make snowmen and snow angels. I don’t like when the
snow turns to ice and becomes slushy. The ice makes it hard to walk outside because it becomes slippery and dangerous. I might trip and fall on the ice. You have to be extra careful
when you walk outside when it’s turned to ice or slush.
I also like wearing some nice warm clothes for the cold weather. I always bundle up when it
is really freezing outside and I’m prepared for the weather. Sometimes I stay inside during
the snowy days and have some hot chocolate with marshmallows on top. I wear long-johns
under my clothes to keep me warm. One time when I was young, I went to the ice-skating
rink for the first time. My dad and my younger sister went too. The three of us had lots of
fun. Even though it’s tricky to stand on ice skates and balance yourself, I was careful about
moving slowly and holding onto the rail so I didn’t fall down. My dad also took me and my
sister to the park where the youngsters were sledding down the snowy hill. My sister and
I walked up the hill, but we didn’t have a real sled. We used a spinning toy as a sled and
when we went down, it was fun. I’m glad that I can have fun in the winter because it’s an
experience that I will always remember from my childhood as I’m older now and can look
back to fun during those days.
Winter is also the time when the holidays come around. There’s Christmas, Hanukkah,
Kwanza and New Year’s Eve. I love winter. It’s my favorite season next to spring. I have
so many wonderful memories from the winter season that remind me of all the fun I had
when I was young.
Stay warm and cozy!!
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THE WINTER
Sasha Hurley - age 20

WESTCHESTER EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
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Hannah Cheitel - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL
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BAREFOOT DAYS
Lizzy Armogida - Grade 9
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

The sun rises over the ocean
Heating up the sand, soft and warm under our feet
As we run into the salty waves
Before we’re consumed by the heat.
Endless skim board tricks,
Five best friends on vacation together,
Blasting music under the faded blue canopyCould it get any better?
We bike back to the campsite
Following the smell of cinnamon rolls.
We ate the gooey snacks, the chocolate, the popcorn
Then tying glowsticks around the tent poles.
Lacrosse sticks on the beach
Three on two, we’d play.
But Kendall got hit in the eye with a ball
And that was it for the day.
The sun rose early, forcing us up with it
Just the five of us, the beach and the sun
Pranking each other, going to the showers with the red doors
Cade takes Zacc’s shorts and we run.
Laughing until we can’t breathe,
Walking the backroads until it gets late.
Watching the world fall asleep
Then racing to the end of the strait.
Sitting on the sandy rocks, the sun sets, orange and pink every day
I lay my head on Kendall’s shoulder.
We talk about life, the world
And how we don’t want to get any older.
Our hair gets lighter as the days go on,
My skin is darker than ever.
We dance around the bonfire on the beach
I wish this moment could last forever.
Burying Kai in the sand,
Nick singing obnoxiously to Cardi B
Those days were the best days ever
The days we felt so free
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But freedom can be fleeting
For we must leave our sunny friend
When Cade and Zacc have to go back to Texas
We know the sunny days are coming to an end.

THE DISAPPEARANCE
Katie Bartsch - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

She was the girl who walked the halls alone
She was the one that everyone bumped into
The girl that no one noticed
She was the girl who sat alone at lunch
She was the girl who you would find in the aisles of the library
The girl that no one noticed
She was the girl who never went to sporting events
She was the girl who never went to parties or dances
The girl that no one noticed
She was a girl who felt alone
She was a girl who felt intimidated by the big bad world
She was a girl who had no idea what to do
But no one knew that
She was a girl who had dreams that no one knew about
She was a girl who wanted a better world
But no one knew that
One day she wasn’t there anymore
She was the girl that no one noticed

ONE DAY WE’LL GO BACK TO ANDRETTA
Sofia Bonelli - Grade 10
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

The cold air wisps through the boat
It’s the last she will see of her home
For years at least
She holds her father’s hand  
Immigrants piled in high demand
To start a new life
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Young enough to go for free
She was crying when she knew she had to leave
She wouldn’t see her mother in a few years her sister in twenty
They piled on board
Like savages the people hoard
Any space they could find
Holding a small bag
Wrapped in a large rag
It’s something to remember her family by
The horn blew  
Time flew  
And soon they were out of the port
The boat of Rome  
Took her from her home  
At 15 to a place far away
But she missed those rolling hills  
All the little farms and mills  
She especially missed her friends and family
Two weeks later  
She had made it in this large smelly crater
To her new home
However, she felt all alone
So, she set off into the unknown  
She and her father
They lived on a street named peach
In Port Chester with no hot running water or heat
Her father and her had to live with her uncle
Soon she became an adult  
Got married as a result  
To my Nonno a man from the same town  
He had to stay in Andretta for 3 years  
Before in America he could appear
Together at last the forced marriage
Three daughters later
Her determination was greater  
To learn English
To night school she went
Using every cent  
To get her education
For in Italy she could not
Her mother’s illness was first  
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School was an afterthought
When I was born
It gave her a reason to move forward
‘Cause I showed her all her work payed off
From cleaning houses
To sewing blouses
Her journey had paid off
She was able to bring her family here
Making their lives which were dark very clear
But very few people show their gratitude
Few nephews and nieces
Showed gratitude to the pieces
Of her life she sacrificed to bring them here
She should be proud
She should have dreams of her walking on a cloud
But she doesn’t
He has Alzheimer’s and is scared without her
Sometimes her cats purr
It’s the only thing that keeps her sane
So Nonna thank you even if no one else says it  
Love your piccolina  
I promise I’ll take you back to Andretta, one day

ETERNAL BREATHE
Autumn Bridges - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Again,
I must defend  
The olive tree I had condemned,  
As it extends into eternity.
Maternity and Paternity
Is the longevity into uncertainty,  
And I urgently need to see my grandchildren  
currently grow into maturity!
I undoubtedly made mistakes automatically  
To conform to the normality of what’s best for my  
Children’s, Children’s legacy.  
To be a supremacy of their grandparents, parents  
Prosperity  
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And use their heredity to feed into my parents, parents  
Integrity  
Life runs through the veins in you and I  
Will never say bye
I ran so you could fly  
And defy all the measurements I could never apply
And FYI you beautify everything I ever wanted to glorify  
And people wonder why grandparents treat their grandkids differently  
Then their seed  
It’s because of the need  
To knead family
As it rapidly grows  
I tragically know forever isn’t forever  
But family never rests as long as my daughters, daughters, son, sons
Have a heartbeat in their chest
I will always have my eternal breathe

ON A THURSDAY AFTERNOON
By Emily Camacho - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

To the boy I loved,
I am that girl who you saw,
The girl you always noticed but never approached.
I am the girl with no name,
just doing her own thing.
I am the girl walking alone.
I am now the name flying around your class.
A face with a name.
The girl in your mind.
The one your brain lets float,
With wonders soaring about.
Till one day, you stand in front of me
I felt my heart pause...
Just like that, all your wondering has stopped.
I am fun,
I am happy,
I am smiling at you in the halls,
I am not what people warned you about.
Days go by,

I am your friend,
I am the girl you pick up from class every period,
I am the one who makes you laugh.
Friday night, the week of my birthday;
the first time you came over,
Instantly, I am in love.
I am in love with your smile,
I am in love with the way you say my name,
I am completely head over heels.
You were the best birthday present.
Now I am yours,
We are fun,
We are happy,
We are smiling at everyone in the halls...together.
I am the girl you called every day,
I am the girl who put you before breathing,
I am the girl who gave you your first kiss.
My thoughts were nothing other than you.
You are the boy,  
You are the boy who’d put me in your big arms,
You are the boy who never forgot about me,
You are the boy who made me feel beautiful again.
It was all amazing,  
Absolutely life changing,
Till you were the boy who then told me...that you were moving.
The air thickened,
Skies turned gray,
Fights broke out,
I am the girl who cried to you every night,
The girl who put her hand into a wall,
I am the girl who begged you to stay.
You left anyway.
I blamed you back then,
But now I can see why you did.
You are tired,
You are annoyed,
You are realizing.
That I am over-emotional,
I am needy,
I am just too sad for you...
I am a regret.
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That’s what I always become.
I am now a wish that you never met me.
I am now crazy for loving you too hard.
I am just a regret,
a regret,
that’s what’s crazy.
The girl who you couldn’t go a day without complimenting,
Is now a regret.
The girl that you’d kill just to see,
Is a regret.
The girl that you cried with in the back of class
‘Cause you couldn’t image not being with...
Is now a fucking regret.
What a switch up.
To the boy I loved,
I am now an apology.
I am sorry that I still look for you in these halls,
I am sorry that I was your first girlfriend,
your first kiss,
your first everything...
I am sorry for being exactly what everyone warned you about.

MY REAL STORY
Mia Cardi - Grade 9

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I am from the cherry blossom
In front of our yellow house
I am from the ant houses
Made of leaves and stone
I am from the twin bond
Fighting and loving both
I am from the couch forts
And the sleepovers we loved to do
I am from the tickle monster
Laughing ‘til it hurt
I am from the backyard swings
Flying like a bird
I am from the love
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The family that never let me go
I am from protection
Cared for and loved
I am from loss
Not knowing why, they left
I am from the sacred memory
Of my grandfather’s last breath
I am from home-cooked dinners
The pizza and pasta every time
I am from the smell of Italians
Tomatoes and garlic alike
I am from dance
The key to my soul
I am from the endless stage
Leaving the old me alone
I am from pressure
For good grades each day
I am from expectations
Nothing short of kind
I am from the excluded
The backstabbers always watching
I am from fear
From risks to what-ifs
I am from my books
The world to where I escaped
I am from the adventures
The characters never leaving me behind
I am from my heart
Always speaking truth
I am from the life
That I will always choose
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A LOVE STORY
Daniel Cooke - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Her name was Rosa Hernandez. She was born and raised in Tancitaro, a small farmer’s
town in
Mexico known for producing big amounts of avocado. Life in a rural town was always
the same,
even for a girl like Rosa. She’d wake up in the morning, take a shower with water she got
from the well, and get dressed. Her white dress with colorful decorations all over it fitted
her as if it were custom made. She braided her hair softly, as to make sure not to create
any knots, just as her mother had taught her when she was growing up. The final touch,
before she started working, was to intertwine ribbons of different colors into her hair to
add a little bit of personality.
Her name was very special. “Rosa”, which was the first word she ever said, means rose in
Spanish.
As a baby, Rosa and her mother would go on long walks to look for different types of
flowers, and the one she would always find were roses. Every time her mother plucked
a flower off the ground, she’d call their names, as to not be forgotten. It was a process of
honoring the flower she’d take home. She believed that if she said it out loud, their names
would fly with the wind, and be in an everlasting trip around the Earth.
Rosa taught similarly to her mother. She was raised in an indigenous community, with no
access
to urban commodities such as electricity. The only lights they had were the sun, the
moon, the
stars, and the rare shooting stars.

AMERICA
Tazhane Edwards - Grade 11
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

She would steal for it
The government chained her to it
Its paper that controls what she does
Without this she would be on the street
She suffers with it
She suffers without it
She’s hooked like a drug addict

Like a fishing hook and a fish
We bleed for money
Money is a revolving cycle of life
It’s the one thing we can’t live without
Money is something we can’t be free from
We’re blinded by money and what it offers
This olive-green crispy piece of paper
Could destroy us all
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A MESSAGE FROM AN ANALOG CLOCK
Willa Einstein - Grade 10
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

You know, without me, you would be nothing. You could at least show me a little respect. Time
is the only thing in this ever-changing reality of yours that always stays at the same eternally even
beat. And I am its only protector. I have given up so much of my life, stuck here on this stupid wall
so that you can go and enjoy your perfect lives, with your smiling and your friends and your places
outside of this stuffy classroom. I’m trapped here, for you. A little recognition would be nice. No one
ever thinks to thank the old clock on the wall. Definitely not since the birth of the digital version.
And yeah you guys have to sit here day after day and listen to this woman drone on and on
about someone who did somethin’ real important about a thousand years ago. And I’m sure
there’s a whole bunch of things you could think of that would be a better use of your time.
But don’t forget, at the end of the day, you get to leave, and see important things and meet
other people. And I just have to stay here and wait.
You know, I used to wish time would just stop. Thinking, there has to be more than this. And every morning when you lifted the blinds, I would try my hardest to crane my face to get a glimpse
of the trees or a bird or the sky. The beauty that you just let pass over your head without ever
looking up. It all looked so wonderful from a window. And all I wanted was to be a part of it.
But now I’ve learned. I have to take care of everything. It’s my job to make sure the world
runs smoothly. And if I don’t do my job, then there wouldn’t even be a world for me to
wish for. Yet, you want to make my life harder with your staring. Don’t think your eyes go
unnoticed. I guess it is nice to be looked at, but don’t you know how they reach past my
numbers to scratch and claw at my gears, which are already so rusted and weary. No, your
eyes are never ignored and are always there poking at my hands, willing them to speed up.
Careful though, because someday, when my own will has gotten as old and tired as time
itself, I might just do it.
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RED, WHITE, & BLUES
Nat Fields - Grade 11

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Red, red like the ribbons slashed in his spine
Splattered crimson
Red the color harbored in her heart
As her rosy checked children cried for her
Red were the necks of the men they bowed to
And their fingers when pricked by the clouds
Red
Red, red
Are the crossed bloodlines
Mixed and massacred
White
The color of their god
Apostles
And sympathizer
Whitewashed were their minds
Turned against another
Took her mother and her mother
And passed them between each other
White,
Smothered in
Good, and bad,
White
Blues,
A sound born from black
Pain that paid and paved the way for their fame
Blues
Struck tunes in the soul and struck the backs of blacks
Blues washed over his momma
Left his brother a whole lotta’ trauma
And his grand-momma’ no one to pray for
Dark blue waters we thought we waded out of but
Blues filled the house
Muddy Waters told us
You can’t lose what you ain’t never had
Y’all he must’ve been psychic
Talking about two different things,
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But equality
Still ain’t for all
Closer now but I got the gall to want more
Till we can all stand tall
Red & blue
A new mix
Not quite purple
More
Red, then blue then red then blue then red then blue
Then bang
No more colors,
Just a colored laid out
Red
White
Blues
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THE FUTURE
Andi Friedman - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

The year is 2020. I am 17 years old and getting ready to go off to college and study aerospace engineering. As a teenager with not too many worries, life is good at the moment.
I see a bright future for myself and am hopeful for all the changes that I will make to better
this world and our environment. There are rumors about climate change and what it will
do to our planet in upcoming years, however I am not too concerned. I am amazed by the
moon and the possibility that one day I could build a rocket that could land on it which is
what I will study in college. The future is full of endless possibilities.
The year is 2050. The Earth is changing at paces we cannot even keep up with. The rumors made 30
years ago about humans destroying our planet are becoming a reality. Antarctica is under water, New
York City is polluted with dirty air, and the oceans have a substantial amount of plastic and garbage
in them. However, most are still blind to the fact that we are killing the place we call our home like
they were in 2020. Humans are becoming more robotic than they have been. Waking up doing the
same thing every day; confined to the schedules we created for ourselves. Life is just about work
and there is less room for creativity. What has this world become? It is a normal day for me. I drop
my kids off at school in my flying car and head to work at the lab. I am not blinded to the problems
we have caused so I am trying to find a solution. I put on my goggles and lab coat. Each day I study
the moon. How can we reinvent it so it is capable of holding the future generations after our planet is
gone? We want to colonize the moon, but not destroy it so it doesn’t result in our reality.
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The year is 2080. I am currently sitting in my space dome. Surrounded by trees, oxygen,
and aspects of the environment that were on Earth. We have found a way to bring life to the
moon by creating an ecosystem that is identical to Earth within the parameters of a large
dome. Part of it feels like the life I had 60 years ago on Earth, but more peaceful. There are
still humans living life of their last years on Earth. I wonder what it will be like when the
rest of the population arrives. Will it be a repeat of the destruction I witnessed on planet
Earth or will we learn from our mistakes? Who knows maybe 100 years from now the
moon will be just a distant memory and people will be living on Mars. I can only imagine
what will happen in the future.

BROKEN BONES AND HEALED SCARS
Janay Green - Grade 10

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Not knowing a person’s story is magical
But my mom’s fairytale was a roller coaster of tragedies
Now knowing the broken bones of her truth
I wish I were there to heal her scars
A lovely child she was
Short, long hair, brown eyes
Sad as a puppy, lonely as a dog
Her mother is an unkind, evil spirit
Her mother was always mad
Mom devoured deep attention into her dad
Even though he wasn’t allowed around
She still found him very profound
Grandma always wanted him down  
She literally threw him to the ground
Her aunt came through
And took her in
Twelve she was
Trapped inside her own skin
All three of my aunts
They look like twins
They thought their brothers’ sister  
Had committed a sin
All three of them loved my mom
They always called her the ‘‘Bomb. Com’’
My mom was sick, she was depressed

Grandma an alcoholic
All she did was rest
Fridays came, and Grandpa was there
All Grandma did was look at stare
My mom was grown now
She had big plans
She graduated high school
And got a big grand
Still sad and depressed
My mom ate her life away
Pasta and bread all filled in her head
Eating was her comfort
Her biggest reliever
Advil didn’t work
A doctor didn’t either
She blamed herself for not believing enough
Put into pain, not even the rain could express her feelings
But Grandpa, Grandpa was there
He was her savior, he was her friend
Friends were there, but she was her own
Not a follower, but a leader she sworn
Now knowing her story  
I am completely speechless
My mom is the survivor
She is my queen, and my lover
Her best friend is my dad
And I’m so glad, I had to add
As I’m writing her story on this pad
I’m thankful my life isn’t so bad
But I’m mad, I’m mad, I’m mad
I had no say in this  
But for my mom I’m praying on this
And I’m so happy I was made to have two loving parents
They never cut my blade, nor betrayed
And now I’m just hoping this world could change
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THE ANATOMY OF A BLANK PAGE
Zoe Gopoian - Grade 9

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I stare at the blank page, waiting for something magical to happen. They tell me that’s what
it does when you put a pencil and paper together. Make magic. But I did it... and nothing
is happening. I write my name and the date. Everyone’s got to start somewhere! But I start
blanking when I get to where I should put the title. Maybe it doesn’t want me. That must
be why it won’t come out of its shell for me. It doesn’t think I should be able to wield it.
Like the sword in the stone. I’m just not worthy. I try again, putting my pencil to the paper,
but I can’t take myself any further. I sharpen my pencil, put the eraser to my temple and tap
out a rhythm. Something will come, I know it will! The longer I wait, the more frustrated I
become. “Why can’t I do it? Why won’t you show yourself for me?”
I cry out. Think. Birds? Trees? Music? Movies? What can I write about? There must be
something I can do. One topic that I can use my pen to make into a painting with words.
No. I give up. I put my pencil down dejectedly and stand up. I push my chair in. Writing
just isn’t my thing, I guess. With a sigh, I walk towards the door... ...but wait. What was I
actually waiting for? Writing isn’t just magic, it’s art too. I need to take the initiative and
make it work for me, instead of the other way around. I need to go back. I hurry and sit
down in my chair. Write. Write. Write! I have an idea now. I rush to write it down and when
I read it over, I realize that it isn’t great, but it’s something, and that’s all I wanted. “I stare
at the page, waiting for something magical to happen...”

AFTERWARDS
Victoria Hagen - Grade 11
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

The two of us laid there, breathing heavily.
“Wow, that was…”
“Absolutely terrible? Horrific?”
We shared a giggle. I had reimagined this part over and over in my head, but there never seemed
to be a conclusion. It felt strange to not know what came next. I looked over at him, his eyes
closed but his body filled with excitement. It was hard to believe that all the roads I followed
somehow brought me here. It was somewhere I wanted to be, somewhere I knew I shouldn’t
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be, but it was somewhere I went anyways because my heart wanted it. I thought about this very
moment for months, everything that just happened, but never expecting to actually get here.
Suddenly, I reached out and grabbed his hand. His skin was cold against mine, but I didn’t
pull away. He didn’t either. I just continued to wrap my fingers around his, letting us become entangled within each other once more.
“What are you doing?” he asked, opening his eyes.
“I realized, after all these years, that we never held hands, and I remember that you really
wanted to. So, I’m sorry for waiting this long, for being so late, but it’s better than never.”
My answer left him quiet for a moment, and I felt as the tension in his hand released. Despite never holding his hand, the feeling of us being intertwined was somehow familiar.
Finally, I gathered up the courage that had long been devoid of me, I asked: “Do you ever
wonder what we could’ve been?
I watched as his eyes opened wide again, and studied his expression.
“I can’t say I haven’t thought about it. It comes up more than I’d like to admit.” He gave
me a weak smile and closed his eyes again.
“Do you think we’ll ever be right for each other?”
“Maybe one day.”

UNTITLED
Noel Holcomb - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

It’s night out. The lights that beam from the towering streetlights make the night look
like day from below. But in this day and age, there is no day. Only the vast vagueness
that makes the blue skies disappear and fade-away to the darkest color of all, black. And
nothing is quite more ill-lighted than a place where the sun is our moon. If you peer to the
stars with your gaze at any time you will only see the cyan shimmering of light coming
ricocheting off the face of the rigid and battered moon. Light is not a thing where I’m from.
If you don’t know, the way how the world turns and shifts and keeps prospering without
wit is by the good and the bad. Good and bad are always contradicting, inaccurate and nebulous ideals that always come forward and back to where they started like a newly formed
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circle. Now what is about to be said is neither good nor bad, just or unjust, nor right or
wrong. It’s just fact that could put any fiction to shame.  
His name was Crucious. The lively runt was delivered into darkness with something offbeat
conspiring in him. Crucious possesses an exotic essence that contrasts to others existence.
He radiates this glimmering aura that only a star could do better that would make anyone
inside infer that he was born from light. The “Golden child” of sorts. Crucious is able to
bring luminescence to this wild-styled world of shadowy mist. DO NOT let this fool you.  
Afore I conveyed to you this, Good and bad come forward and back. By this warning this
is where our palpable tale begins.  
Through the sheer light the man Crucious never has shown his true intentions and person
to any other person...... until today.
Though the world of darkness harkens his words and visions like Crucious were a deity,
something was off about this command. He starts the command by expressing “whoever
shall want the light bring me the head of our darkest foe”. Knowingly, the people of the
world were in a dilemma. A tunnel of confusion without any bright pathway to go to.  Crucious knows how the people operate. The advantage falls between his fingers and finally
conveying his true plan he speaks “whoever is alive in the night must die in the light”.
The “god’s aura fluctuates and darkens. The beast comes out of Crucious and grows to a
skyscraper’s height bringing needle-like tendrils pulsating and squirming out of what looks
like the earth’s core. The screams foam the word like a newly opened coke. The green
covering all space turns to crimson as the tendrils continue their predatory reign producing
red rain. And in all their terror and agony, the sun comes out. Bright as day to the tragic
viewing of what’s to come.   

THE BLACK NARRATIVE
Angelique Holt - Grade 9
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

To be black in America means many things. For one, it means already having a strike
against you from birth. It means being placed in a group of individuals that have been
oppressed for hundreds of years. It means having to go through a more significant amount
of hardships than your non-black peers. Black men and women are marginalized and more
targeted than other groups in America.
While the black experience has changed a bit over time, one thing is still clear: even though
Jim Crow laws and slavery have been abolished, anti-black racism is still very prevalent
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and a huge flaw in the United States. This can be seen from police brutality, black on black
crime, and the presence of the KKK, amongst other blindingly anti-black examples. The
high level of hatred and prejudice towards blacks is still there, even if it isn’t as obvious
as it was in the 1900s and before. Black people continue to be discriminated against and
denied opportunities solely for being black, and to say the least, it’s simply not fair.
Black people have been under and mis-represented in the media for many, many, years and
this continues to be the same. Black women have been portrayed as loud, ratchet, and classless, while black men have been portrayed as violent thugs that don’t care about education.
Most news headlines involving a black person have a negative connotation under toning
them, in contrast to a more positive one concerning white people or other non-black POCS.
Furthermore, being black in America can be lethal, depending on where you live. Studies
have shown that more black women die during childbirth, due to lack of attention and adequate healthcare. In addition to this, even more black men die because of gunshot and stab
wounds that were not treated properly or fast enough. Moreover, more black people live
in low-income areas that deteriorate their health; these places are known as ‘projects’. For
black people living in these areas, their life expectancy has a great difference from their
white peers. Across the US, black people suffer from the most health problems than any
other race, whether this may be diabetes, cancer, etc.
As stated before, black people are the target of police brutality and undeservingly mistreated by the same people appointed to serve and protect. Just this week, a video surfaced of a
black mother being forced out of her car with a gun pointed at her. There were about three
white officers surrounding her, calling her names, using profanity towards her, and threating to kill her if she didn’t put her hands up and her baby down. She complied by putting
her hands up, but stately respectfully that she could not put the baby down because it was
not even a year old and unable to walk. This caused the officers to get even more angry,
and grab the lady (who was pregnant), and throw even more threats of death towards her
way. The reason why all of this happened? Simply because the baby took a 99 cent Barbie
from a store.
Four narrative threads conveying what it means to be black in America are On the Subway,
Beverly Hills Chicago; Between the World and Me; and The Melting Pot. On the Subway
is a poem written by Sharon Olds. It is written from the perspective of a white woman,
and she states, “And he is black and I am white, and without meaning or trying to I must
profit from his darkness…There is no way to know how easy this white skin makes my
life…” This shows that the white woman is aware of her privilege and knows that the black
man is inferior to her. To go on, in the memoir Between the World and Me by Ta-Nahesi
Coates, Coates provides an in-depth account of his life and how being black and growing
up in Baltimore made it even harder. In one of the passages, a white woman grabs his child
just because, and he realizes that he must be cool and calm, no matter how hard he wants
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to lash out. In addition, the poem Beverly Hills, Chicago Gwendolyn Brooks talks about
the people are more fortunate than she is and own much nicer property. She even talks
about how they longer than black people, and that even in death, they are worth more.
Lastly, in the poem The Melting Pot, author Dudley Randal writes from a perspective of
a black man named Sam, who is forced out of a ‘magic melting pot’ (a reference towards
immigration and multiculturalism). The people in the melting pot don’t want Sam’s black
stain, even though they aren’t fully American themselves and come from other countries.
These works, as well as others, encompass the spirit of the troubles and oppression blacks
in America face.
I have learned that black people are still very much targeted and oppressed in America, and
that we still have a long way to go before we are treated equally and as respected as our
white or non-black counterparts. On the other hand, I also was taught that black people are
capable of great things. From studying works from MLK, Malcolm X, WEB DuBois, and
more, I can conclude that blacks are indeed not what the stereotypes make us out to be.
Black people around the US find solace in each other in part from going through the same
experiences, and in part from just having the same color skin. There is a sisterly/brotherly
bond that black people share, which can be seen from simple interaction in church or in
the street where black people treat each other like family. Likewise, this can also be seen at
HBCUs and in all black Greek sororities and fraternities. I want the black experience to be
better. I want things to improve for my black brothers and sisters.

HOW TO GET OVER A BAD DAY AT SCHOOL
Anabel Irizarry - Grade 11
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL   

Say its Friday. First period starts, history, and your teacher has a pop quiz hidden in his back
pocket. Unknown to the rest of the students as they pile into the room and the teacher gets
started. He begins to talk about the current unit and how we are going to have a pop quiz soon,
we didn’t know how soon. He suddenly pulls out a stack of papers. “Pop quiz time” he says
with a stupid shit-eating grin. Sighs go through the whole class. Yeah, that’s my start.
I sigh. I haven’t had time to study this week’s topics, I’ve been working every day after
school. It’s not fully my fault. Dad got fired some time ago because he got caught drinking
at work again for the fourth time this month and I have to work extra now. And my little
sister needs money for her next school trip, someone has to be responsible around here.
Anyways, eventually the quiz is in front of me, I sigh and start winging it. Forty minutes
later hells bells ring, time for the next class.
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I see the same ugly smiles, shitty dyed hair that my dead mother could have probably done
better, and the same people who always find a new way to torment me, specifically Jake
and Marco. My personal bullies since probably sixth grade. Since then their group has gotten bigger and bigger, now their whole group is after me. And for what? Nothing. Add that
to the list of shitty things that happen today.
They begin to walk up to me and start calling “JoJo boy! What are you upset about today?”
Jake says. JoJo boy, their personal nick name for me rings through the almost empty hallway. “Now what?” I say. I dread what’s about to come. “Guess what’s up, hint, it’s about
to be you.” Marco says, next thing I know my books I was carrying are on the ground and
I’m lifted into the air and as I’m being pushed against the wall the bell rings. “Can’t you
just fuck off today?” I say. I’m never in the mood get bullied but can’t they take a break?
“no, and just for that, maybe we’ll make today worse.” Jake says as he throws me down to
the piercing hard floor.
My head smacks the floor, almost knocking me out. “Actually Marc, lets knock him out” I
hear Jake say. What the fuck?? I then feel kicking on both sides of my abdomen. After what
feels like forever, they stop. “hey, watch this” I hear and feel one final blow to my head.
Everything goes dark.
I wake up and everything is dark. As I sit up, pain comes flooding to my body, along with
the memories. The pain of sitting up almost kills me so I lay back down. “What the fuck?”
I whisper to myself. I look around and I see the moon above what looks like bars. As I look
more, I realize I’m under the bleachers. How did they put me here? Why did they leave me
here? More and more question fill my head and it begins to pound. I feel around for my
phone to see the time. I finally find it in my jacket pocket, 8:57 pm. I’m late for work, I
missed school, and I have no way of getting home. I sigh and shine my flashlight.
There’s blood on me, how? I follow the trail of blood to my bicep and roll up my sleeve.
“Fag” is carved into my skin and dried blood is all around. I begin to think, they’ve
never gone this far. This is too extreme. I’m tired of this, I gotta show them. I have to.
I try to get myself up, with every fiber in my body that is dying and try. I limp my way
home, a fifteen-minute walk turns into an hour of limping. Once I get home, I hide in the
shadows to be unknown to my father. Like he would notice in the first place. I go into the
bathroom to wash the day way.
As I’m undressing, I see more words carved into my body. I am not some fucking pumpkin.
“bitch”, “cracker”, “gay”, and more. Along with that I see what looks like tiny galaxies on
my ribs from all the kicks. I turn on the water and let it run down my body to wash away
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the day. I’m not upset. I’m heated. They crossed the line and I’ve had it. I have to get back
at them. But worse. But how?
Time passed and I get out the shower and carefully go to my room. Why does it have to be
me? Stuff hasn’t been the same since mom died. I sigh and lay in bed looking at the ceiling
for answers. Some I know I won’t find. And I think I begin to drift on the pathway of sleep.
11:56 am
I read from the clock. Pain races through my body. I still haven’t taken care of the pain. I
want to keep it like that. As a reminder of how I want others to feel. I hear small footsteps
creep into my room, “Joey” I hear. It’s my sister “Joey, Daddy left he said he won’t be
back until Tuesday and he didn’t make breakfast” she continued. I roll towards her trying
not to reveal the marks. “Okay, Eli, can you reach the cereal?” I ask. “yeah, do you want
some too?” she asks. I probably should eat actually. It’s definitely been a while. “yeah Eli,
please?” I respond. She nods and skips away. Eli has been the only person keeping me sane
lately. I try to sit up to meet her, but my body is weak. I feel weak.
4:28 am
I can’t sleep. I don’t know what to do. I think and think but nothing I come up with sits right.
Wait, Dad has two guns in his closet. I immediately get up and rush to my father’s room and
go into his closet. There on the floor the beauties laid. I pick up the two rifles a shot in the
head for both of them should be good enough to show them. I take them back to my room
and start to devise a plan.
8:40 am
I walk into the school. Eyes out for Jake and Marco. They both have the same first period
so it shouldn’t be too hard. I hold the rifles ready in my pockets. Time is racing. I need
to do this now. My palms are a desert while outside a storm is forming. I walk by a room
and hear a familiar voice. “JoJo boy! You’re back, great” it’s Marco. I turn and walk into
the class. I approach them and get my hands ready. “So, you’re not gonna talk to us?
Look Marc JoJo is sad” Jake says. I laugh a little, I’m far from sad.
My grip tightens. Next thing I know I pull both triggers. It felt satisfying. Uplifting. It felt
so good, I did it again to the kids sitting around them.
I think I got over my bad day. There’s just one catch, it was my last bad day and today is
my last good day
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THE FUTURE AND LIFE’S CHALLENGES
Sean Larkin - Grade 12

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

It’s a very scary thing to think too deeply about. The future, not only my future but the
future of society and the planet. It’s really quiet a mind boggling thought to have. The
scariest part about it is that it’s not guaranteed. I wouldn’t have seen myself in the position I’m in right now if I had imagined it 4 years ago as a freshman in high school. When
I had first come to the high school I really didn’t think much about my future and how
my actions then would affect it, mainly because I was young and didn’t really care, I believed that everything I did was ok and that it had no consequence later on. I was making
decisions and meeting friends that I’m not friends with now or at least as close to now.
My freshman year I was probably the roughest year of my life, I met a girl who I thought was
perfect and our future looked great. After 3 months I realized it was a huge mistake. I never
would have imagined skipping whole days of school, and pissing off friends and family for
this girl, I had become trapped. The most logical thing anyone would think to do is break up
with her but it wasn’t that easy. First, she had major depression and a horrible living situation
because of her parents. I felt almost obligated to stay with her just to make her happy. There
were countless nights I stayed up and missed school to make sure she didn’t lose her life from
her own actions. I thought I was trapped forever and would never be able to escape this sort
of mental and physical torture. Luckily with assistance and support from others, I was able to
get her the help of professionals and try to move on with my life.
About a year and a half later, I met a few kids with a great sense of fashion and knowledge
of current street wear fashion at the time, they invited me to be part of this clothing brand
idea they had and I thought it was the coolest thing ever. We had produced dozens of designs of t-shirts and long sleeves and sold out of almost all of the ones we made public.
After working with them for a few months I realized that we all had a dream of making
this clothing brand the next big thing. So for me, my future was to become a clothing brand
owner and designer for my brand, while this did happen it sort of fell apart when all of the
kids in the brand went to college and I started to focus more on getting into college, we
didn’t meet as much to work on stuff and there was no motivation from anyone to make
anything. So, I gave the brand over to one of the main people who ran it with me for him
to run it full time while I sorted out my life.
From high school alone I’ve realized that life is really just some crazy roller coaster with
high hills to climb and steep drops to fall from with the occasional loop and twirls throughout the ride, you just have to hold on and enjoy the ride the best you can. You don’t always
know what’s going to be next for you, but you can always try your best to deal with it and
have the most fun possible.
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THE ONE I THOUGHT I NEEDED
Merline Luctama - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL    

It’s been a really long time since I’ve heard from you or spoke to you
I still remember our phone calls  
The joy I’d get from spending my day with you.
Your presence was everything for me.
Your hugs were my medicine.
Your shoulders were my tissues.
And your heart was my diary.
We were best friends, but you were everything more than just a title
Our love was powerful, I looked up to you like you were my role model
Our friendship was perfect to everyone’s eyes except our own  
Seven years is long when said but feels more like seven days when lived
Crazy how we vowed to always be there for each other  
And ironic how when I needed you the most that’s when you left
Crazy how I was the blame for everything, took the blame for everything and still was
left with nothing
Now it’s incredible how we walk by each other like we’ve never met. And how I’d always put my head down when seeing you.  
My heart would literally beat out my chest...  
When hearing your voice my heart was never at rest  
Our bond was a supposed forever,  
Something like no other...
Me without you is like a baby without a bottle
Photographer without a model
And a maid without someone to coddle
That was the old me though,
New me won’t ever let me slip, that’s the last time I ever let someone have my crown tilt
Thank you for showing me I needed to get back on my own two feet alone.
Thank you for showing me a new level of resilience you and I both never knew I owned
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MY LOVE STORY
Juletzy Reyes Martinez - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

This is not our average happy ending love story. In my pre-teen years and going into my
teenage years I watched many love novelas such as Jane the Virgin, Friends and basically
all Christmas movies. All of them had a similar story; a girl meets a boy while trying to
pick up the books she dropped when he bumped into her. They start to know each other and
slowly fall in love while going on cute dates. After a lifetime of events they either become
a beautiful couple with an amazing road ahead or they are happily married with children
and a huge house. My love story didn’t end exactly like that.
Now let’s begin, I met “this kid” my freshman year of high school at a youth group my
friend made me go, I’m glad I decided to go. We instantly grew an amazing friendship.
Going to watch movies or going to big apple smoothie during school lunch became a regular thing. My 15th birthday was coming up and my parents and I started planning this big
party. It was very exciting but that meant I needed six boys to be part of my honor court.
He was the first person to come to mind when I asked the boys to come practice the dance.
This meant we would spend more time together and that made us inseparable. The big day
came, and I was there in my big puffy dress. He was all dressed up in a suit and bow tie I
had assigned all the boyswear. He made me feel very special helping me get around with
the big dress and making sure I have everything I need. It was very nice of him, especially
since my party landed on his birthday and he could have spent the day with his family...
June 17 an important day we share.
Somehow even without trying we would end up together. He was a year older than I was,
but we ended up having the same math class for two years. He made those classes very fun
but hard to concentrate in. We helped each other out to better understand the content we
were learning through facetime calls and study halls. We would meet at certain places of
the school to walk together to class and often he would walk me to my other classes. We
also had the same gym class my junior year. Since this class was a lifesaving class we had
to study and practice jumps. We would stay after class and during lunch we would jump
into the pool to practice. Even without trying we always ended up in the same group or
situation.
I always knew this kid was handsome with his defined cheekbones and messy hair. I know
we started off as friends, but he had this something that slowly won over my heart like the
way we would make any situation better how he ended up making me more confident in
myself. We would hang out all the time and enjoy long facetime calls often falling asleep
and waking up with him still on the phone. We had many things in common like the love
toward swimming and of course enjoying Mexican food. We would argue over little things
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such as what type of burger was better or how I would “leave” him for a week when I went
to go visit my family in Mexico every year. We started to do couple things like going to the
local carnival together and amusements parks to enjoying an ice cream cones on weekends.
We had an annual “date” of going to the fireworks at the high school to celebrate the 4th
of July and on one 4th of July I even took him on a family trip to splash down. He made
the trip amazing. we started to become more public like and going to school talent shows
together and I never officially told anyone we were together but most of my friends knew.
I was happy. I enjoyed the thought of dating my best friend. it was like we have been together since we met. We had established an amazing friendship and now we were dating.
Everything was going great. I started managing the swim team so that meant we spent
basically the whole day together because that year he also joined he was on the swim team.
Since he was older my junior year of high was his senior year. I didn’t think about this
before, but he was going to graduate. He told me he wasn’t going to go college and I was
confused. “I’m going to the marines” he said my heart dropped. I didn’t know much about
the marines but I knew it was a very dangerous job. I was thinking we can do long distance
if he was going to college but the marines. That’s where he wanted to go, and I’d never ask
him to go because of me. He started taking all their written test and physical test in order
to become a marine and slowly started training with recruiters. It’s happening, he’s leaving
me. At this point we were having personal relationship problems; in March me officially
broke up and it was the worst. I had gotten so used to being alongside him. We still talked
but it wasn’t the same, I felt the distance between us. I tried to act like it didn’t hurt and
that it will get better. Months passed and he kept telling me about the marines and how he
would be leaving in august. We weren’t planning are getting back together but he was still
my best friend. He had graduated high school at this point and only had a two month until
he was shipped out
During the summer we barely if had any communication “this kid” left for 13 weeks for
boot camp and is currently a US marine. I guess my love story didn’t have a clear ending,
but it sure did teach me many things about myself and happiness you get from other people.
But it is like a movie. The second it’s over all you can think of is what made you love the
person and the happy memories.

I COME FROM THE BRONX
Matt Montalvo - Grade 9
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I am from the Bronx where you
Find talented people dancing in the subway,
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Cigarette butts everywhere and
Music blasting from every direction.
I am from an apartment with a dad who is always reading,
With a mom who loves to laugh and sing, with
An annoying sister who I love and a brother who always has my back.
I am from a family who loves to have fun and
Never worry what people think or say. I am from a
Puerto Rican family where setbacks make us stronger.
I am from an apartment with nice neighbors who care for everyone.
I am from a home that I’ve known my whole life, a place where
Arguments occurred, jokes have been made, and emotional times have happened.

MONACHOPSIS
Jennifer Norvell - Grade 10
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I am lost
Lost in this place
A place that I knew  
Once full of grace
Faces I know
Like the back of my hand
The hand that had taught me
Not all goes to plan
Plans go to waste
In places like these
The constant feeling  
Of insecurities  
I know where I am
I can’t call it home
Like memorizing a number
Without a damn phone
I can’t say I’ve lived
If I don’t feel alive
Not breathing on my own
The struggle to survive
Surviving right here
Where I’m said to live
A place where its more common
To take than to give
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I know where I am
And I’m not at home
This is a place where
I feel alone
Lonesome and trapped
I cannot escape
My mind has been broken
And bent out of shape
As shapeless as water  
My thoughts are a flurry
I want to find home
But I’m in a hurry
Rushing for peace
For my peace of mind
I wanna feel okay
But there’s limited time
Who knows when
My time will finally arrive
Death brushes my cheek
And I must abide
All I’ve wanted was
To find where I can be me
Without feeling as if
I was lost at sea
Endless thoughts like
“I want to go home”
Even if I’m where I “live”
It’s not easily shown
Showing that I feel
So out of place
Places of memories
My words will erase
Why would anybody listen
To someone who’s lost
Like a book without a shelf
The one that you tossed
Tossing like pebbles
Across a lake
How do I know this
Is real and not fake
Reality diminished
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Painting real scars
I don’t know where home is
But I know it feels far
Miles and miles
Forever they go
I’d live for the day
That I can find home
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MOST MAGICAL GIFT
Abigail Ortiz - Grade 12

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

There are many moments that have become very memorable and are crystallized in my
life. One of those happens to be a trip to Walt Disney world that occurred last year and
was the most amazing trip. Out of all the times that I have traveled to Walt Disney world
and believe me, I’ve been there a lot this one trip happens to be the most memorable.
A little bit of background of what occurred before is that my mom had just turned 50 years
old and my dad wanted to give her the most amazing gift that she would never forget. I
hadn’t seen my grandparents for about 17 years, and she was really missing them at this
time because she can’t believe that she has made it to fifty and wasn’t able to spend it with
her parents. My grandparents used to have their visa, but it expired a long time ago. Since
the rules are different in Mexico in order to renew your visa you need to have money and
a lot of it. My grandparents in Mexico sell ice cream and only make enough money to buy
the necessities. My mom would always send my grandparents as much money as she could
to make sure that they were okay. One time my mom tried to get my grandparents to get
their visa, but they were sadly rejected and unable to receive their visa. But after so many
years my dad found a program located here in New York that helps reunite elderly people
with their family here in the US. When my dad heard of this, I recall him telling me to do
some research on this program and find out if it is real. And thankfully it was all real and
not a scam, they were even on a Hispanic new channel which made us feel surer that this
program was the real deal. Once we applied for the program, we later found that my parents had been approved for their visa and would be coming to the US. During all this time
my mom had absolutely no idea that this was going on.
It was December 14th, 2018 it was the day that my grandparents were arriving in the US.
During this time my family and I were in Walt Disney World for the holidays and for my
mom’s birthday celebration with my aunts and uncles as well. On this day my family had
planned to go to Magic Kingdom Park for a Christmas Party and when we arrived at the
park my dad and I dropped my family off and acted like we forgot something at the hotel
but in reality, we drove to the airport to pick up my grandparents. I hadn’t seen my grand-
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parents in about 4 years so I was also very excited when I saw them at the airport, and I
could only imagine how my mom is going to feel. We picked my grandparents up, dropped
their luggage off and drove immediately to the park. By this time, it was already 6 pm and
my mom was already standing at the front of the castle because my brother was a part of
the plan and he made her wait in the front of the castle. My dad and I walked my grandparents up behind my mom and her reaction was priceless, she started crying and she was
so extremely happy. She never expected that to happen and she told me that she couldn’t
believe that her parents were finally here with her after so many years. The moment when
I saw my mom’s reaction when she saw my grandparents is a moment that will be forever
crystalized in my mind.

I AM ME
Evelyn Pardo - Grade 10
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I am the sunshine of your day
The smile on your face
The rain that ruins your plan for the day
The frown on your face
I am
I am the heartbeat in your body
The air in your lungs
The blood going through your veins
The knowledge in your brain
I AM ME
I am your first love
The butterflies in your stomach
The sweat on your hands
The sweet innocent laugh that comes out of your mouth
I am
I am the first creak in your heart
The tears in your eyes
And your blurry vision
The redness on your face
I AM ME
I am the baby of the house
The second girl
The last hope for my parents
The aunt to two nieces
I am a spring baby

I am the happiness you feel when someone succeeds
The sadness you feel when a child is being neglected
The bitterness you feel when you hold a grudge
The anger you feel when a child is abused
The embarrassment you feel when your family does something weird in public
I am every emotion mixed in one
I am protective of those I love
I am family oriented
I am a person who is always eating
I LOVE FOOD
I am Ecuadorian and Mexican
I AM
I AM
I AM
I WISH
I WISH
I WISH
I wish I less opened
Less stubborn
Less angry with life
Less kind
And less bitchy
I wish
Oh I wish
I wish I was smarter
More open mined
More understanding
More mean
More independent
I wish
I wish I always made my family proud
I wish I could rule the world
I wish I was a person who can handle everything life throws at them
I wish I could be everything and one day I will be
This is me :)
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ON MY MIND
Jacqueline Prieto - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

This December was one big blur. It feels like I was just celebrating that December 1st had
finally come around. My mind has been consumed with college applications, schoolwork
and life at home. But I keep asking myself where this month had gone. Prior to this month
my mind was filled with the idea of putting up lights around the house and setting up the
Christmas tree. Unfortunately, most of the month has passed and none of those things have
happened. Now it’s December 20th and I can’t pinpoint one thing I’ve been waiting to do
in the month of December. The only comfort to this confusion is that I know others feel the
same way. We’re all in or were in the same position, dealing with everything that life threw
at us and the obligations we needed to fulfill. Soon it’ll be 2020, out graduation year and
I already know it will feel like a blur, I still wonder how I can stop time in my mind and
enjoy every day so I can keep the memories crystal clear that are soon to come.

STEREOS AND CD’S
Sandra Ramos - Grade 11
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL  

My first ever memory from my childhood was walking into the kitchen and hearing music playing
from my mom’s stereo, a gift to her from my dad. It was big, chunky, composed of two different
parts, and a sleek, black color. What was playing, I cannot recall, although it was probably something romantic or by Los Tigres del Norte. I have been around music since before I could walk.
Before I was born, my dad found a job within the states as a dishwasher and part-time landscaper, saved his money and rented out an apartment. The rest of the money would go to Mexico,
to my mom, so she could quickly come to the states and join my dad. When she did come, she
too had to find a job. Although life wasn’t a luxury, my parents believed it to be better than
what they had in Mexico. They struggled financially, saving up their money so on Sundays
they would buy everything they needed for the week. They didn’t get a TV until I was born and
even then, it wasn’t much. That didn’t matter: each other’s company and music mattered.
With her stereo, my mom had a growing collection of CDs. Some were from her sister,
others from cousins that would come to visit her. But many of them were from my dad.
Any weekend they could, they would take a bus ride to Port Chester. They ate at a deli and
when they were finished went to the store next door. The store sold jewelry, clothes, toys,
but most importantly CDs. Setting aside money from their paychecks, my mom took what
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felt like hours just to find herself three CDs to take home. On the bus ride home, she would
smile at my dad, thank him, and tell us all about her new additions. Te vas enamorar de
lo que encontré hoy, ya lo se. “You’re going to love what I found today, I just know it.”  
We were always moving from house to house with my mom’s sister, my aunt, and her family.
Rent would be too expensive, or the neighbors would be rowdy and disruptive. Even with all
this moving, the people we were with would stay constant, the stereo was constant. Always
playing, from our bedroom, when we moved it into our new living room, on the tiny window inside the kitchen. While our tiny, joke of a TV was replaced with the newest LG flat
screen and our cabinets and bedspreads were thrown out, my mom’s stereo remained.
After having it for nearly twelve years, the stereo stopped working. It was also around the
time when my parents began filing for a divorce. No longer was there music playing when I
came back from school, my parents’ bedroom was stripped of my dad’s belongings until all
that remained were the bed, two pieces of furniture, the TV, my mom, and my two-year-old
brother. My dad and I were no longer part of her life.
Was the stereo breaking a sign that bad things were to come? That all good things came to
an end? At ten-years-old, it felt like it. I thought I would never see my mom and brother
ever again, that it would only get worse. It didn’t. My dad and I built a new life for ourselves, with new people and new relatives to live with. I didn’t have a little brother, but I
had cousins that were enough. In those ten months, I forgot about her. I forgot about the
stereo and all the happy times it gave me. Life went on, and it was okay.
When I did see her again, it was because I asked to. The house looked just as it had when I left it,
but in the place of my mom was someone I did not know or understand. She was a stranger and
I could tell she felt the same towards me. “I’m moving in a month, help me pack?” I nodded.
“Will you still visit your brother and me when we move?” I nodded again, more aggressively.
Did she think I would let her go again? That I didn’t want her back? We did not know who the
other was anymore but had the chance to get to know each other again. To love each other again.
I took the chance and worked with it. No matter how long it took, we would get back to loving
and understanding each other, more than we ever did before. I was sure of it.
Now when I go to visit her, the silence and tension from five years ago is replaced by
warmth and laughter from her, my brother and half-sister. She goes to the kitchen and
begins preparing dinner and with her she brings her phone. She begins playing her music from whatever app she uses and goes into her trance, just like all those years ago.  
Through her and her stereo, I have found a deep love for music. I hear the emotion, the
lyrics, the instruments and the voice. It isn’t just noise that stimulates the ear. Music creates
moments, memories that I can’t forget. I can listen to the lyrics, how they’re being sung
and think, “This, this is genius. How do they do it? How can they feel such crazy things,
and put it into words so brilliantly?” I feel the intense love my mom has for music, how
it’s just as intense as the love she has for my siblings and me. I too, get excited to listen to
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a new song, a new artist and feel what the artist wants me to feel. I love it with everything
my being is made of.
The plucking of guitar strings and trumpets brings me out of my head. I know this song. I look to her
and see my mom does as well, smiling and humming to the instrumentals. Te acuerdas como pusistes esta canción todos los días, por fin entiendo lo que están diciendo! She laughs. Por supuesto que me recuerdo, son recuerdos muy bonitos. Como los extraño. “Remember how you played
this song nearly every day? I finally know what they’re saying!” “Of course, I do, they were
beautiful times in my life. Oh, how I miss it.” Me and you both, Mom, me and you both.

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
Nicolle Rodriguez - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

The Future we once waited makes that people change their way of thinking, acting and
speaking in the next present, having us pay attention to every step to not cause an alternate bad
consequence at the end. But no matter if it’s for good or for bad, is an inevitable time that is coming
soon with infinite possibilities and outcomes. This perception of time and the reasoning pened and
what will happen was created as early as clocks and old techniques or instruments were emerging
to record and keep aware of time. In the way also creating different and impressive technology
such as starting with the sundial, a shadow type of clock first used by the Babylonians that went
from a sand hourglass that transformed later into a pocket watch to going to today, modern world,
with a mechanical or engines counting every minute and second. This created an illusion of time,
as well as people living at the edge and have doubts, even fear in many times of what would happen. Some people say that there is no difference between the present and the future. The present
having continue passing, it gives an expectancy of unknown that feels like, if stopping and “living in the present” is impossible, when each second, we experience something new and out of
nowhere. Having us live each moment probably between the future and the present. The present
make that the future is very often change between person and funnily the time in which the person
is experiencing. For example, before the first man landed on the moon in 1969 and internet or
connection between computers were created, people still imagine that in the future all those super
technological objects such as flying cars and being able to have a video call to a relative that its
far, would exist. They hope for a better future in which all aspects of life and what its around them
change for their benefit. And the never unanswered question comes up, is it going to change for
good? And if it is, when? Now looking to the situation of the United States and the world with the
problems of climate change, inequality, violence, especially in schools and the corruption and the
hidden associations between many political figures, create a disillusion of what would the future s
is going to be. For me, the future of the next step in life is as unknown as if answering the question
of how the universe is going to end or how it all began.
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A LOVE STORY
Paul Sevcik - Grade 12

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Once upon a time, at church street elementary school, a kid named Paul Sevcik discovered
the love of his life. He got his first glimpse of her and fell in love immediately. In fact, he
fell so deeply in love that he left his first as soon as he met her. There were no hard feelings,
for, Paul knew right away that this girl would be perfect for him. He had no classes with
her, only saw her during recess. So, when it was time for recess, he would sprint outside to
find her, his heart racing, adrenaline spiking, yet, once he found her, he settled down and
felt at home. She would make him smile, she would make him laugh, believe it or not, she
even made him friends, friends that he still has to this day. She was a special type of girl to
Paul. After an hour of playing it was time to go inside, back to class, where they wouldn’t
see each other, but Paul couldn’t stop thinking about her. He didn’t know what to do, so,
he told his dad about this beautiful girl he sees at recess. His dad knew exactly what to
do, “Well son, do you want to see this girl outside of school?” Paul’s eyes grew large and
jumped up and said: “Of course I do!!” His dad then replied, “Let’s make that happen.” His
dad set up a play date at the park where Paul, his dream girl, and a few other friends played
until they couldn’t play anymore. His dad watched him play and realized how happy this
girl made him, he then thought of something that would blow Paul’s mind!!
After, they played Paul went to his dad got in the car and said “That was so fun!! Can we
do it again?” “Of course, Paul,” said the father. It was time for his dad to tell him something that would blow his mind!!
“Hey Paul”
“Yes, Dad?”
“Would you like it if she were to come home with you so you can play there as well?”
“I’d love that,” said Paul “but she has her own family we can’t just take her.”
His dad laughed and said, “So why don’t we just go get you one for yourself?”
They drove to the Mall walked in the store and low and behold Paul’s dream girl filled
the shelves.
“Hey kid which basketball do you want?” says the worker
Paul points at one and says, “That one she’s perfect.”
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THE HATE YOU GIVE
Savannah Williams - Grade 12
WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Everyone goes home expecting hugs and kisses
So, did I at one point  
Everyone believes family is forever  
So, did I at one point  
Every girl’s mother supposed to be their best friend
Mine isn’t  
Every girl is supposed to be Daddy’s little girl
I’m not  
You go home and ask your mom how her day was
She’ll tell you all about it
She’ll complain  
She’ll say how much she hates it  
Not once did she ask how mine was  
Why I hate school  
Why I got in trouble  
See I’m the runt  
You know that puppy in the end  
Nobody ever wants
Well that’s always been me  
Constantly feeling so different from everyone else
Constantly feeling attacked  
Feeling alone
Feeling like a sunken ship  
That saying
How does it go
Oh yea “What you give is what you get”
Well what did I give to deserve this  
Not a thing  
Not a suspension  
Not a dropout  
Not a loser
All I get is  
Constant criticism  
More heartbreak  
Become a bigger “disappointment”
Yes, continue to make me feel like I’m not enough
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Like I’m always mad  
Do y’all ever for once stop and think how your actions harm me?
Do y’all ever think I just need a break?
Y’all say don’t worry about the adult stuff but somehow, I always end up in the middle
of it
Small world  
I can’t even say this ‘cause y’all might take it the wrong way
Or once again I’m being dramatic
Or looking for attention  
But honestly, do you think that’s too much to ask
Just know the Hate U Give  
Messes me up
Makes me want to run away  
Makes me want to never speak to y’all again  
Cause the Hate U Gave already messed me up

IT’S ALL GOOD
Ryan White - Grade 11

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

I’ve Been in A Haze
For the past few days
There were 99 other ways
They could’ve gone
But sadly, they were all spent
With my head bent down
Always staring at the ground
Trying to avoid making eye contact with whoever was around
But hey, it’s all good
‘Cuz there’s no way you could
Have ever known
There weren’t any “open” clues being shown
‘Cuz you were always caught up
Thinking about all the things I did that you don’t condone.
And that’s when you would leave me alone
To reflect on my “mistake”
And while that was happening
I was drowning in a never-ending lake
But hey, it’s all good
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‘Cuz it’s not like you could
Have ever known
And it’s not like I would
Have told you
Because every time I tried to
You’d redirect the conversation
Focusing only on the bad things that I do.
Never listening to what I had to say
About how I feel
Despite the many times that I try to reel
You back in.
‘Cuz you just say to use a pin
And stick it on the board
But then I get bored
‘Cuz that’s when you get to the point
And call me a whore
So, I totally zone out
Because I don’t want to hear the rest of what you have in store
But hey, it’s all good
‘Cuz it’s not like you could
Have ever known
That my feelings have flown away to this place
Where they are constantly called a disgrace
But hey, it’s all good
‘Cuz it’s not like you could
Have ever known
That the place I hate the most
Is the place that you demand me to call home.
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UNTITLED
Anonymous - Grade 10

WHITE PLAINS HIGH SCHOOL

Continue to be quiet, continue to be stereotyped.
Keep being walked over.
Don’t speak up for yourself,
Don’t get loud,
It’s ghetto and doesn’t help your case one bit.
Let everyone think that you’re a criminal,
Stand in the shadows forever.
Don’t try to be great, don’t aim for the stars.
Be scared to accept yourself,
Drop out of school,
Fight with your hands and not your words,
Get incarcerated and become another statistic.
Exercise 24/7 so you’re not fat, but don’t get too skinny.
That means you’re anorexic.
Wear makeup but look natural.
Learn how to cook, clean, and support your husband.
Keep shopping, but don’t be vain or materialistic.
Keep gossiping about everyone, but don’t talk too much.
I say no.
I won’t be another statistic,
I won’t submit,
And I beg you not to too.
To all my black brothers and sisters,
And to all my girls, listen to this:
Kermit sung a song.
He said it’s not easy being green.
I can attest that it’s not easy being black,
Nor is being a woman.
But get this:
Kermit also said being green is fine!
It’s beautiful.
I can say the same for myself.
Being black and being a woman is fine, it’s beautiful,
And it’s exactly what I want.
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